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nounced by the chair as follows:
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tion at St. Louis. The Platform for
home wedding on Sunday morning at 10
Protection
and Sound Money.
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o’clock at Mrs. H. E. White’s, No. 11 Bates
Block, Lewiston. The contracting parties
The National Republican Convention
opened at bt. Louis June 16th, but
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James-Rc-bkrts. A family wedding took
place last Thursday at the residence of Mr,
and Mrs. James Luke James of West Belfast.
The contracting parties were Mr
William H. Janies of Proctor, Yt., and Miss
Elizabeth H. Roberts of Boston. The cere-
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visitors.
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speakers
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Henry Lord. President
M. C. Fernald, I). A. RobinK. Jones, II**n. L>. Walker
W'. H. Jordan.
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on Prof. W.
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I).; and Miss Mary S.
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1). W. I'olby recording
Hank Damon, corresponding
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Russell
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.'■n. vi. e pres. :il» t ben Wylie,
:,,nnie Blake,
Mis.
Lizzie
• buries
Wylie. George R’eed,
a. ilire*-tors.
It was voted to
xt
reunion in Waketield.
abb] G. A. Jb post of Bau’pt< d a :-o’titi. n censuring
but, of Haivaid University,
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bottom. Tlie storm followintense heat.
Portland
Me., June 21.
a
by terriflic electrical storm
ift.ernoon.
Houses all over the
struck by lightning, and in
s set on
lire, but none were detit hough many were badly dami 'lephone and electric light cir•i'c burned out, the motors of the
iis were
destroyed, and trees in
‘it of the
city were struck and
<! into
kindling wood.
Many
scapes were reported, in some
"pie being stunned, but none
bed.
A barn at Peak’s Island,
Henry Trefetheu,was burned to
ind, as were many farm buildings
■Hounding country. The storm
nearly an hour, and the damH'
by it will mount up to tlie thou'<•
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RIGHTS

SUGAR.

We condemn the present administration
the sugar producRepublican party
favors such protection as will lead to the

20 1-2
3
15
2

production

on

S1 hO ,0(K) ,(XK)

a n n u a 11 y.

American soil of all the sugar
American people use, and for

which tlie
which they pay other countries

..
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WOOL AND

15

more

than

WOOLENS.

To all our products—to those of the mine
and the field as well as those of the
shop
and factory—to hemp—to wool, the product
I of the great industry of sheep husbandry, as
well as the finished woolens of the mill—we
promise the most ample protection.

j
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MERCHANT MARINE.

The election of officers of the 3d Battalion,
Regiment, l\ R. I\. I’., will he held at

Misses Addie and Nellie Gordon left Tuesto visit relatives in Maplewood, Mass,

Mr. and Mrs. James E. Doak and child of

Marlboro, Mass., arrived Saturday fora visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Duncan of Ro.-bland
visited friends

Miss Wilda Vose went to Boston Sa!unlay
steamer City of Bangor, fora short

night by
visit.

Edwin Frost on their return
Kent’s Hill went to their home in East
Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs.

from

C. I. Ginn and daughter
Erneroy went C
Boston by Tuesday night's steamer for a
short visit.

can

__

_

Clifford J. Pattee attended the commencethe Maine State College at Orono
last week.
ment at

Percy C. Peirce was at home last Saturday
from Providence, where he is engaged on an
electrical plant.
Blanche and Mae Ingraham, daugh(’apt, Otis Ingraham, visited friends
Belfast last Thursday.

Misses
ters of
in

Mrs. James Mitchell of Portland arrived
last Thursday to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John N. Stewart.

—

Augusta, to-day.
The regular meeting of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter will be held next Monday
evening, June 20th.
Belfast Division, Lmform Rank, Knights
Pythias, has received an invitation to attend the Eden centennial celebration at Bar
Harbor July 2d.
"f

Wednesday, July
lodge and children
hall

will celebrate
picnic at the Battery,
1st.
Members of the

Lodge

a

meet

at Odd

Fellows’

10a. in., standard tilin'.
Transportaj tion 15 cents.
The Odd Fellows will observe next Sunday, June 2-Sth, as Memorial Day. The va1 ions bodu-s will meet at Odd Fellows' Hall

j

at

j

at 2 o’clock p. m., and march

j

dist church, where,

a

mem

to

>rial

will

j be preached by Rev. (,. G. Winslow
Services at the church will begin at 3 o’clock.
The music will be l.y the Baptist chorus.
After the services the Odd Fellows will
I march to Grove
Cemetery, where the ritual

| decoration

j

service will be

••

held.

Transfers in Real Estate.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
tor the week ending June 24, Lsph;
Al-

Skarsmont. Mrs. Mary Batchelder
spent last week at Deer Isle... .Leroy Marriner and family spent Sunday in North
port
with his sister.... M rs. Sarah Mahoney and
Nina
of
East Northport are in
•laughter
town, the guests of her son, Arad Mahoney.
....Leslie Marriner is shingling his house.
Miss Amanda Gardner spent a few days
in town last week, the
guest of her sister,
East

Mrs.
Austin
Marriner-Master George
Cunningham of Franklin, Mass., is spending
the summer with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jarvis Arnold.
Knox.
Rev. H. 1. Holt will preach at the
church in East Knox next Sunda y at l2 p m.,
standard time-There will be a 4th of .July
celebration at McGray’s Hall, East Knox.
A grand parade of horribles will take place
at 10 a. m., and there will be dancing in the
afternoon and evening, the grand march to
begin promptly at 1 p. m. Townsend Bros.,
4 pieces, will furnish music..
Ice cream and
cake will be served at all hours. A good
time is

expected.

Mrs. James Mitchell and daughter Margaret of Portland have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. Wight. One of the sons, John
Mitchell, who officiated so ably as conductor
on the Georges Valley Railroad, is now a
student at Andover, and a member of the
school glee club.
[Rockland Courier-

Gazette.

Maurice E. Davidson arrived home Mon-

day evening from Bates College, Lewiston,
the

for

Reed’s
There

enthusiasm.
was a
tremendous outburst of applause when Mr. Lodge said he wanted a
name was

received with

who would, on the 4th of March
an extra session of Congress to
enact a tariff which would furnish sufficient
into
the Treasury to pay the expenses
money
the Government.
of
McKinley’s name,
whenever it was uttered, was the signal for
great waves of applause, and the first time
it fell from the lips of Foraker, who placed
the champion of protection in nomination, it
was a spark which lighted in the convention
a veritable prairie fire.
When it came to a
vote McKinley was nominated on the first
ballot. Only three States voted solidly for
Reed—Maine, New Hampshire and Rhode
Island. They were unbroken when their
names were called.
There was division in
Massachusetts and Connecticut. The defection of votes in the Nutmeg State had
been expected and created no surprise, but
when Chairman Draper announced that one
of the Massachusetts delegates hail separated from his associates and thrown his lot
with McKinley the announcement was rePresident

next, call

|

ceived with

astonishment.

Smith of Leicester, who is
ed with bad faith ami has
Following, in detail, is the
was

The

deserter

openly chargno

defenders.

VOTE FOR PRESIDENT.
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California.—
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22
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Georgia
2
Illinois. .46
2
Indiana
30
Iowa.
26
Kansas
20
Kentucky. 26
Louisiana.
11
4
12
1-2
Maine.
12
35
1
Maryland
1
Massachusetts.
29
Michigan. 28
18
Minnesota..
;
17
^Mississippi
Missouri.
34
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Montana...
1
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16
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3
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19
1
New York!
17
55
North Carolina
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North Dakota...
6
Ohio.
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(Iregon..

Pennsylvania..
Rhode Island.
South Carolina.
South Dakota.
Tennessee.
t Texas
Ctali.
Vermont.
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Virginia.
Washington
West Virginia
...

Wisconsin.

Wyoming.

Dist. of Columbia..
Arizona.
New Mexico.
Oklahoma.
Indian Territory—
Alaska.
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24
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3
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1
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1
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elected,

residents have been exposed to the gravest
dangers and American property destroyed.
There, and everywhere, American citizens
and American property must he absolutely
protected at all hazards and at any cost.

2

58

m

as

the

34* 2

Colorado and Idaho
tAbsentees in these

The chair put. the question “Shall the nomination he made unanimous ?“ and by
arising
vote it was so ordered.
The chair announced that Wm.
McKinley
of Ohio was the candidate of the
Kepuplican
party for President of the United States
Nominations for Vice President were made
as follows:
Hon. M. G. Hnlkeley of Connecticut; Hon. Garrett A. Hobart of New
Jersey ; Charles W. Lippitt of Rhode Island;
Henry Clay Evans of Tennessee. Mr.
Humphrey of Illinois briefly seconded the
nomination of Mr. Hobart in the name of

legislature

was

Democratic

and John R. McPherson was chosen. In
1884 he became a member of the. Republican

uatioua.l

ommittc'

the president of
company, the AcquackHe

s

the Passaic Water
anonk Water company, the Patterson Railroad company, consolidated lines, the Morris county railroad and the People’s Gas
He is a director in several
company.
national banks, and on tin* directory boards
of some forty or more additional corpora-’
tions.
Mr. Hobart is a resident of Patterson.
THE PLATFORM IN FULL.

Republicans of the United States, assembled by their representatives iu national
convention, appealing for the popular aud
historical justification of their claims to the
The

matchless achievements of 80 years of Republican rule, earnestly and confidently address themselves to the awakened intelligence, experience aud conscience of their
countrymen in the following declaration of
facts and principles.
For the first time since the Civil War the
American people have witnessed the calamitous consequences of full and unrestricted
Democratic control of the government.
It
has been a record of disaster.
In administrative management it has ruthlessly sacrificed indispensable revenue, entailed an increasing deficit, eked out ordinary current
expenses with borrowed money, piled u
the public debt by $282,000,006 iu time of
peace, forced an adverse balance of trade,

atrocities

to

an

end.

ed factories, reduced work and wages, halted enterprises and crippled American production while stimulating foreign production for the American market. Every consideration of public safety and individual
interest demands that the government shall
he rescued from the hands of those who
have shown themselves incapable of conducting it without disaster at home and dishonor abroad, and shall be restored to the
party which for 80 years administered it
with unequalled success and prosperity, and
m this connection we heartily indorse the
wisdom, the patriotism and the success of
the administration of President Harrison.
TARIFF.

and emphasize our allegiance
to the policy of protection as the bulwark of
American industrial independence and the
foundation of American development and
This true American policy
prosperity.
takes foreign products and encourages home
industry; it puts the burden of revenue on
foreign goods; it secures the American market for the American producer; it upholds
the American standard of wages for the
American workingman ; it puts the factory
by the side of the farm and makes the American farmer less dependent on foreign demand and price: it diffuses general thrift
and founds the strength of all on the
strength of each. In its reasonable application it is just, fair and impartial, equally
opposed to foreign control and domestic
monopoly, to sectional discrimination and
individual favoritism.
We denounce the present Democratic tariff as sectional, injurious to the public credit
anti destructive to business enterprise.
We
demand such an equitable tariff on foreign
into
which
come
with
imports
competition
American products as will not only furnish
adequate revenue for the, necessary expenses
of the government, but will protect American labor from
degradation to the wage
level of other lands. We are not pledged to
any particular schedules. The question of
rates is a practical question to be governed
by the conditions of the time and of producrenew

In

Turkey

there was a three-minute race
which the Bangor Commercial say
but

Roy L. Fernaldof Winter;mrt wmgwelnated from the Maine State < oiiegela.-' week,
receiving the degree of B. C. E
Miss

Gertrude

Mass., returned
Misses Sara

MONROE DOCTRINE.

CUBA.

From the hour of achieving their own inthe people of the United States
have regarded with sympathy the struggles
of other American peoples to free themselves
from European domination. We watch wiili
deep and abuijng interest the heroic battle
of the Cuban patriots against cruelty and oppression, and our best hopes go out for the
full success of their determined contest for
noe.rty. The government of Spain, having
lost control of Cuba, and being unable to
protect the property or lives of resident
American citizens, or to comply with its
treaty obligations, we believe that the government of the United States should actively use its inti lienee ami good offices ■<• reto the
store. peace and give

dependence^

independence

THE NAVY.

The peace and security of the republic
and maintenance of its rightful influence
among the nations of the earth, demand a
naval power commensurate with its position
ami responsibility.
We, therefore, favor the
continued enlargement of the navy and a
of
harbor and sea coast tiecomplete system
fences.

For the
American

from Wei
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II. Hatch is visiting friends in

Warren.
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j

McKeen is at home from
vacation.
Fred

a

Mrs. vV.

day

from

workingmen against the fatal competition of low priced labor, we, demand that
the immigration laws be thoroughly enforced, and so extended as to exclude from entrance to the United States those who can
neither read nor write.
our

CIVIL

SERVICE.

The civil service law was placed on the
statute books by the Republican party,
which has always sustained it, and we renew our repeated declarations that it shall
be thoroughly and honestly enforced and extended wherever practicable.
FREE BALLOT.

We demand that every citizen of the
United States shall be allowed to cast one
free and unrestricted ballot, and that such
ballot shall he counted and returned as cast.
LYNCHINGS.

We proclaim our unqualified condemnation of the uncivilized and barbarous practices, well known as lynching or killing of
human beings, suspected with crime, without process of law.
NATIONAL

ARBITRATION.

We favor the creation of a national board
of arbitration to settle and adjust differences
which may arise between employers and
employed engaged in interstate commerce.
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Horace Brown of Lawrence, Mass., visited
relatives in Belfast and Morrill last week.
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night.
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Walter L. Walker and sister, Miss Nellie,
arrived Tuesday from Lynn, Mass.
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Bangor Tuesday night.
Mrs. John McTaggart and daughter Haz*
are visiting friends in Rockland.
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Miss
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to\isit her

to
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grandparents,

Mr. and

went

H. W. Maxliehl.

Miss Louise B.
Emerson
arrived

College

A

Gurney, a student at the
Oratory, Boston, Mass.,

of

home last week.

buckboard party will go to Rockland
to attend the

meeting

of the Maine

Pharmaceutical Association.
Frank K. Prescott went to Pittsfield Tuesto superintend the construction of an
extension of the water works system.

day

Fred W.
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the several
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ideal toast
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allusions.”
The

commencement ••xer

England Conservatoi y
in the Shaw

afternoon.

Edward C. Rhiimby, formerly of this city,
has accepted a situation as night proof-reader on the Minneapolis Tribune.

to-day

Bangor

made

Miss Helen McDonald of Calam !> a guest
of Rev. and Mrs. G. CL Winslow at the
Methodist parsonage.

Dickerson, Adelbert Merrill and
Fred M. Bailey are at home from the Maine
We believe in an immediate return to the
State College. Mr. Dickerson lias taken a
free homestead policy of the Republican
party, and urge the passage by Congress of special course in electrical engineering. The
tion ; the ruling and uncompromising prin- the satisfactory free homestead measure others are
taking the regular course.
HOMESTEADS.

orb-

Phebe A. Staph s
last week. Sin- was
ber friend. Mrs. Ci. tse, .v!
In Belfast and S'A air.'nle
Mi:

Sc.•«

B. Rivers arrive*! in Belfast TuesNew York.

and Mrs. M

Mr.
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of
W.

of

BiuO'iut.

PERSONAL.
Mrs.

Lards
Si

IP.
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Bangor,
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j
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1

apt.

! George
1

IM MIG R AT ION.

protection of the equality of our
citizenship and of the wages of

u

Lenora Barr arrived Lon:

!

vacation.
FOR EIGN

R:

i

her unele Su

to

;
:

.-f

A prominent new pacer came to tie- fruit
at Monro" Wednesday, m the three nun
class—the bay gelding Retrouel, l.y Oraug.Blossom, owned by R. II. Coombs of Belfast. Retrouel is only four years old, but ,s
level headed and finely gaited.
lie took
the race in straight heats m a field of t*.»..
the
first
heat in 2.2b 2-4.
winning

American

We re-assert the Monroe doctune in its
full extent, and we re-athrm tlie right of the
United States to give the doctrine effect by
responding to the appeals of any American
State for friendly intervention in case of
European encroachment- We have not iuterfered, and shall not interfere, with the
existing possessions of any European power
in this hemisphere, blit those pi ssessions
We
must not, on any pretext, be extended.
hopefully look forward to the eventual
withdrawal of the European powers from
this hemisphere, and to the ultimate union
of all the English-speaking part of the continent by the free consent of its inhabitants.

kept a perpetual menace hanging over the
redemption fund, pawned American credit
to alien syndicates, aud reversed all the
measures aud results of successful Republican rule.
In the broad effect of its policy it
has precipitated panic, blighted industry
aud trade with prolonged depressions, closisland

58

8

•Cameron 1, and 4 blanks.
are bolters and did not vote.
States.

The massacres in Armenia have aroused
the deep sympathy and jus. indignation of
the American people, and we believe that
the United States should exercise all the influence it can properly exert to bring these

We

5

23

the office from that time until the
expiration of the year 1*82, being president
pro tern of the body the last two years he
was a member.
In 1885 lie was nominated
by the lb publican caucus of tbe legislature
for United States Senator, but was not
served

vacation.

summer

Miss Ida Crowley returned home last Sat
unlay. She spent the winter and spring ii
Philadelphia and Cambridge.

■

the Methosermon

Belfast and Islesboro Inst

in

week.

—

1st

Aurora Kebekah
Children's Day by

from

day

Shooting Scrape.

...

20

is

W. H. Quimby returned borne Satura visit in Portland ami
Augusta.

Mrs.

day

We

West Virginia.... 12
3
Wisconsin.
6
AN Mining

—

Mrs. Fred Dodge of New London, Ct.,
visiting friends in Belfast and Islesboro.

WOMEN.

The Republican party is mindful of the
rights and interests of women. Protection
of American industries includes
equal opportunities, equal pay for equal work, ami
protection to the home. We favor the admission of women to wider spheres of usefulness and welcome their co-operation in
rescuring the country from Democratic and
Populistic mismanagement and misrule.
Such are the principles and policies of the
the Republican party.
By these principles
we will abide, and these
policies we will.put
into action. We ask for them the considerate
of
the
judgment
American people. Confident
alike in the history of our
great party and in
the. justice of our cause, we
present out platform and our candidates in the full assurance that the election will
bring victory to
the. Republican party and
prosperity to the
people of the United States.

for not keeping faith with
ers of this country.
The
0

OF

Louise Perkins of Bucksport is visitW. Welch.

Miss

ing her sister, Mrs. M.

morality.

_

■

iys of
\n'd.
<i

Missouri. 10
1
Montana.
10
Nebraska
3
Nevada.
8
New Hampshire.
20
New Jersey.
New Mexico..
72
NVw York
1 1-2
North Carolina.
3
North Dakota.
8
t >regou.
25
Ohio.
4
< iklahoma..
I’ennsylvania. 04
3
South "Carolina.
8
South 1 lakota
Tennessee...
11
Texas
5
Utah
8
Vermont.

We sympathize with all wise and legitimate efforts to lessen and prevent the evils
of intemperance and promote

—

Societies.

1

•iings near ilangor were wholly
> burned, and numerous houses
in ilangor and neighboring
i<‘
damaged by lightning. The
the Congregational church in
'•wer was struck, the bolt
passing

Mississippi. 13

2
I
4

J. H. Montgomery, Esq., and wife of Camden were in Belfast Saturday.

TEMPERANCE.

—

■

A heavy thunMe, June 21.
ovei this part of Maine
and considerable damage was
-Several sets of
'> lightning.

Michigan....210

Minnesota.

10

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery of
Chicago
left for home last Thursday.

—

j

passed

5
17
8
5
1
12
7
12
5
24

We believe the citizens of Alaska should
have representation in the Congress of the
United States, to the end that needful legislation may be intelligently enacted.

—

Secret

veter-

Damage in Portland and
Bangor and Vicinity.

4

Edward Havener of Portland spent Sunwith friends in Belfast..

day

ALASKA.

—

valuable presents.
Belfast until after the

Res -bitions were ,
mniemling < S. Hichborn of
ids position in relation to ; phonso P. Richards, Searsmont, t-■ Otis E.
•ceet of Maine wheelmen on
Robbins, do.; land and buildings in Searsuiont.
Emerson Davis, Jackson, to Addie
.lieu. Edward Wiggin.
v
A Davis, do.; land ami buildings in Jackbtess at his home at Maysson.
Cora C. Sawyer, Montville, to Asa
aas been reported, is
improv- Sawyer, do.; land and buildings in Montu
i; Sends will he glad to learn,
ville. Jane Dow estate, Stockton
Springs,
-ou General Wilson, June
22, to Sam'l S. Heagau, Prospect; land ami
ter discontinuing June 30 the
buildings in Stockton Springs. Daniel D.
in free delivery service in Gould, Jackson, to Hannah Fciiderson, do.;
ne
The graduating exer- land and buildings iu Jackson. Alphonso
PWentworth, Lincolnville, to Liudley
buham Normal School occur*
Knight et al., do.: land and buildings in
uh.
A class of 27 of both
Lincolnville. Geo. B. Cook, Troy, to Jesse
ed diplomas from the hands of
Smart, do.; laud and buildings in Troy.
:diteudent of Schools W. W.
Eliza Jane Cunningham, Belfast, to ElizaAuburn.
The alumni associa- beth R. Cunningham, do.; land and buildu Edward W.
Guptill president; ings in Belfast. Phmeas G. Warren, Searsport, to John F. Benson, Frankfort; land in
"ii, vice president and George
Frankfort. Arthur Boyd, Prospect, to Addie
treasurer.The Camp BenA. Black, Frankfort; land in hrankfort.
mat ion will
meet at Newport Arthur
Boyd, to Edgar B. Thayer, FrankGrand Army day is Aug. 14 fort, land in Frankfort.
wander Carver and staff will be
The Eastern Maine Regimental
In the Law Court at Bangor.
ti will convene at Lincoln
Aug.
The following Waldo county cases were
! he reunion of
tiie Eleventh
be held at Winn, Aug. 10.
argued J une 18th
ists of Knox county held their
Richard D. Bennett vs. Sarah E. Talbott.
•uventiou at Rockland, Saturday.
Montgomery & Montgomery for plaintiff.
O. F. Fellows and E. Bowden for defendns
for county officers were
i"!lows: Senator, Levi W. Smith, ant.
Webster C. Perkins vs. Fremont Pendlen: Judge of Probate,
Warren
ton, et als.
on ; Register of Probate, L. J.
P. H. Gillin and Dunton for plaintiff.
men; sheriff, A. S. Hull, CamFogler and Thompson for defendant.
k of courts, Abraham Lincoln
Charles B. Eaton vs. Atlas Accident In• rnden:
county commissioner, H. surance Company.
Thompson & Wardwell for plaintiff.
land, Thomaston; county attorDunton for defendant.
Beaton, Rockland...The RepubH. F. Mason vs. Belfast Hotel
x Co. Convention June 23d EnCompany.
Wardwell for plaintiff.
vers plank of the national RepubWilliamson for defendant.
atform and nominated F. S. Walls
Inhabitants of Jackson vs. Walter M.
ven f<»r State senator,
C. P.
Hillman, et al.
of South Thomaston for judge
Dunton for plaintiffs.
>;<
E. K. (build of Rockland for
Thompson & Wardwell for defendants.
John G. Brooks vs. Inhabitants of Belfast,
"f probate, W. Nelson of Rocket al., in equity.
siieriff, Ralph lb Ulmer*of RockThompson for complainants.
clerk of courts, T. S. Bowden
Wardwell and Dunton for defendants.
ummissinner, L. R. Campbell,
Howard F. Mason vs. Belfast Hotel Comf"i treasurer and W. R. Prespany and Tr.
k and for county attorney.
Dunton for plaintiff.
Williamson for defendant.
Sunday’s Storm.
Much

3
21
10
4

a

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Cates went to Boston
last Thursday on business.

—

a

uum>

1
1
1
12

Horatio Mears returned Saturday from
to Boston.

trip

—

Fourth of July.

••

iinerances

1

5
1
3
••

Virginia.
8
Washington.

8

11

We believe the repeal of the reciprocity
arrangements negotiated by the last Republican administration was a national calamity, and we demand their renewal and extension on such terms as will
equalize our
trade with other nations, remove tlie restrictions which obstruct the sale of American products in tlie ports of other
countries,
and secure enlarged markets for the
products of our farms, forests and factories.
Protection and reciprocity are twin measures of Republican
policy, and go hand in
hand. Democratic rule has recklessly struck
down both, and both must be re-established.
Protection for what we produce; free admission for the necessaries of life which we do
not produce; reciprocal agreements of mutual interest which gain open markets for
us in return for our
open market to others.
Protection builds up domestic industry and
trade, ami secures our market for ourselves;
reciprocity builds up foreign trade and finds
an outlet for our surplus.

—

number of useful and
remain in

3

10
4
10
.Arizona. 4
14
California
Connecticut.
0
Delaware.
2
District of Columbia—
o
Florida
5
Georgia.
Indiana. 12
4
Illinois....
0
Indian Territory..
8
Iowa.
Kansas. 20
8
Kentucky
8
Louisiana..
Maine.
Maryland. 14
14
Massachusetts.
Alabama.
Alaska.
Arkansas.—

We favor the admission of the
remaining
territories at the earliest practicable date,
having due regard to the interests of the.
people of the territories and of the United
States. All the federal officers
appointed
for the territories should be selected from
bona fide residents thereof, and the
right of
self-government should be accorded as far
as practicable.

RECIPROCITY.

iff!

PERSONAL.
Charles B. Eaton visited friends in Bangor
last week.

TERRITORIES.

wants rest.

—

was

They will

13

which has already passed the House and is
pending in the Senate.

now

_

performed by Rev. J. F. Tilton.
The happy couple were the recipients of a
mony

»;

is the protection and
development of
American labor and industry. The country
demands a right settlement, and then it

favor the restoring of the early Ameri- It
was a Blank Cartridge, bnt Burden was Bound
policy of discriminating duties for the upOver and Is now in Jail.
building of our merchant marine and the
14 1-2
(>
protection of our shipping iu the foreign
Monday
Justin Burden was beafternoon,
Totals .5331-2 2801-2 39
24
40
carrying trade, so that, American ships—the fore the Police
Court charged with an as8
J otai vote, 922.
Oregon.
Absent, 29.
product of American labor, employed in
Pennsylvania. 04
For T. B. Reed—Indiana, 1; Iowa, 1: Wis- American shipyards, sailing under the Stars sault with a dangerous
weapon on Fred
Rhode Island..
8
consin. i
total, 8. For Fred Grant—Iowa, and Stripes, and manned, officered and own- Wood. The evidence showed that the two
South Carolina.
is
2. For John M. Thurston—Indiana, ed by Americans—may
total,
2;
the
regain
South Dakota..
7
carrying young men were paying attention to a
1, Missouri, 1; total, 2. For Chauncey M. of our foreign commerce.
Tennessee.. 23
1
young woman, who lives in Northport, and
Texas...
30
Depew—Kentucky, 1; Maine, 2; total, 3.
MONEY.
For ex-Gov Brown—Maine, 2; total, 2. For
Utah.
y
this had caused a break in their hitherto
The
is
Vermont.
for
8
Republican party
Gov. Morton—Maine, 1; total, 1. For exunreservedly
sound money. It caused the enactment of friendly relations.
17
7
Sunday evening they
Virginia
Gov. Lippitt—Rhode Island, 8; total, 8.
8
Washington..
At 7.51 p. m. the convention adjourned the law providing for the resumption of met in front of the Methodist church and
West Virginia
12
in
since
then
specie payments
187‘J;
sine die.
every Wood spoke to Burdin about
Wisconsin.
24
something he
dollar lias been as good as gold.
(5
SKETCHES OF THE CANDIDATES.
Wyoming.
We are unalterably opposed to every meas- had heard Burdin had said about him.
Arizona.
8
William
was
at
born
Niles,
ure
McKinley
calculated
to
debase
our
or
Wood
imNew Mexico.
that
as
2
soon
as
4
currency
he spoke* Burdin
says
Trumbull county, Ohio, January 29, 1843. pair the credit of our
Oklahoma.
8
country. We are op- drew a revolver, and that
he, Wood, caught
He was educated in the public schools and posed, therefore, to the free
Indian Territory.
(5
of silver
coinage
District of Columbia.
2
later entered Alleghany college at Mead- except by international agreement with tlie him by the arm. Burdin backed away a
Alaska.
4
viile, Ra., teaching school to pajr his tuition leading commercial nations of the world, few feet and the revolver was discharged,
fees.
He was about nineteen when the war which we
pledge ourselves to promote, and making a slight wound on Wood’s
812 1-2 lit. 12
broke out and lie early enlisted in the until such agreement can be
jaw.
obtained, the
Ohio
the
first
'V hen the result of the vote adopting the
colonel
infautry,
Twenty-third
existing gold standard must be preserved. Burdin says Wood struck at him several
platform was made apparent Senator Teller of which was William S. Rosecrans. Later All our silver and paper currency must be times before he drew the revolver; that the
sent to the secretary’s desk a
protest against lie was made commissary sergeant and sul>- maintained at parity with gold, aud we
was loaded with a blank
cartridge,
the gold plank. The protest was signed by sequeutly lieutenant. In February, 1888 he favor all measures desigued to maintain in- weapon
Senator Teller of Colorado, Senator Dubois was promoted to first lieutenant, and a year violably the obligations of the United States put in to frighten Wood if trouble occurred,
later to eaptaiu. The brevet rank of major and all our money, whether coin or
of Idaho, Senator Cannon of Utah, Congresspaper, and that it was a self-cocking weapon, and
was subsequently conferred upon him by
man Hartman of Montana and Cleveland of
at the present standard, the standard of tlie was
discharged by Wood when he caught
Nevada, all members of the committee on President Lincoln for meritorious service at most enlightened nations of the earth.
Burdin by the hand. The weapon is a small
resolutions. Senator Pettigrew of South Opequan. He was mustered out July 28,
PENSIONS.
1885.
After the close of the war he begau
Dakota that morning had added his name to
22-calibre 7 shot revolver, and was evidentThe veterans of the Union armies deserve
the protest, although not a member of the (lie study of the law and in 1887 was adly once a self-cocker, but the officers were
aud
should
receive
fair
treatment
and
committee.
The names of the signers to mitted to practice, locating at Canton, Ohio,
genWhenever practicable not able to work the self-co-. king apparatus.
He acquired erous recognition.
the protest as read by the secretary were i where lie has since resided.
greeted with hisses and a voice iu tin* rear I considerable reputation as a lawyer and ad- they should be given the preference iu the It works well, however, in tin- usual manWhen 88 years of age he was elected matter of employment, and they are entitled m r of
ca'led out, “Good bye, my lover, good bye” j vocate.
revolvers. No bullet was found in
to the enactment <>f such laws as are best
a representative to Congress as a Republias Senator Teller and bis associates went
Wood’s face, blit the flesh near the wound
out of the hall.
The whole convention rose i can, and was returned to each subsequent calculated to secure the fulfillment of the
There w,«s a on il
and yelled and waved flags, hats and fans ; Congress until 1890, when the tidal wave pledges made t<» them ;u tlie dark days of was badly swollen.
r ,if
We denounce tlie pracwhile the baud played patriott airs, tin as- ; resulting from his tariff bill and the gerry- tlie country’s peril.
testimony on several points, ami Judge
tice
in
the
pension bureau, so recklessly and
semblage singing the chorus of “Three mander swept him out of the House. He
the respondent
guilty f u
was a candidate for Speaker in the 50th Conunjustly trnod or b\ the present adminis- Rogers thought
Cheers for the lied, White and Blue."
tration, of reduei ig pensions and arbitrarily onions assault, and ordered him to n-cogThe silver delegates who retired from the
gress but was defeated by Mr. Reed by a
names
from
the
as
had were Congressman Hartman of Montarolls,
deserving ni/e in the sum of sJOh for appearance a' tla*
large majority. Mr. Reed appointed him dropping
chairman of the ways and means committee, the severest condemnation of the American
na: Mi. Cannon, Congressman Aden and
Supreme Judicial Court, October term. FadDelegate Thus. Kerens of Utah; Senator ami the tariff bill which that committee people.
FOR K IG N REF. A TIO N S.
ing to get bonds lie was committed to jail.
Pe.ttigiew of South Dakota; Delegates Cleve- framed came to be km •■•.has ilie McKinley
biii and was ultimately a very important
land and Strother of Nevada; from Idaho
Our foreign policy should be at all times
The Races at Monroe.
the entire delegation of six, headed by Sena- factor in securing his nominal ion to tlm
firm, vigorous and dignified, and ail our intor Dubois; f-om Colorado the entire delePresidency. After his retirement from Con- terests in t'ue. Western hemisphere carefully
he
was
elected
of
the
In
Teller.
the
Senator
races at Monroe June 17th, the 2.40
gress
by
eight, including
Republicans watched and guarded.
gation
The
Hawaiian
The nomination of candidates was next in governor of Ohio, which was the last public Islands slum.id hr controlled
class was won by Miss Pay Pawn: Lott
the United
by
order.
Senator Allison was nominated for office held by him.
States, and no foreign power should he per- C. second ; best time, 2 22 1-2. The 2 2ti class
President by John N. Baldwin. Speaker
mitted to interI'crc with them ; the ,\ i. aragua
Garrett A. Hobart was
bo:u at L >ng
Heed’s name was presented
was won In Raul T.; Daub s.-. < i,«i : Cl,aides
by Senator
canal should be built, owned and operated
Lodge, who was seconded by Hon. Charles Brandi, N. J.. m 1844 ; admitted to the bat in by the United States; and ny the purchase S., third. Best time, 2.22 1 4 The 2 27 lass
1888: m 1872 elected a member of tie* New
K. Littlefield of Maine.
Hon. Chaum < v M.
of the Hanish islands we should secure a
Depew named Gov. Morton of New York, Jersey house, ami re-elected and chosen proper and much needed naval st ition in was won by Eckstein : Lady I.iglitf-- t. s.*<
fo il Foraker put Hon. Wm. McKinley s
speaker. lie declined election in 1878. In the West Indies.
oud; E'beii L., third Best time, 2 24 1 2.
1877 he was elected Senator from Passaic
name before the eouvention.
Gov. Hastings
A RM i; N1 AN M ASS ACR ES.
Wo found this report m the iiy
of
papers,
Pennsylvania named Senator Quay. county: re-elected to this position aud

1AUF ,N
■
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city
one

mut
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w

h, Boston, y-Mepiay
Florida B. M.-Kectm-: this

was among the
of the greatest
as

f the

m.

CIiup

Miss

being chosen

ses

of M

one

of 1': eomoetitors.

«.
v.-d
grad ites ami
honors of tin* sclio.d b\

of the
Miss

tw
orgat sts out
M.Kcen itas a tine
>

position in the I nivcrsalist church in Waltham where she has full charge of the nisi.
The Portland Argus reports only one
Waldo count} man as present at tie* Imnccratic banquet in that •:ty last week-- !.. 11.
Murch of Belfast -and the Press mentions
“among those who sat at the talde 1 the
earldom,” Charles Raker of Belfast. Others
who

went

notice

or

from

gone

here

must

hungry

abundantly conspicuous
vention,
other

a

have

escaped

Waldo county
u

the

State

report of which is given on anJ. 0. Lambert of Stockton

page.

Springs

w as
con-

was one

of the vice

presidents.

War Sketches
By.Those Who Took Part

the War of the Re-

hi

bellion.

I)ajV> Battle at fie-tysburg.

The Second

The

sun

rose

bright

clear and

the

on

morning of July 2nd. From the top of
Cemetery bulge a scene of loveliness

spread

view.

out to

To the westward

a

beautiful

valley dotted with well kept
blooming orchards and yellow

farms,

wheat liehls met the eye.
All was quiet
in tlu early morning save the tramp of
armed men and the rumble of long trains
of ambulances in the distance.

along

moved

of

some

our

they

As

the column,

thoughts that
numbers must occupy them

night, mangled, wounded and
bleeding, could not be repressed. Indeed, it was apparent that many of our
before

number would
and who

they

flection.

day,

behold another

never

would be

The trees

was

natural

a

re-

filled with little

were

birds whose songs made the air sweet
with music, but soon to be frightened
away by the screaming shells whose bursting fragments would fill the atmosphere.
Gen. Meade established his headquarters
a small house near the Taney town road.
With the first streaks of dawn the General-in-Chief was hurrying from point to

in

point posting his forces. ( Hi the extreme
right was the 12th Corps. Wadsworth’s
Hill. Then

Culp's

J)i\ .-i.m of the 1st held

tie 2nd Corps under Hancock, which
held < einetery nidge. The 2,id Corps under sickles was on the front and left of
The dth Corps was held
the 2nd Corps.
came

in

while the

To]),

behind Bound

reset w

■‘■•th ( dips did not arrive until about the
middle of the forenoon and was held in
of

This was the

leserve.

army

on

mem-

:\

the

position
July, as near as my
The
at this late day.

the 2nd of
serves me

in the shape of a horseshoe. the Union line some three miles ami
line of battle

onft-deiate line

(

Tilt-

was

two

mi A-

lurna

d tlie

the outside some

on

Longstreet's Corps'

Ungei.

'onfederate right, facing Ilan-

<

Hill's (loips held the
ock and dickies.
■■•<•1:1; ;. a• d U!well's (Arps formed tlie left;
(•:■ teia;

11

t

’••'<.>

a

v

U;ui::L
i

b
b

build little fires and make

to

left, in which Sickles' corps fought so
bravely and suffered so terribly. Hancock

was

called

Agriculture says:

for aid and at once

on

of his divisions, Caldwell’s.
The Irish brigade, commanded by Gen.

sent out

one

As

part of this division.

a

its members were Catholics

large part of
the chaplain

this is customary in the armies of Cathowas the first
on

this conti-

Father (

••!.

<

■

..

c

.a

:
oi

what

Ham oc]; st-eiug his }*«»>it.i«»n ordered him
fall back so as to connect with IJan-

to

they fought.

He closed

the

church

Catholic

by saying

refused

that

Christian

k’s i;::c wlien the ivi»el batteries open| burial to the soldier who turned his back
Th» order came too late and Sickles
to the foe or deserted his Hag.
The brihad t< fijl.t it out where he was, and he
gade was standing at order arms, and at
wasslowh diivcnback to the main line.
the close of his address every man fell on
Uongstrect's charge on the 2nd of July his knees with head bowed down while
was grand but awful.
It struck the did
Father ( alley pronounced the benedicCorps, out flanking them some two bri- tion. The scene was one never to be for-

<

od.

gades oi more. It seemed to be Longstreet's intention to annihilate Sickles before re-enforcements

could reach him.
But the bold Confederate had reckoned
without his host. Sickles' men were there
die. but not to show their backs to the
Ward’s Brigade was struck first
enemy.

to

by

!

of gray.
Hood’s veterans
.•.a;:,
forward with sln.-uts and yells and
B’h with dreadful force upon Ward’s front
la

;es

md dank.

the battle

Soon

raged along

whom line from the peach orchard to
Cm- h *nt of Sickles' and Little Bound
H'tod saw that if lie could
J'>p
Cm

gain

!’• ,M|d

1 op the fate of the
I’l'tonnii was sealed.
Tor

tory seemed fiist
"Hu
tlm i

Hood

on

ip.'-n

d

an

of the

hour vic-

side and then

one

on

determined to break
lines and the boys in blue were

i.

was

determined lie should

<s

Army

help

and

a

Sickles

not.

division

was

sent to

his support, hut this did not
stay the
and Sickles was Sneed
back, leaving the peach orchard in tlie hands of the

storm

enemy.
At
<

tins

print, when

falling

<trps was

brigade

back

a
w

close at their

part of the Hid
ith a whole rebel

heels,

a

deed

It

gotten.

than

more

was

impressive—it

inspiring.
Near by stood Hancock, surrounded by
his staff, who had gathered to witness

was

by

out

Corps,

the

the left, and
Orchard and Little

l’each

Pound Top, where Weed. Vincent and
were dying, the
roar of battle

Haslet,

and swelled and re-echoed

arose

the

woods, making

than

ever

aisles.

through

music more sublime

sounded

through

cathedral

in

comparison with the feat there per-

formed.
Gen. Hancock,
seeing the critical position of these
troops anil knowing
if the rebels gained tbe
aimed

position

Hie

day might

he

lost,

for,

rode up to the 1st

Minnesota and asked, “What
regiment?”
■First Minnesota,” said the
Colonel.
Hancock said: “I want
to take

regiment,
pointing in

and

charge

you
that

your

column”—

the direction. The old
Colonel,
in. stood six and a half
feet high, turned to bis men, with tbe
remark, “You
km.w wl.at that means.”
“Yes, but we
" ill
and off they started on tbe
go,
run,
and firing one
at close
w

volley
quarters,
bayonets and charged into a whole
brigade. The enemy were completely
1 bey had never seen such
paralyzed.
dare-devil bravery before. For a
space
of
minutes they held the foe at
bay;
fixed

lint at what

nesota.

and

fearful loss to tbe 1st Minstarted with 208 officers

a

They
and

wounded.

The old Colonel
lost a leg. Every man was
accounted for;
not a prisoner taken.
It was a loss of 85
pel cent, of their number—a loss sustained but once before
by a regiment in the
world.
The 1st Texas (liebel) at Antietam lost the same
If these
per cent.

figures

are doubted let the
doubters consult the records of the war.
About this time Sickles was wounded
and carried from the field,
leaving the 3rd
Corps in command of
Hancock

Birney.

seeing the situation of the 3rd Corps sent
Caldwell’s splendid division of the 2nd

Corps

to

liis aid.

Dashing through

the

blood-stained wheat field Caldwell’s fresh

columns, with Cross and Kelley in the
lead, were fiercely attacked by the enemy.
In

few minutes the gallant Cross fell
dead and both brigades were
badly cut
Caldwell's Brigade moved forward
up.
to other brigades under Brooke and I.ook
a

and the battle still raged.
Look died at
tlie head of his brigade, but Brooke drove

I received anvthing like perma*
benefit. A single box of these pills
did the work for me, and 1 am now free
from headaches, and a well man.'’
II. Ill n iiin<;s. Hast Auburn. Me.

that

The

Caldwell’s Division advanced to the
support of Sickles from behind huge
As

boulders,

the

of

Coburn

Classical

men

The annual catalogue of the Coburn
Classical Institute, just issued, shows an
attendance of 153 students.
Of these 09
are
pursuing the College Preparatory
Course. There are three courses of study,
each of four years. Students are admitted
without examination on the Principal’s

vision lost fourteen hundred men. Of the
four brigade commanders, Cross fell almost at the first lire, Look a few minutes
later.

On the

morning

of that

alive.”

much

school

Essay.
...

WINDER
Rode 21,000 miles on

near

The

not

General

men

Hancock’s

gathered

headquarters.

fence rails and rocks

make breastworks. This closed the
day of the great battle. Hancock
had again saved the day.
A. Stinson.

to

second

The Birth of

Slander.

“Why did
you stare at that gentleman so rudely,
Ethel?” Little Ethel : “Oh, lie’s a dreffui
man ; he never goes to church or
nothing. I
heard father say he was an acrostic.” [Judy.
a

Aunt:

Returned Traveller: “Mr. Richman could
check for a million when I left.
How much money has he now?” Citizen:
“He hasn’t any.” “Eh? Wha—Did he fail?”
“No; he died.” [New York Weekly.
draw hia

More information: Tommy: “Paw, what
summary measures?” Mr. Figg: “Oh,
strawberry boxes and schooners—that’s all
the summary measures I can think of right
now.” [Indianapolis Journal.
are

an

ipse Bicycle.*

PRICES $100
DIAMOND OR LOOP

as

good

and

FRAME.

$75.

FOR LADIES OR GENTLEMEN.

NEW and SECOND

*

HAND WHEELS.

*
I

_

Easy Terms.

Discount for cash.

♦
♦

Belfast, April 2, 18fH>.-4nil4
...1806

♦♦♦-|
Mr. A. II. Ornishv, of No.
158 l\err St„ Memph;
'lenn.,
writes that ins wile !..• I canhad eater- two
cer winch
large hoit 3 in iier breast, and
Which the best physicians
Of the surrounding country
treated, and pronounced inHer grandmother
curable.
and aunt had died of

York,

&

Erskine,

Manufacturer and Dealer in

ARNESSES.
ROBES,

has decided against Editor
the Portland Evening Express in
the matter of an alleged libel on Clias. A.
Plummer; while in the Supreme Court at
Farmington, June lltli, the jury found for
the defendant, Editor Hunter of the Chronicle, in the libel suit brought by the Co-operative Buyers’ Association of Boston.

BLANKETS,

augurated a voting contest to he participated in by the cyclists of New England. This
ballot, which is published every day in The
Boston Herald, is to be filled in with the
name of the wheel preferred, the name and
address of the voter, as designated thereon, then to be cut out and dropped into the
Bicycle Ballot Box, at The Boston Herald
Office, 255 Washington street, or sent by

addressed, “Bicycle
Herald, Boston, Mass.

Ballot

Box,

Bos-

A shock to her resolution. “It’s too bad,”
said the young woman who wants to be new.
“What’s the trouble?” asked her mother.
“Just as soou as we’ve made up our minds
to show the world that we are not weak,
timid creatures we have been pictured, the
announcement comes that the trees are full
of caterpillars this year.” [Washington Star.
HOOD’S PILLS cur© Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

HALTERS,

,

-*•*-

HATS,
TRUNKS,
BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

‘

-£**

FINE LINE OF

Custom

Harnesses.

numerous

*

*

Carriage Trimmer

Harness

rates.

All persons having unsettled accounts with the
late firm are requested to call and settle with the
14tf
undersigned at the old stand.

C. E.
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“

“
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16 00
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Covert,
Overcoats,
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8.00,

“

“

“

“

“

16.00

“

12

“

13 OC

“

5,00.

.75,
100,

“

Shirts,
Hose,

Full Line of

Wo want to

iJ«o

to

“

“
“

“

a

16 00

“

15.00.

Hats,

Carry

“

14.00,
8.00,
10.00,

Mackintoshes,

“

We

“

“

15.00.

12.00.

“

Soft

“

15.00,

C

C
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“

.50,

“

.25,
.15,
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Furnishings

i;oi)<ls

at

The White Store, 81 MainS
CHARLES O’CONNELL, Proprietor

COLUMBIA
HARTFOi
-

BICYCLEi
I am agent for these well kn
wheels, and have all eoloi'

Prayer.

order at the most reasonable

price, SH

8.00.

many from
was as fol-

Music
Salutatory,
Ralph I. Morse
Annie E. Homestead
Reverberations,
Earl Sargent Coffin
Environments.
The Web of Life,
Helen Maria Mains
Row, not Drift.
Melville W. Toothaker
Music.
Appe-iranees,
Angie M. Higgins
Reward ami Merit.
Willard G. Morse
Gold in the Hills for the Miner,
Alice Elizabeth Haslem
Albert M..Jones
Progress of Civilization,
Nellie G. Gould
Songs that are Never Sung,
Music.
John Furbusli
Launched, but Not Anchored,
Onward,
Alice Ethel ('rahtree
The Tragedy of Opportunity, Philip Lamont Pease
Woven of Many Threads..
Nellie May Crabtree
Music.
Trifles Light us Air.
Maude L. Munroe
Our National Outlook,
Clifford D. Harvey
Marathons.
Evelyn Helen DollotV
( lass Prophecy,
May L IMumstead
Music.
A1 term>on I)i\ ision.
Music.
Still Higher,
Lulu Geneva Millett
Roads .in Index t > Civilization, William S. Jones
Piano Solo.
Nellie G. Gould
Promised Lands.
Mellie L. Robertson
The Best is yet to Come.
Lester L. Powell
Eva M. Ward
Beauty.
Music.
The Book-keeping id Life,
ParkerS. Littlefield
Ghies,
Mittie Anna Dow
Leaders and Leaners.
Fred K. Hall
One Feather from the \\ iug of Truth.
Lditli M. \\ ard
An Ideal Citizen,
Lilian G. \> illis
Music.
The Message of the Pyramids. Mvrtie E. Hanson
Dennett L. Richardson
Policy and Principle.
Horizons,
Alice Elva Homestead
Moral Gristle,
Ernest Victor Call
Edirh Lurena Forbes
Light After Darkness,
Glass Prophecy,
Louis G. (Hidden
Eva Olive Harding
Icebergs,
Valedictory, Alpha and Omega. Lillian Maddoeks
Music.
Class Ode.
Conferring of Diplomas.
Benediction.

Tier

“

;

Music.

[

for

“

“

i

S 6.00,

“

Stiff

eommmencemeut of the school. There were
8b who received
diplomas, and Miss Nellie
(build received two, as she graduated from
the musical department as well as from the
scientific course of the literary department.
There are 14 in College Preparatory, 17 in I
Scientific, 1 in Classical and 4 in Normal ;

repairing in all its branches and
carriage trimming done promptly to

*

All Wool Suits,

Smith’s Orchestra gave a pleasing selection. after which prayer was offered by Rev.
\V. W. Hayden, 7b, of Madison.
In place
ot the customary oration remarks were made
appropriate to the occasion by the president,
F. W. llovey, Esq., '84. Mr. llovey in his
pleasant and hajipy way welcomed the visitors to Pittsfield with the wish that they
might all meet many more times in the
same old chapel where they had gathered in
past years. Mrs. Porter lias a sweet voice
and had to respond to an encore. Miss Isabel Lothrop accompanied her.
Mrs. Nellie
Wade Whitcomb, ’80, is known among her
old schoolmates and friends as a poet of no
mean ability. Her “Sheaf of Poems,” which
she rendered in such a pleasant manner,
were very line.
The Mandolin club consisted of E. D. Smith and H. C. Hunter, and
their selection was encored.
Miss Addie
Welch, To, of Portland, who possesses great
elocutionary powers with natural gracefulness of manner, has perfected herself ,n the
art by studying with a noted teacher i:i Huston the past winter, ami won the admiration
of all.
John Scott, 7b, of Bath, was called upon
by the President fora speech and responded
in a few appropriate words, followed by J.
W. Mauson, Esq., after which refreshments
were served and a social time was enjoyed.

II. Drake, principal, presided. The
stage was tastefully trimmed in lavender
and white, the class colors, while the motto
of '!Xi in Greek characters
appeared prominently in the background. At the conclusion of the exercises the commencement
dinner was served at the Lancey House.
Rev. S. C. Whitcomb was present during
the day, and other visitors in town were too

Robbins,

1 Di In lit 111

»rci!i*sT ra

lii >rle sundries
enamel.
brazing frames ami vulrais
tires done in al I t heir branches.
I'lie 1806 Hartford

Patterns Nos.

I

I

ISieycle

keep

supply of <1 .YUI) KN llusp
following price-

a

has been reduced to the

and 2, from $.80 to $65.

Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6, from $50 to $<

Geo. T. Read,
j

!

!

I
1

44
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-

WTpiircraThe only safe, sure
reliable Female 1
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PENNYROY AL P i lLS,

iAek for SB. MOTT’S PEKNTEOTAS FILLS and
I*rhr .<1.00 per bov. o
■'Send for circular.

i
j

take
i'ou

n
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Cleveland, CJ

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.,
FOR SALK BY II. II. MOODY, BKLFAST. MAIM.

...XII I

BARGAINS

BT Organs & Pianos SWAN & SIBLEY C
JOBBKKS

Having retired from the firm of WEARS &
PITCHER, and being obliged ’.■> go ;iwa\ "ii
account of the illness of my wife, l offer

OF

GRAIN,
FEED.

FOR SALE AT VERY LOW PRICES

SEEDS and

A ni mbi:It OF

1 rof ().

ALSO SUCCESSOR TO

F. A,

~

Remarks b\ the President, lion. F. \v. lb.vey, 's4
S'Mig.
Min. .!. 1,, C. Forter
A Sheaf of Poems,
Mrs. Nellie W ade Whitiomb
Mandolin Club
Selection,
Addie W eich. *i*5
Reading,
Music.
Orchestra.
Refreshments.
F. W llovey, Toastmaster
Toasts,

lows

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO..
Atlanta. Ga

Stevens

I

Smith’s Orchestra

stitution, citizens generally and
adjoining towns. The program

told this, the most

SUCCESSOR TO

►

Music

1

specialists of New
under whose treat-

Charles E. Stevens,

Ethel IS. Vickery, Pittsfield
Eugene \V. Staples, Harmony
Eugenia Dustin. Pitt.-fielil

The same board of teachers was elected j
as instructors for the
coming vear: Prof.
O. H. Drake. A. M., Principal;' Prof. D. B.
Lothrop, A. B.. Angie E. Hanson, Pre-j
ceptress. Minnie A. Everett, Priu. Normal
Dep’t.; Dora E. Roberts: A. B. ; Mrs. F. J.
Taylor director of music. The graduating
exercises began in Union Hall Thursday
morning at t* o’clock. The hall was crowded
with alumni of the school, friends of the in-

ment she was placed, declared her case was hopeless.
All treatment having failed,
die
she was given up to
S. S. S. was recommended,
and astonishing as it may
seem, a few bottles cured
her sound and well.
Our treatise on this disbe sent free to
ease will
any address.

1

Maddoeks. Monroe

Sometimes quality is sacrificed in the
effort to give big quantity for little money.
No doubt about that.
But once in a while it isn't.
”
u
For instance, there’s BATTLE AX
The piece is bigger than you ever saw
before for 5 cents. And the quality is, as
“
many a man has said, mighty good.”
There's no guess ^/ork in this statement.
It is just a plain fact.
You can prove it by investing 5 cents
“
in
BATTLE AX.”

courses.

^ Cancer
and when
eminent

M.

The Principal and Trustees all report very
favorably for the school the past year, Financially and otherwise. The largest, and one
of the best, classes lias graduated since the

W. H. QUIMBY.

The law court

Norton of

ton

ever,
to the best.

PRICES $85

Papers and Periodicals.

mail

’96.

as

equal

Annie

Prayer.

$85. j

for

fol-

Philip V. Dinsmore, Pittsfield
Gertrude Thorne, Plymouth
.John P>. Maetarlane, Pittsfield
Lizzie H. MacGregor, South Lincoln
Ivan I. Felker, Palmyra

Music,

stand the test.”

“They

as

Music.
Prayer.
Harry 1. Smith, Palmyra

.'uimc.

trip, $1.00.

Cost for repairs for entire

participants,

were ten

The awarding committee, consisting of
Itev. G. L. White, Abel Itavis, Esq., and
v'larenre Frost, after considerable consideration awarded the prize S10 and diploma for
best oration to Mr. Ivan I. Felker and alike
prize for best essay to Miss Ethel Vickery.
I’ittslield Hand furnished excellent music.
The Alumni reception was held at Institute chapel, as in former years. The stage
was beautifully decorated with Howers ami
1 •'died plants.
Many old graduates as well
as all the students were present, as also
were many friends.
The following program
was given and received close attention :

♦

1896.

There

Music

E-say
Oration,

will

sleep for the men
that night.
The Second Corps returned
In order to determine which is the most
and took their position on Cemetery Ridge
popular bicycle, The Boston Herald has inwas

Oration,
Essay.

Oration.

Ayev’s Sarsaparilla is the Best»

Tuesyear
open
day, September 8. Catalogues may be
obtained by addressing the principal.

day Gen-

eral Hancock said to Colonel Cross: “This
is the last t.me you will fight as a Colonel.

There

next

utiim.

Essay.

Awarded Medal at World's Fair

poured

hour this di-

0

Institute.

Longstreet’s Corps certificate, to Dartmouth, Colby, Colgate,
Bates, Wellesley, Maine State College,
and other colleges.
a
Students may be
fitted
for any college or scientific school
not more than thirty yards
apart when in the
The
school
is situated in
country.
the firing began. There was no cheering. Waterville.
It was founded in 1829.
It
Every man there, both Union and rebel, has for a long time been well known as
was a
Veteran and knew just what was the school over which James II. Hanson,
LL. D., presided as principal.
The
wanted.
They stood there face to face ent principal is F. W. Johnson, A.presM.
and
so
close
that
This
loading
firing,
every
progressive school has prepared
more
students
for
than
shot told,
lu a short time the brigades
college
any other
Over 000 have been
of Cross and Look began forcing the school in Maine.
graduated from the College Preparatory
enemy back, and after firing about ten Course.
Among these may be mentioned
minutes the Irish Brigade made one of Hon. Nelson Eingley, Jr., Hon. Llewellyn
their fierce charges.
The men rushed Powers, Bartlett Tripp, U. 8. Minister to
forward with a cheer and were soon with Austria, Pres. Nathaniel Butler of Colby,
and Pres. Geo. W. {Smith of Colgate. The
the Johnnies.
In one-half
up and

Oration,
Essay.

AYERS PILLS

at

into the Union ranks
most destructive fire.
The lines were

rose

Music.

—

believe

legislators,

Doors."
lows:

nent

J

only -17 came back, com- To-morrow
you will wear the star.” Colmanded by Locliren, our
present Com- onel Cross replied:
“No, General, it is too
missioner of Pensions.
Every field officer late, 1 shall never come out of tins
fight
was killed or
men

our

The awarding committee consisted of Rev.
G. L. White, Mrs. Geo. F. Kimball ami l)r.
E. A. Porter.
The prize of >.“> and diploma
for best recitation was awarded Miss Grace
Edna Estes of Winn, ami a like prize was
given Jesse Sumner Bragg for excellence in
declamation with honorable mention of
Miss Lima M. Perkins
Tuesday evening Union Hall was again
tilled with a large audience to listen to the
chosen prize orations and essays. The suhji-i t of the orations this year was “Foreign
Immigration,” and that of the essays, “Open

Began Taking
Ayer’s Pills

j

was

heralded all over
thrown all in the shade

were

before

We

Georgia Democrats declared for free
harmony
with all the surroundings. 1 believe every silver, and the Atlanta Journal said, editorially: “The result of Saturday’s priman in this brigade offered up a heartfelt
maries has not changed our views on the
For
it
was
some
their
prayer.
last; they j subject of free silver coinage at 10 to 1.
knelt there in their grave-clothes.
In \\ e are sure that at no distant day the
less than half an bout many of them were i Georgia Democracy will regret that it ever
committed itself to this policy and will
numbered with the dead. Who could j! renounce it
by a vote even more decisive
doubt that their prayer was good.
What | than that of day before yesterday. It may
be that the State convention will not go to
was
wanting: in the eloquence of the |
the extreme which some of the silverite
priest was made up in the incidents of | politicians favor. We
hope it will not.
the light.
That heart would lie hard in- J! There will be
many men of cool judgment
in
that body and we trust that their coundeed that the scream of a shell, added to
Father Parley's touching appeal, would sel may be heeded.” [The convention did
go for free silver.
Ed.]
nut move to contrition.

struggle at this point was for
ridge in front of the wheatfield,
known hy everyone of the thousands
all the lighting in the world. The
Light engaged in it as one of the bloodiest
or
the
brigade
Old Guard at
Waterloo, contests of the second days fight.
whose deeds have been
world,

‘I was troubled a long time with sick
It was usually accompanied
with severe pains in the temples, a sense
of fullness and tenderness in one eye. a
bad taste in niv mouth, tongue coated,
hands and feet cold, and sickness at the
stomach. I tried a good many remedies
recommended for this complaint; but it
was not until I

headache.

The

The act seemed to be in

performed by a single regiment that was
tlie
neve; excelled and
only 'equalled once in

the

come

month.

«

BIG AND GOOD.

The Italian Girl,
Lena Mertelle Perkins
Little Nellie in Prison.
Nettie Mae Mosher
Music
The Miser Fitly Punished,
Ralph W. Davis
one Niche the Highest,
Grace Edna Estes
Tolies .Monument,
Jesse Sumner Bragg
The cup of Loving Service,
Lucy Helen Haskell

Ayer’s Pills

Alabama goes for silver and made a recent application iu New York for a State
loan. Not a dollar could be borrowed.
The silver speeches of Senators Morgan
and Pugh were read, with their votes on
the money question, and the application
for the loan was rejected iu all quarters.
Mississippi, another silver State, recently
made a loan on gold bonds, because no
other kind could be sold.

to

over

BT TAKING

“This important quesdiscussed by our cor-

Pittsfield.

usual, there being only eight names on the
program, which is as follows:
Music,
Music
Prayer,
The eloquence of O’Connell,
John Dudley Buck
Lelia S.* Smith
Flying Jim’s Last Leap,

CURED PERMANENTLY

The South and Free Silver.

this very impressive occurrence. While
there was profound silence in the ranks of
the Second

this

Hutchings.

Headache

distant date,
some
considerations
which will tend to improve the country
roads of our State, which are our farmers’
thoroughfares. It is noted that many
States already have elaborate road laws,
which, as far as we can learn, are producing good results. There are some phases
of the question, however, which should
be brought at once to the attention of our
people. Among them are increased taxation, which so many fear. This extra
| taxation is being submitted to without a
murmur by those who
drive over our
Let the tax be increased,
poor roads.
that good roads may prevail, and thereby
reduce Hie cost of transportation to* a
minimum.
In the end, all taxpayers will
be the gainers.
“A certain amount of road in each
township put in permanently good condition each year, will in time put them all
in first-class shape, and this is a policy
within reach of all. Then, in many places,
there must be a re-location to avoid hills
or swamps, the next thing is the
using of
wide tires for loaded teams, either by
consent of the parties themselves or by
by the necessary legislation; then comes
i t lie use of the snow roller for winter road
i breaking, instead of the triangle, or other
machine which will scoop out a trench, to
be filled up by the first slight wind blow.
Lastly comes the clearing up and beautifying of our roadsides. We have faith to
believe that, before many years, these
much needed improvement will come.”

brigade, Rev. William Carlev, proposed to give a general absolution to all
While
the men before going into battle.

nent.

fully

respondents

*

-/
H.

Sick_—.

no

of the

lic countries of Europe it
time it was ever witnessed

tion has been
there must

Meagher whose green Hag had been unfurled in every battle in which the Army
of the Potomac had been engaged, formed
a

l
II[T |
Charles

The June Bulletin of the State Board of

alley stood upon a large
The ollicers were grouped
rock in front of the brigade and addressa
of quietness seemed to
ing the men he explained to them what
U
ail.
About one o'clock the he was about to
do, urging them to do
d. s 1,i>t and shell filled the air.
their duty well, and reminding them of
>!i-kb.s ! ad taken a petition somethe high and sacred nature of their trust
in advance of tin main line, and
as soldiers and the noble object for which

:

p<

about e<]iial in numbers.
was not much

were

tions if put into the tray.
Never leave
solutions standing in trays; when through
The morning of July 2d, and the second
using turn the solution into a glass bottle.
day of the battle, dawned clear and bright When not in use trays should be turned
and found Hancock posting the Second upside down on a slielf or table.
Developing solutions should be filtered
Corps Oil Cemetery Ridge. As the troops between each
using. Bits of film often
the
before,
day
come off the plate, and if left in the deapproached Gettysburg
dithe
will
to
settle on the plate and cause
the sounds of the tight, owing
veloper
rection of the wind, could not be heard. a spot on the negative. The better way
is to filter a solution after using and beThose who came on the field after dark fore
returning it to the bottle.
had no idea of the whereabouts of the
T(i ensure perfectly clear negatives alHypo which has
enemy, but as the daylight increased and ways use clean hypo.
been used several times becomes a dark
objects became visible their lines were
muddy color, and is apt to stain the negseen nearly a mile distant on Seminary
ative.
Hypo is so cheap that one can
entire
Union
the
that
afford to use fresh, and run no risk of
On
morning
Ridge.
army, except the Oth Corps, had reached spoiling negatives.
In placing plates m the holders, instead
Gettysburg, and the whole Southern force, of using a brush, take a piece of surgeon’s
and
division
Longstreet’s cotton, roll it into a soft ball, and rub
except Pickett’s
The line of battle lightly over the plate. This will remove
corps, had come up.
the specks of dust, and will not scratch
was in the form of a horseshoe, and the
the plate.
2d Corps held the centre, where now reIt often happens when travelling that a
This position of dark room is not always to be found in
pose the nation’s dead.
the 2d Corps was the key to the whole which to charge plates iu the holders.
The provident amateur carries a candle
line; for the centre once broken both wings with him,
and when no dark room is conof the army would be separated if not de- venient he
lights the candle, sets it under
the
a table, and charges the plates on the tastroyed. General Longstreet says
ble.
This
can be doue with perfect safeenemy did not see the value of Cemetery
ty if care is taken that no reflected light
The
of
Hancock.
until
the
arrival
Ridge
strikes the plates.
The plates being in
command of General Hancock on this day the shadow, and the light from the candle being rather dim, the plates are not
was the left centre and his Second Corps
than by a red light.
The battle did not injured any more
was held as reserves.
[Harper’s Hound Table.
4
About
afternoon.
until
really open
Good Roads.
o'clock occurred sharp lighting on tlie

Institute,

The twenty-eighth anniversary exereises
of Maine Central Institute were held the
second week in June, commencing Sunday,
June7th, with the Baccalaureate Sermon delivered before the class in the Free Baptist
church by Rev. G. L. White, pastor of the
church. The text was from 1 John, 3-8. The
subject was “The Purpose of Christ's Coming." The church and vestry were well
tilled with interested listeners. Mr. White’s 1
remarks to the class at the lose of his inter- |
estiug discourse were very appropriate. In |
the afternoon the class in a body attended
services at the Uuiversalist church, where
the pastor, Rev. G, A. Reed, had invited
them, and who addressed them in a very titting manner. Owing to the services both hirenoon and afternoon the usual address was
not given in the evening.
Monday evening Union Hall was well
tilled in spite of the rain to listen to the recitations and declamations of the competitors
for the Alumni prize. The parts were all
well selected and finely rendered.
The
number was much smaller this year than

Day.

2d

(be

on

1

:>•

U

The

forenoon there

>

die;.'

ii

*

:;

Gettysburg.

x-apt occasional picket firing. The

! ina

n.cn

the town of

to

The Maine Central

Amateur
Photographers.
The time for the Hints for
the enemy before him.
Pennsylvania Reserves had come. They
To prevent chemicals running down the
charged the enemy, driving them back to sides of the bottle when pouring, coat the
the stone wall, through the lield, into the rim of the bottle with paraffine wax by
woods, and the fighting at this point was dipping the mouth of the bottle in the
melted wax.
done for the day.
All trays must be washed after using.
The decomposition of chemicals in an unwashed tray will often spoil fresh soluHancock at (iettjsburg with the Second Corps

STEVENS,

No 59 Main Street, Belfast Me

FOR RENT.
Store and basement, size 25x60, formerly occupied by H. H. Johnson & Co., Johnson block.
Possession given June 20th. Apply, for particuC. O. POORlars, to
Belfast, June 11,1896.

GROCERIES

Second-Hand Organs and Pianos,

Ol

ALL IN OOOD CONDITION.
Dealers in the finest

Organs from $15.00 Up.

Anthracite and

to mention.

CALL AND SEE THEM

AT

Something to know.
It may be worth something to know that I No. 66
Belfast.
High Street,
the very best medicine for restoring the !
tired out nervous system to a healthy vigor
I'nder W. L. Hall, Photographer.
is Electric Bitters. This medicine is
purely
vegetable, acts by giving tone to the nerve
HORATIO WEARS.
centres in the stomach, gently stimulates
April 2, 181*6.—14tf
the Liver and Kidneys, and aids these organs
in throwing off impurities in the blood.
Electric Bitters improves the appetite, aids
digestion, and is pronounced by those who
have tried it as the very best blood purifier
and nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for 50c or
$1.00 per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
Drug Store.
A.. A. HO VVE S.t CO

i Best No. I Potash•

Sjllt.

quality of

Blacksmith

*

,

LtOH?S>

WORDFRS PROMPTLY FILLED

/<<>, .'{7 Front St., Retfast
TELEPHONE 4-2.

NOTICE.
All

upon real estate for the
must be paid <>u or before July lo, 18'.*<
cost of suit, which will be
brought a^aii
real estate after the above date.
H. F. MASON, Colic
tuxes

Customs
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Yucatan.

A Bull*
)t Santo ( hrlsto Del Amor.
same of “trod and Liberty.’’ Scenes

Oxcutzcab.
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in this queer country,
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for the favorite saint,

spiritual patrons

thick

are

i-summer, the idea of
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appointing
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the saints, seems so novel
1 to witness the perfonn-
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♦
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doing

11 i«•

1

so

missed the

we

passage had been
compelled to remain

our

were

in

with wild canes stuck up-

ing and tlieir black legs
dangling down,
flinging the whole circle of the amphitheatre. Opposite the
judges’ stall was a
band of music, the
leader of which wore
a
grotesque mask caricaturing a negro’s
face, though his own was black and ugly
enough, in all conscience. Bull fights

At 2 p. m. the church ceremonies
recommenced. The shrine of Santa Chrissun.

Journal.]

an,

•■Stas

plaza,

right in the ground, thatched with green
palm-leaves to afford shelter from the

to

del Amor had been

freshly adorned
with flowers and votive offerings, while
before it stood the priest singing a salvo, have been so
many
an attendant perfumed it with
incense, am not going to
details of this

one.

cowardly,

spectacle,

prostrated himself with face to the ground,

before.

lar

even

kissed the feet of the

del Amor, to take
dles, fruits and other
the saint and to
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of all the
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can-
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the usual
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Strengthening,
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get
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genuine

from Moxie bottles in
Moxie

glasses

at

soda fountain.
grocer also

keeps

the

says:
The

Your

Examinations started on Monday,
May 2d, in the annex room of the primary
department taught by Miss Sweeting. The
little ones reigned supreme in their best bib
aud tucker, aud their cute ways aud wise
sayings passed away a delightful hour and a
half for parents aud friends.
Room 1, taught by Miss Russell and Room
2, by Miss Roberts, held interesting examinations in their respective rooms with large
attendance.
Work iu Mrs. Gould's room finished the
day, and examinations in this department
were a credit to both teachers and pupils.

it.
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tangible form;

allowed certain
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modified form.
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sprinkles them with holy
estows upon them a special
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happy are the
upon whom greatness has
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*'d and who are bound to travel
•st in the thorny path of vir-

hstanding
of having

what

to

ceremony of the Mayoles, we
Oxcutzcob, an Indian village
he nearest hill-range; and be-
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of

Vucateeau

family we
volante, a la Cleobarge, being obliged to remattress in the low-roofed,
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thereto in
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extraordinary
access

is wealth incalculable,
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free
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In Oxcutzcob this year it
Oat the saint to whom a patng.

ssigned

was

of

one

whom I

before—El Santo Christo del

tally translated, “The saint
hove.”
By what process of
Saviour is classed among
much at a loss to underlie idea that lie requires a
he

am as

*n; hut. our business, however,
to observe and report, withwith
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things beyond

our

The
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Mtneed
hells

opening of the fiesat sunrise by the
clangin the village and the

rockets

on the church
top.
Spanish America the
passion for fireworks and

all
a

tedder
l

daylight

no

straight
a string
to

the

matter of common

oo-

•hi to

invest it in

'I it is

a

ity and country
he full
ts

1

thing

to meet

of

pro-

glare of noonday, firtorpedoes with great-

and

in order

was

to

bring

'•mage from the house of its
ustodian and set it up in the
Hds was done by a miscellassion of men, women and
"led by the village priest, the

''

i "!<>n

and

Mayoles.

Then

high

after which the congregat'd to the baile del
dia, (a daymd danced until noon.
The
WafS

a

vast

Next walked the priest and
Patron, side by side—an enor-

honor which

Disturbance.

Their State Convention at Portland Wrangles over
Free Silver, Hanson and 16 to 1 Turned Down
and Winslow Nominated on a Gold Platform.

the fire and Smoke of the
engine of torture
on ids
back, he dashed blindly at every
picador, receiving thrust after thrust
from their spears.
Finally the powder
burned out, and the poor
stream-

side.
new

Democratic

nearly overpowered
The Democratic
I'oirn.AND, June IT.
State Convention met in city hall at noon
trembling legs could
upon the adjournment of the First district
hardly support him—closely followed by
beast,
convention. Chairman Geo. E. Hughes, of
the twelve apostles, or Mayoles.
Then ing with blood and with roasted back,
the State committee, called the delegates
bellowed for mercy and crawled
ame the Brothers of Charity, and after
feebly t*> order and introduced as chairman,
them all the people of the village, Mexi- around the ring, looking in vain for some Hon. Clias. F. Johnson of Waterville,
who spoke at length.
cans and Indians, the rear
brought up by way of escape, and raising imploring eyes
W. H. McDonald of Portland, and
.1 troop of boys
carrying two long, coftin- to the spectators, but finding no mercv William Grant of York, were announced
shaped boxes. At first we supposed the even in the mild faces of the womeu and as secretaries. The delegates present numIt was a horrible sight, and I bered boo, out of 1,155 to which the conwitter to contain some saint’s hones or children.
vention was entitled.
other sacred rites, but later learned that am almost glad to tell you that before the
The following committee on resolutions
o bulls which had been
one of them held the
for
the
provided
was appointed by
counties: Androscogcandles, fireworks,
afternoon’s
sport were dispatched, several gin, K. M. Mason; Aroostook, John B.
ropes and other properties that had been
donated to Santa Christo and his celebra- of the brutal picadores were unhorsed and Madigan; Cumberland, Weston F. Thompson; Franklin, G. F. Hickens; Hancock,
tion.
The other box was entirely empty, received injuries which will disable them Geo. B. Steward:
Kennebec, F. W. Clair;
for
a
many
day. And 1 was amazed to Knox, J. II. McNamara; Lincoln, James
but having once served for the precious
hear a party near me
complaining that II. Doyle: Oxford, Ira Johnson; Penobbelongings, it must ever afterwards be
bull fights are now-a-days such tame af- scot, Dr. G. G. Weld; Piscataquis, A. J.
cherished by succeeding patrons as a holy
E. C. Plummer; Somerfairs! It is well known that President Chase; Sagadahoc,
heirloom.
set, F. E. McFadden; Waldo; E. F. HanEverybody in the procession
Dioz
is
in
not
favor
of
the
national
divercarried a lighted candle.
All were dressj son: Washington, S. D. Leavitt; Y^ork, L.
A. Stevens.
ed in white, both men and women, and tisement and keeps it under so many j
The State committee was elected as
restriction-; that its dangers are being
many of the latter were garlanded with
| follows: Androscoggin, D. J. McGillicudand
its excitements as
flowers; and as they moved down the greatly mitigated,
jdy; Aroostook, John B. Madigan; Cumwell.
By the way, he long ago decreed j berland, Llewellyn Barton; Franklin,
church steps and through the quiet streets
that bull lighting should be given only Enoch Whitcomb; Hancock, Edward E.
of the village, chanting Te Deum LaudaBrady; Kennebec, C. B. Morton, Knox,
on Sundays and other fiesta
days, because Oliver Otis; Lincoln,
rockets
mus,
whizzing around them and
George H. Coombs:
when held on week days people neglect |
a warm wind
Oxford, E. I. Brigham; Penobscot, Edflickering the candles, the
their work to attend them! Meanwhile ward Conners; Piscataquis, Henry Hudsight was imposing, despite its absurdity.
the sun went down behind the western ! son; Sagadahoc, George E. Hughes; Som'I lie march led to the casa of the new
W. K. Hunnewell; Waldo, G. C.
hills and twilight clothed the earth as erset,
Patron, outside of which fireworks kept up
Kilgore; Washington, F. W. Sawyer;
with a garment. Vesper bells in sweetly York, T.
a great commotion.
Golthwaite, Jr.
Arrived at the door,
The convention took an adjournment to
solemn tones
called the faithful to
the priest blessed the house and all withand many went directly to church | 1.30 o’clock and was not again called to
in it, and then the image was carried in- prayer;
order until 1.50.
The following electors
from the bloody scenes of the plaza de | were nominated: Kimball
side and deposited upon a
Eastman of
|
temporary
to
render thanks for j Westbrook; E. O. Greenleaf of Farmingaltar, adorned with flowers and ablaze Torros, presumably
ton:
Charles
E.
I
the pleasures they had been permitted to
Johnson, Waterville; W.
with candles.
The house consisted of a
S
Manstield, Jonesport; W. G. Chadenjoy in this land whose motto is “Dios y bourne, of
single long, low apartment, furnished
Alfred; Edward K. O'Brien of
Liberdad.*’
Faxmi- B. Wakd.
Thomaston.
with nothing but the altar
aforesaid, a
l he .following delegates at
large to the
few hammocks, now fastened
against the
Short Stories.
national convention were chosen: Dr. s.
and
a
rude table at the end of the
wall,
Gordon, Portland; John Scott, Bath.
The recent
mous

so

the Patron that his

gardening stories in The .Journal recalled to some of our rea lers other incidents of a more or less amusing nature.
j
Early in the spring, when tile snow was still j

opposite the altar. Upon the table
spread a bountiful supper of bread,
(in loaves the size of your list, baked in

room
was

the adobe

oven
outside,) fruits of various
kinds arranged in wooden trays lined with
given leaves; mugs of fiery mescal and
pots >i aguardiente, or sugar cane rum;
while conveniently near stood a
skin

on

pig

•'1

pulque,

the

fermented

the

ground,

a

citizen

engaged

a

man

to
■

make his garden as soon as the and got into
condition to work. When that time arrived
the two met and the man was ask -d when
he could make the garden. His reply was:
“I'll

juice of the

come

in and make it

Supposing lie

century plant, for whoever chose to refresh himself with this favorite
beverage
ot Mexico.
And everybody did

was

when I get back.”

merely going

up town of

and the work would be done
that day no more was said. But that day,
and the next, and the next passed, and the
man
came
not.
Enquiry of one of his
neighbors revealed the fact that when the
conversation took place lie was on his way
to join a vessel for a coasting voyage. The
garden was made by another man.
and

choose,

•‘.-'dii and again, until the skin, which at
inst looked like a
rampaut pig on its hind i
lee-", minus a head—gradually collapsed
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Springfield Firf,

arbor,

100 feet

long

"ide, erected for the purpose

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Easy

($13,000,000) Tire Insurance Assets.

Marine, Granite State Fire Insi-ran e
Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

DESIRABLE

RISKS

and

WRITTEN

Travelers Life

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident

RATES.

Insurance Cj.

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLI).

on

buildings acceptable.

LOANS NEGOTIATED.

ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLI).
^^Correspondence solicited.

REAL

noOctl contf

Thursday was given up to the Grammar
department. Room 7, Miss Lowe, in the
morning, and Room 8, Mrs. Lee, in the after-

noon.
The work in these two rooms called
forth many complimentary remarks for both
teachers and scholars from the visitors present. The exercises of the day were closed
with recitations and songs.
Friday was devoted to the Grammar and

High Departments, Room 9, taught by Miss
Ryan. The studies taken up were Physical
Geography, Arithmetic, Physiology" and

Grammar in the forenoon. The same room,
with Prof. B. C. Nichols in the chair, held
examinations in Arithmetic, Algebra and
Rhetoric in the afternoon. Quick and accurate work in Arithmetic and Algebra characterized the work of the pupils throughout.
The Rhetoric class covered itself with chalk
and glory in the blackboard analysis work]
The Grammar and High scholars acquitted
themselves most exemplary. In character
of deportment aud work they are indeed the
pride of the school and the pleasure of their
respective instructors. During the past year
they have made a marked improvement, not
only in lessons but in general appearance,
which comes only from confidence in themselves and their teachers.
The exercises in these departments, which
were the final, closed with a selected program of songs and recitations, in the rendition of which the seholors were very happy.
Some very
complimentary remarks by
Messrs. Phil Sawyer, Horatio Crain and
Rev. Archer closed with general good feeling the year’s work, followed by many happy exchanges of kind wishes among visitors,
pupils, parents and teachers.
The

Churches.

We take, the following from the report of
Committee of the Maine Universalist convention:
At Winterport, where no Universalist services had ever been held, Rev. E. F. Pern her

the Executive

|

Belfast, aiMie late.
Winter

Arrangement—In

\

Effect October

1, 1895,

Hats! Hats!!
We aimed well and hit the mark on

STEAMER « ASTI.NK, weather permitting, will run everv week ilav
in uuimcruiMi

wan

i>.

13.

». L.

as Io| lows :

Leave "West lirooksville at 7.2«> a. m.: ('astine
7.45; Hughes Point, S.30; Ryder's Cove, 0.00;
Lime Kiln, 0.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.

Spring Hals

"lirooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 f. m., for the
above named landings.
Passengers going East take steamer Castine
from Belfast at 2.00 p. m.. even Monday ,\V«-dnesday and Friday. Take steamer next oav f<■
all landings from Castire to liar 11 a
i.
Passengers going to Millbridge. Joiiesport aim

It will pay yon to lay aside last sealiar and buy one of
NE'1
STYLES. \\Y oifer tie-

sons

.,

50tf

c.

W. SMALLID GE,

U

Manager

/I/UihKS

young If?ady:
post a card request will bring
you full
pnrtieu!:ti sot how you can
earn a .solid oak

The 77th annual session of the Maine Diconvention uf tlie Episcopal church
was held in Portland last
week, Bishop
Neely, l!l clergymen and 17 lay delegates
were
present. The report of tlie treasurer
showed the denomination to be in a prosperous condition. Judge L. Putnam was
chosen a member of the hoard of trustees of
the diocesan fund.
Bishop Neely’s annual
address detailed the work done in the di-

Chautauqua

ocesan

Desk Free,

bv

selling among
perhaps ten of
your
neighbors

the contents
one 5
o
oo
Combination
Box of The

THE

Larkin

Soaps.

You pay us after
know by trial
that goods are all

celled

you
as

THE LARKIN SOAP MFU. CO., Buffalo, V Y

NEW TEAS!
Choice

Oolong and Japan Mixed or a
Fine English Breakfast.25c. per In.
These Teas retail for 50c. per lb.

3 lbs. of harden Formosa for.$1.00
3 lbs. of Fine English Breakfast .$1.00
4 lbs. of Highly-Flavored Japan, Young Hyson, ftunpowder or Incolored Japan
These Teas retail for 65c. per lb.

$1.00

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN ORIGINAL PACKAGES.
20 1-2 lb. Box of Fine English Breakfast Tea for
IHi is Tea retails for 50 cents per lb.

$3.50.

12 1-2 lb. Box of Fine Formosa Oolong,
This Tea retails for 65c. per lb.

at

$4.00.

5 lb. Box of
per box.

Choicest harden Formosa, $2.00
This Tea retails for 75 cents per lb.

Finest grades of Coffee sold
sale Prices,

at

Lowest Whole-

Mail Orders promptly attended to. All
warranted to give perfect satisfaction.

BP-AGENTS WANTED.

goods

St.,

BOSTON.

Masonic
1

Temple,

Operate

Hood’s

FURNISHED

CHAMBERS

Belfast. Me.

Watches,
Clocks,

4*

Sterling Silver,
Silver Plated

Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,
Silver j Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets.
\Vr ATCM ANI) CLOCK PLPAlRIMi
PROMPTLY DOM

H. J. Locke & Son,
Belfast National Hank

O

>quare

PAILS,
BROOMS,
AM' ALL KIM'S "I

SPAULDING LEAGUE BALLS,
BATS, Ml TS,
MASKS, ETC.

J. H. & J. W. JONES, 60 Main
Kverythiug in Hardware,

Building. P.

TUBS,

Base Ball Goods.
|

ex-

4w25

CUT PRICE TEA CO.,
100 Blackstone

.mint

D, P. PALMER’S,

everywhere,

who know the adeconomy of buying it direct fiom our f.acbuv
without paying tribute to storekeepers, buy a
whole box for their own home use.
From Kittery to Caribou are hundreds of
girls and youths who have earned b\
w ry
little effort, one to a dozen of our premiums,
which they will possess all their lives
long

I

market in
I.-.'a Them ,-ver at

~g

any way.

repiesented.

Thousands
of
wise
housekeep-

ers

WILCOX.

leading Spritt); Mat.
by any hat ;m the

The

WOODEN
WARS

St

Sellimj

low by

to Take

asy to

fiii slip.

Mach ia> take steamer (.‘astine trom Bella u at
2.00 f. 31., stop over it Castine. take steamer
j
Frank Jones next morning for ad landin. s from
Ca-tine to Maeliias.
AdENTS: H. A. dreer, BeU'asi J. R. Ryder,
Ryder's Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes point; J.
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Biooksville.

cuit.

J. B. Madigan of Boulton in an eloquent but brief speech presented the
"itli emptiness, and another and another
name of Edward B.
Winslow of Portland
as a candidate for
took its place.
It
governor of Maine.
was seconded
by Hon. M. P. Frank of
Alter the saint had been
duly establishPortland.
Mr. Winslow was nominated j
ed in his new quarters, and the crowd reAnother relates to the poultry business:
by acclamation with great enthusiasm.
freshed, all hastened again to the dancing A ben fancierdiad remarkably good luck in
Edgar F. Hanson of Belfast made a ocese for the year and gave an encouraging
enclosure, where the patron, liis confi- raising pullets, and when a neighbor asked strong speech for silver but was called to report of the condition of the Maine Episcohim for the secret, he replied: “If you want order and desisted.
dence now somewhat restored
by aguar- to raise roosters set the eggs little end
When the majority report of the com- pal churches.
up; if
diente, reopened the ball. Notwithstandmittee on resolutions was presented it deyou want pullets set them big end down.'5
Base Ball at Bar Harbor.
ing his high office, it must be confessed The
clared for the
standard unless some
neighbor set her eggs for pullets, and other standard gold
should
that this saddle-colored
be
inadopted
by
of
Christ even now cannot understand why she did
patron
| The collection of would-be base ball playternational agreement.
was not of
; ers which appeared here on Memorial Day
very dignified appearance. He not have as good luck "as her neighbor.
Then F. W. Clair of Waterville prefrom Ellsworth and endeavored to get a lithad been a bull-tighter iu
sented the minority report, declaring in | tie exercise
youth and sev- Neither can he.
by swinging the hat at places in
{
Cliil ugly scars did not add to his
favor of the equality of the two metals. tlie atmosphere where they thought a base
beauty
This
at
to
once
1
ball
raised
a
storm
be, are evidently mad. They
of countenance.
and
Still
in
another
is
an
ought
His pink calico shirt
delegates
entirely different line.
so excited over their defeat by
A little four-year-old girl recently propound- crowded to the centre of the hall in front even became
was worn outside his trousers of
team of Bar Harbor, that
white
School
of the platform.
Three or four motions the High
ed the following conundrum to her pet
handle the truth about as well as they
cotton, and though he soon kicked oft* his
were
made but not seconded.
Then a ;I theytheir bats.
did
aunt.
[Bar Harbor Record.
“Aunty, if God should take you all motion for the adoption of the
sandals in the excitement of the
majority
baile, he to pieces and forgot how to put you
together report was made and seconded.
The
retained his hat throughout the day.
chairman put this motion although Mr.
again w ould I have any aunty ?”
omen Who Suffer
At 4 o’clock the bull tight, which alFrank of Portland was on his feet trying
pain each month
to
be
ways crowns these saintly fiestas, began,
heard.
can
The
motion
find relief and
to
be
appeared
You make no mistake when you buy Dalcarried
from
aud
and the crowd adjourned to the
was
declared
emancipation
carried.
The
ton’s
sarsaparilla
and
nerve tonic and
plaza de dalton’s
their
troubles.
chair's decision was doubted.
family pills. Everybody says so,
tones.
lu the line of architecture the
and
inCongestion
and “what everybody says must be true.’5
Everybody was on his feet at the same
flammation of the
bull ring of Oxcutzcob, iu which it is said
time.
The tumult was stilled while Mr.
internal organs are
the best bull fights in Yucatan are now
Wiggin of Saco spoke for gold. He said
Tribute of Respect.
generally induced
that in the committee on resolutions th*»
by exposure to
held, is as curious and original a structure
wet or cold, excitewas
The Dixmont Social Circle and Library majority report
adopted by a vote « f
as the late
Brigham Young’s umbrellament of the emo7
to 6.
A
motion
was made and carried
Association has passed the following trilike tabernacle.
tions, or a morbid
It is merely a huge
that the vote betaken by roll call by counbute of respect to the memory of Mrs. Helcondition
of the
ties.
There was so much excitement at
scafloid, perhaps r,800 feet in circumfer- en
blood.
For the
Piper:
this point that the chair waited until the
erected
and held together without
radical cure of
ence,
Whereas, death has ruthlessly invaded delegates had taken their seats. Then
these derangea nail,
being made of poles bound to- our midst and snatched, from our circle one the different county delegations gathered menu, ur. rierces favorite Prescription
of our most worthy members and associates,
a
is
safe
and
with
certain
withes.
in
The
different
gether
interior is en- whose
remedy, permanently
parts‘of the hall and took
quiet and graceful presence we shall
all abnormal conditions, so that
closed by long poles
separate votes. The vote resulted as fol- correcting
crossing and inter- often recall at our future meetings.
these trying ordeals are passed with ease
lows
on
of
the
as
a
We,
adoption
loving tribute of respect to the
majority report: and comfort. Ulcerations and displacelacing each other, and iu like manner is
memory of Mrs. Helen Piper, who passed
Yea Nay
ments of the uterus are cured by the
Fadivided into boxes by
interlacing poles. from earth April 24, 1Hi, present the fol- Androscoggin. lo
vorite Prescription,” and the cure is last1
The whole forms a gigantic frame of rus- lowing resolutions:
Aroostook.
5
ing.
Resolved, That in the sudden affliction Cumberland. 78
13
Hysteria. Spasms, Nervousness, Indigestic lattice work,
admirably adapted to this neighborhood has lost a kind and help- Fraukliu. 8
tion. or Dyspepsia, often depend upon ir0
ful neighbor,our Circle a long tried ami con- Hancock.
the hot climate, its arbor-like
u»
1
of function and displacements
regularities
appearance stant
member, who ever had at heart our Kennebec.
of the womanly organs.
3
7
The “Favorite
assisted by the thatch of palm leaves.
It best interests, the church a consistent Chris- Knox.
21
cures by regulating and cor0
Prescription
will hold perhaps 3,000
whose place was seldom vacant, and
Lincoln. lacking
these
functions and
people, with the I tian,
recting
organic
an invaluable
Sunday j-chool teacher. That, Oxford. 17
5
changes.
customary packing, but though there although we mourn
that here her place is Penobscot.
For all irregularities, suppressions and
0
8
|
were only a few hundred on the occasion
we have the blest assurance that we
o
Piscataquis.
5
obstructions, Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prej vacant,
on that beautiful shore
may meet
of which 1 write, the
Sagadahoc.
1
n
scription is a specific, and has a record of
great frail scaffold where no ill again
can ever invade, if we, too, are
Somerset.
over a quarter of a century of cures.
0
17
trembled and swayed
alarmingly when !1 faithful.
Waldo.
0
n;
Mrs. Malvina Wilson, of Boothsville, Marion
Resolved, That to those most deeply af- Washington.
excitement ran high. Over the doors of
8
3 ! Co., IV. I'a., writes:
tiicted by this event, her own family, we, York. 18
11
For twelve
the “boxes” is inscribed “Placio Xo.
long
|
1,” | one and all, express our most tender symI year- I suffered greatTotal .lt>3 101 ly with extreme nerv’’Placio A'o. S etc. and there is consider- I pathy for their bereavement, and desire that
a
ousness, stomach and
copy of these resolutions be sent to her
THEN CAME A WIiANGLE
able choice in the seats, as one side is ex- j
uterine disease. I had
j son, Arthur Piper, to her sisters, and to her over the method of
with four
doctored
putting tire motion, in
posed to the full blaze of the suu. Each i daughter-in-law, Mrs. Mildred Piper, and
with little
that they be copied into the secretary’s which Mr. Frank, Dr. Garcelon of Lewis- physicians
or no good, and one
box has its separate
proprietor, who book of this Circle.
ton, Mr. Torrey of Bath, Mr. Keegan of of them was as good a
Mrs. C. H. Leavitt, Com. on Van
stands in the doorway inviting
as could he
Buren, and Mayor Hanson of Bel- physician
you to
nad here; he gave
Mrs. C. H. Smith.
( Reso.
fast, took an active part. Fiually by gen- me up to die. None
ascend, holding in his hand a short ladder
eral agreement the question was
my friends thought
of 4 or 5 steps.
opened of
For a medio you may
J. could get well. We
for discussion. M. P. Frank of
Portland; had tried
have a seat in the sun or for four times
almost
Hanson
of Belfast; H. Garcelon everything, and at
Mayor
that amount, (this reales, 2o
and A. W. Bradbury of
I thought I would
cents) a
Portland, spoke last
Mrs. Wilson.
front bench on the shady side; and in
excitedly for silver, the last two talking try I)r. Pierce’s Faat the same time.
The hubbub grew to I had been bed-fast most of the time for
either case you may remain all day, if
al*ac«i
you
alarming proportions and the convention two years. After taking several bottles of the
Favorite Prescription and following the direc*
like, or as long as you can stand the Are features peculiar to Hood’s Pills. Small in
went out of the control of the
chair.
tions strictly, I now*
better health thau
The
barbarous sport. On this holy occasion size, tasteless, efficient, thorough. As one man
platform as adopted declares ever before in my life.enjoy
I only weighed a little
against sumptuary laws. No interference over one hundred pouuda and new I weigh
the population of Oxcutzcob was out en
with local affairs of municipalities
by the pounds.”
masse, including a large proportion of
State; no unnecessary increase in public
women and children.
offices and no increase of salaries and the
At the feet of those
abolition of all unnecessary
occupying the front seats was wedged a
officers, imTO LET.
partial enforcement of all laws which excompact row of small boyrs and girls, ! said: *• You never know you
ist for the public good.
It demands the
Terms reasonable. Meals served next door if
have taken a pill till it is all
with their heads poked
through the rail- over.” 25c. C. I. Hood &
repeal of the act of 1803 abolishing school required. For further information apply to
Co.,
districts and favors the protection of
Proprietors. Lowell, Mass.
MRS. F. A. CURTIS.
American shipping, denouncing the ReThe only pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Searsrort, June 3, 1896.-3w24*
publican policy, and a return to the policy

j

Over

the

was a contest for the third delebetween Frederick W. Plaisted of
Augusta and Moses 11. Leighton of AnMr. Plaisted harangued the con- preached once or twice last summer, and at
gusta.
who
vention in his own behalf amid great ex- his request we sent our missionary there
caused an informal parish organization to be
citement.
Then three cheers were given made and induced the
raising uf a subscripfor Plaisted and the ballot proceeded. tion tor
[‘reaching. The services uf Iiro.
The contest was won by Plaisted, who re- i Peinber were secured. Jle held some good
ceived 2s4 votes to Kg' for Leighton, ( ’has. meetings; we trust he will preach again this
L. Snow of Bangor was chosen for fourth summer at tins new point ol interest, and of
course, it is always possible that, sin*h a
delegate.
movement may become in time part of aoirThe
were chosen
alternate

following

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

and entertaiuing kind.

There

to Chicago: Geo. K. Hughes of
Bath: James \V. Meserve of Buxton; Ilerbert W. Trafton of Fort Fairfield; J. G.
Lambert of Stockton.

FEED

intermediate
department
was examined.
Room 4, Mrs. Givens, Room
5, Miss Grillon, in the forenoon. Room (1,
Miss*Dunn, occupied the afternoon and forenoon of the next day, the afternoon being
given over to recitations iu room 9 from
pupils of rooms four, five and six. The examinations of said rooms were highly creditable and the exercises of the most pleasing

gates

delegates

you’re always safe

■

.Motechnic display. Give a
"iingstera penny and instead
only with it, as a Northern
he toddles

>

disadvau-

each
the

A

Chew it and

School, Key West.

The Daily Key West Herald of May 30tli
contains a report of the exercises in the
Sears school at that place, of which a Searsport man, Prof. B. C. Nichols, is principal.
He has ten lady assistants.
The Herald

!-

♦

Tobacco

relating to that subject, with a view to the
adoption of the Norwegian system or a system of high license with local option.

a

made of wood,
paper aud gunpowder,
capital many of the properly observed; after which the Mayo- forming a formidable piece of fireworks.
les, in a straggling, bare-footed line, took When it was firmly secured, all fell back
>ms, religious anil social,
unioned, but in the villages solemn oath to obey the orders of the at a safe distance; the picadores mounted
Patron and on all things touching tlie and with poised
atan claims no fewer than
spears took tlieir places
prevail in all the quaint- sacred trust. A procession was then form- ill the ring, the band struck up the Mexi:>iries ago.
Although the ed in the body of the church, led by a boy can Ilymno National; aud at the instant
Yueatecans is nominally
•arryilig a tall si 1 ver c 1 ueifix. Next earne the noose was slipped liberating the bull,
the church government, the image of Santa Christo on a rude plat- tlie paper soldier was fired and a shower
rural districts, is largely form borne by two Indians.
The figure, of rockets was let off within a few feet of
the native characteristics by the way, was about :j feet high, set in the animal s nose.
Ilis first dash was
s-.-.perstitions of the Indians, a wooden box canopied with scarlet cali- furious. Maddened by the whizzing and
n by the
early priests, as a co, having a small, gilt framed mirror on explosion, the shouts of the crowd and

night

system,

nervous

drink that most
delicious of beverages.

cocked hat, seated in a
Both soldier and saddle were

saddle.

to

was

This was the resolution that was adoptby a vote of 193 to 101. In regard to
pensions and temperance the platform
says:
We recognize the justice in bestowing
Tensions upon the soldiers and sailors of the
late war, but believe that the
bounty of the
government should be so distributed that
the pension roll shall be a roll of honor.
We reaffirm the position on the question
of temperance taken in the
platform adopted
by the Democratic State convention in 1894,
and we earnestly favor a resubmission to
the people of the constitutional
provision
ed

than any I have ever seen
After torturing the bull into a
of rage,
lassooed and held

image, and was then frenzy
they
by the priest to watch vigilantly him firmly by the
the temporal interests of Santa Chris- picadores fixed
upon

to

agreement.”
and to build up your

meaner

sworn
over

It

The financial plank in the
is as follows: “We oppose the free coinage of silver and favor
the single gold standard unless a different standard be adopted
by international

majority report

Quench

Your Thirst

times described that 1
inflict upon you the

and the dancers in their ball dresses knelt
before it, each with a lighted candle. This
over, the chief patron came forward and

cruel

of Jefferson.

To

HOWES Ac CO.

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

O. ADDRESS,

75 ChfiStS——30c. 163

tf7

<*f better quality than we ever
Just received from China.

FREEDOM, MAINE.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
tine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
ne cellar,
city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C DILWORTH.
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

had,

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Sweet Pea
Mixed,

a

choice

variety,

at a

Seeds,
very low

price.

A. A. HOWES & CO.
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Alexis Gross of East Belfast lias a sailing
1(> feet long, built by himself and
neighbors the past spring.

|

C. E. M< Intire and Dr. Piper of Rockport
went to Pulpit Harbor last week and took
their yachts, the Surf and Nokomis, out of

canoe,

PUBLISH ED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Go.

Republican
CHA'U.KS

REPUBLICAN
FOR

|

j

1-ILSHURY,

A.

NOMINATIONS.

PRESIDENT,

PRESIDENT,

Llewellyn Powers

FOR

Moulton.

to the

rescue

in

launched FriShe
had no inside ballast, and with that added
ought to carry easily a large spread of canThe

new

day and

Decrow yacht

prettily

sets very

was

in the wrater.

vas.

The yacht Menelek, built at Pulpit Harbor
by C. F. Brown the past winter for Geo. W.
Wheelwright of Boston, had a trial spin last
week with the owner and liis wife on board,
and they were much pleased with the craft.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
For electors at large:

JOHN F. HILL of

Coombs of Yinalkaven when out
away his mast.

the Sasin and towed in the Coombs yacht.

For Governor

Of

A.

sailing recently carried
Capt. Isaac Dunbar came

GARRET A. HOBART of New Jersey
Hon.

quarters.

Willis Williams of Camden lias launched
the sloop he built last winter and has named
It is said lie will go to
her the Migrator.
Florida m her and spend the winter there.
L.

WILLIAM McKINLEY of Ohio.
FOR VICE

winter

Augusta.

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.

The sloop yacht Phantom cf Bangor arrived here Monday evening. She is a modern
craft, built for speed, and equipped with

Fourth District......ALBERT H. SAWYER.

spinnaker boom,

First District.EDWIN PA YSON.
Second District...A. R. NICKERSON.

ais

FOR CONGRESSMEN:

etc.

She

and this is her first

Calin Penobscot

was

season

built at

First. District

waters.

•Second District.NELSON DING LEY, JR.
Third District .SETH L. MI LI.I KEN.

Sell. P. M. Bonnie sailed Tuesday on a
week’s cruise with Messrs. W. F. Bean, Gen.
A. Quimby, II. L. Woodcock and Master
Faunee Woodcock. They were to go first to
Bass Harbor, do some fishing off the Duck
Islands, and visit Isle au Haut before return-

Fourth District.CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

T he Maine Democrats rejected Xutriola
and took the gold lire.
The unkindest cut of all—the Boston
Journal's

It often proves that one who has posed
is a
demigod turns out to be merely a

ienntgogue.
The shoe business
and

in'.’.

hope

we

to

be improvthe manufacturers

seems
see

to

get there with both feet.
The

Maine Democrats

gratulated

securing

on

candidate for Governor.

be con-

to

are

honest

an

The

as

only objec-

Mr. Winslow is that lie is

tion to

man

a

Demo-

crat.

Reed sent the following teleWashington last Thursday:

>peakcr
mam
lit'1
v

iroin

v

Win say,
,-i: •■.. :•
1

;n

.McKinley, Canton, O.
happy and prosperous ad-

a

happy

■;

for

the country.

--us i-r

yourself
T.

Sigi.c
Tin
3ad

and

pros-

B. Reed.

Independent quotes Tlie Jouring that Mr. Mauley's Cougres-

it:

as s;i \

si"h:'l as} iiali.-iis wTB
port iii this locality.
Mr.

coirect.

Manley

liud sup-

That is not quite
never had any sup-

Congress in this locality,

lor

port

longer

no

and

■would not have had if he had not made
the liaseo
L.

at

ing.
PL K. Harris, who
spending the summer
at his cottage on Holbrook’s Island, came to
Belfast Saturday in his cat-boat Rowena, accompanied by his friend, Mr. Stevens, who
had been his guest for a few weeks. They
took the steamer City of Bangor for Boston
is

of Mrs. Reed.

alleged portrait

in the

afternoon.

The steam yacht Vanina, owned by J.
Montgomery Sears of Boston, was in port
last Friday forenoon. She was built in 1893
for R. H. White and sold to Mr. Sears. She
is now under charter for six weeks to Mr.
Hutchings of Boston, who is spending the
summer

at

Castine.

The first race of the season of the PenobYacht Club was sailed at Rockland
June 17tli. The entries were only three.in
number, but they gave the prettiest exhibition ever seen in Penobscot, waters. They
had a straight out course, wind abeam, to the
first buoy, a run before the wind of four
miles to the second buoy, and a beat to the
windward home. The new yacht, Sasiu,
owned by Capt. Isaac Dunbar of Vinalhaveu,
{•roved the winner by a little more than 17
minutes. The summary:

scot

Name and owner.
Time.
Basin. Dunbar.2 12 40
Corner, Fuller.2 22 35
Ida. Elliott..2 25 00

Cor. time.
2 05 33 1*5
2 22 35
2 17 53 1-5

Chas. R. Coombs, R. G. Dyer and
IL P
Hazeltine, Jr., of Belfast and Fred j
Hollins of Boston started Saturday after- |
noon for a cruise in Capt. R. H. Coombs’
sloop Eagle, their objective point being Egg
Messrs.

St. Louis.

W.

Howe, author and editor, tele-

graphed

from St. Louis to his paper, the

Atchison, Kansas, Globe:
The thing that impresses

Rock in East Penobscot bay, a great resort
is i for sea fowl.
Light winds and calms pretl.» iesp( ctabilit} of the crowd.
1 have j
vai led and they anchored that night in Satne\ei seen a liner looking lot of men toCove. The next day they proceeded
gether l interpret this to mean that the urday
best men in the country want McKinley down the bay and made a landing on Egg
and protection, and have turned out to Rock, which did not belie its name, for it
the convention.
was literally covered with eggs.
They arrived in Gilkey’s Harbor on the return SunWe publish on the Otli page an accoim
day evening just as the squall struck, aud
of ti c observance of Memorial Day, June
An incident
came home, Monday morning.
17th,
The
Gardiner Keporter- of the
’bogus.
trip was the seeing uf a large whale
•h>in n.i; in its rei*ort of the exercises says: off
Saturday Cove.
I'he oration by Hon. S. L. Milliken was
an ch quent
production, and was frequent- W. C. T. U. Convention at Northport.
me

most

ly interrupted by bursts of applause. He
easily held his audience to the end, and it
is ci•needed to be

one

of the best orations

given here.”

ever

It

J

is

Hon.

course

a

disappointment

that

B.

Reed is not the Presidential
but Maine Republicans need
n<’ .-evict from
any quarter to be loyal to
tlu
ket nominated at St. Louis. Indeed,
h.

candela!)

advice

savors
of
impertinence.
have Maine Repu jlieans failed in
tiieii duty <)i sacrificed their candidates?
su

!

The thirteenth annual convention of the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union of
county will be held in the chapel at
Northport Camp Ground to-day, June 25th,
with the following program:
9 o’clock a. m.—Devotional Service conducted by Mrs. H. Moore Belfast.
10 o’clock—Convention opened by Miss A.
A. Hicks, County President.
Roll of Officers and Supts.
Appointment of Committees.
Minutes of Previous Session.
Address of welcome,
Mrs. A. V. Curtis
Mrs. M. Staples, Belfast
Response,
Waldo

Report uf superintendents.
Temperance Teachings in Sabbath Schools,
Mrs. Omar G. Mussey, Waldo
Homes for Homeless Children,
They are Republicans from conviction, Securing
Mrs. II. W. Thorndike, Belfast
not t‘>r personal gain, arid they will east Flower Mission
Work,
Mrs. E. McKinley, Waldo
their ballots next September for McKinTemperance Literature,
ley and Hobart, sound money and proMrs. L. E. Roberts, Waldo
Press Work and Franchise,
tection t" American industries.
Miss E. F. Miller, Searsmont
Brut. Bateman is .supersensitive over County Treasurer’s Report,
Mrs. F. Nash, Belfast
merely playful allusions to his profound Memorial Services,
Conducted
by Miss A. A. Hicks
learning and political peregrinations. Noontide
Prayer,
7 he .Journal so far from being
Mrs. E. Hunnewell, Belfast
unfriendly
has done him more than one
AFTERNOON SESSION.
good turn,
When

in
suppressing his own writings and what
others have written about him.
We do
not claim to know
everything—we leave

that to the Professor—but think that with
the aid of an encyclopedia and a classical
and

mythological dictionary

Hack of

our

we

can

keep

somewhat irascible contem-

and Petitions,
Mrs. H. W. Thorndike,

The Loudon Chronicle of June 10th had
half column interview w ith Hon.
Henry

Watterson, editor of the Louisville Courier-Journal, on Anglo-American relations.
Mi. Watterson said, among other
things:
“The Monroe doctrine lias come to stay.
We are a vast and imperial republic and
we mean to be respected and felt
among
the nations.
We do not want Canada,
but Mexico and Central and South America are under our
wing and our word shall
be law
We do not expect serious consequences from the Venezuelan affair.”

Belfast

Systematic Giving,

J.
Stearns, Belfast
Report of county secretary,
Miss PL F. Miller, Searsmont
Social Purity,
Mrs. M. Staples, Belfast
Mrs.

porary.

a

o’clock—Devotional service
conducted by Mrs. A. V. Curtis, Dexter
Report of superintendents continued
Scientific Temperance Teaching
Mrs. E. Savory, Belfast
Peace and Arbitration
Mrs. E. Jones, Belfast

2

Legislations

Paper

of

W.

Heredity

Mrs. A. E. Clark, Belfast
Work Among Soldiers aud Sailors,
Mrs. L. Pitcher

Animal address of county president,
Miss A. A.

Hicks

Election of county officers.

Department

of

Department

of

Charity,

Mrs. Hattie Cook, Belfast
Purity in Literature and Art
Mrs. S. G. Bicknell, Belfast

Adjournment.

Narcotics,

Mrs. Fannie Frost, Belfast

Concerning Local Industries.

Editor

I’laisted, delegate and Democrat
F. A. Howard & Sou have received au orat large, it you please!
He is under no
der for all the liuished screw-drivers they
obligation to straddle with one foot on
that free silver plank adopted at Water- have ou hand, and will start up their facville.
tory next Monday.
[Kennebec Journal.
Our congratulations to Bro. I’laisted.
Hutchins Bros, have cut for the town of
He was turned down by the I’lum Trust, Castiue two granite posts to be used as
but lias survived that unsavory organization and is on deck again.
Bro. Otis of
the Rockland

Opinion is
gratulated on securing

also to be

place on
which ability
a

.State committee, to
party service entitle him.

con-

the
and

markers for the old forts.
They stand
above ground 2 feet 4 inches high and are 18
inches square, with slightly raised peaked
top. Each will have one polished face, and
inscribed respectively: “Fort
they
George. 177i*-’84. 1814-15,” and “Gosselyn
British Work, 1814.”
are

The Belfast Light & Power Co. is making
correspondent of the Bangor Commercial, writing from Belfast, intimates the changes at the works on the East Side
A

that there

least one of tlie Maine
congressmen who did not feel bad over
the break that Mr. Manley made in surrendering before the tight began. Of
course the correspondent referred to Mr.
Milliken, but Mr. Milliken is altogether
too good a Republican and much too true
a friend to Reed to allow himself to rejoice over such an incident as that in
which Mr. Manlev participated.
[Waterville Mail.
was

at

Our Waterville contemporary estimates
the matter rightly. The correspondent
in question has no authority to speak for
Congressman Milliken ;and sends his wares
to a Democratic market.

Sybil Woods, Sadie Collins, Lillie Longfellow, Edelle Hatch.
Song, “Daisies, Daisies,”

The Belfast Schools.

Yachts and Boats.

IRepubltcau ‘Journal.

hich were outlined in The Journal a few
weeks ago. The schooner C. M. Gray arrived from Bangor with the machinery June
17th and the wrork of putting it in position
was begun at once.
The work is in charge
of Mr. Geo. Seabury, a skilled mechanic
and electrical engineer in the employ of the
Hinckley & Egery Iron Co. of Bangor. The
work on the city wiring is still continued,
and a new' bench of clay retorts will be put
in at the gas house.
w

Thomas H. Marshall Relief Corps will
hold a special meetingjthis, Thursday, evening, in lieu of the regular meeting, as the
hall is engaged Friday evening.

graduation or the High School Class.
erclses In Other tirades.

Nervous

Closing Ex*

The closing of the schools of Belfast for
1890 was highly satisfactory. A class of
four young ladies graduated from the High
school, and the exercises were held at the
Belfast Opera House, Friday evening, June
19th. Large classes were graduated from

People often wonder why their nerves are
so
weak; why they get tired bo easily;
why they start at every slight but
Budden sound; why they do not sleep
naturally; why they have frequent

each of the lower grades, as follows: Upper
Grammar to High 31; suburban Grammar
aud ungraded schools to High, 20; Lower
Grammar to Upper Grammar, 34; Central
Intermediate to Grammar, 25; South Intermediate to Grammar, 25; North Primary to
Intermediate, 24; South Primary to Intermediate, 27.

Palpitation of the Heart.
The explanation is simple. It is found in
that impure blood which is continually feeding the nerves upon refuse
instead of the elements of st rength and
vigor. In such condition opiate and
compounds simply deaden and
do not cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla feeds
the nerves pure, rich, red blood; gives
natural sleep, perfect digestion. self
control, vigorous health, and is tin
true remedy for all nervous troubles.
nerve

grades showed
methods of teaching are producing good results. In place of the oldtime memorizing of rules aud tables, in
number work, the reasoning powers are employed, aud each problem solved by analysis. The memory is given its work upon
the necessary tables of weights, measures,
etc.; the rules for the various processes are
made secondary to the reasoning out of the
problems. In reading the text books are
carefully kept from the pupils until classtime, the matter thus being uew and more
like the reading in actual life. A great advance
is noticeable in this department.
Spelling is taught iu connection with the
“word-method” of reading, aud as there are
frequent “written examinations” in all
studies, tlie spelling is carried along in connection with all branches. In geography,
history and language the method employed
new

Hoods
Sarsaparilla
Is the One True Blood Purifier.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co.,
li

nOOQ

HlllS

Along this joyous road,
always serve and guide

Though
We

are

we

bear

starting

$1; six for $5.
Lowell, Mass.

cure Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

i-fc-n

S

Will

a

us

such as to interest the pupil aud at the
time tirmly Mx in the mind the desired
information. The most noticeable advance,
however, is in music. The instruction under
the direction of Mrs. E. S. Pitcher is such as
to develop to the utmost the musical abilities of the pupils.
Tlie introduction of the new methods was
begun two years ago with the lower grades
of the primary schools, and the work has
been gradually advanced
to the Upper
Grammar grade, where the remarkably
thorough work which has characterized the
school for years has been fully kept up.
Graduates from this school enter our High
school or other similar institutions as well
equipped in mental aud moral training as
graduates from any school of the same grade
in New England.
Our High school is an
institution in which our citizens can feel a
just pride. Under highly educated and
competent teachers its graduates stand in
the front rank of graduates from the High
schools of the country. As in all High
schools, the number of graduates is small in
comparison with those who enter, but those
who take a one, two or three years’ course
and then enter upon their life work, or attend schools for special purposes, go with a
consciousness of time weli spent.
The work done in the suburban schools
lias been highly satisfactory.
The smallest
pupils have made commendable progress
and the number who took Grammar school
certificates is larger than ever before, in
addition to the number reported above four
pupils from other towns, who received tuition in the suburban schools, took Grammar
school certificates.
Among the pleasant events of tlie closing
week were the gifts from the pupils and
others to tlie teachers and Superintendent.
Mr. Evans’ friends presented him with a
handsome gold ring, with jet shield and
gold initial “E,v also a silver name-plate for
his cane. The pupils in Miss Wadsworth’s
division presented Mr. Evans with a volume entitled “A Book of Golden
Deeds,”
with a silver fastener.
Mr. Ellis was given
a handsome chair, and Miss Lord a bon-bon
dish by their pupils, and Miss Lord a large
basket of dowers from A. Gutter Sibley, Jr.
Miss Bickford was given a tete-a-tete set
anda Belfast souvenir card receiver; Miss
Bird two souvenir spoons and a cup aud
saucer; Mrs. Hall a Belfast souvenir card
receiver and vase; Miss Folsom a number of

Awarding Diplomas,

Supt. O. C. Evans.

Benediction,
Rev.

C. II. Wells.

Lurvey

Belfast Baud.

UPPER GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
i'11.

11■

n,uis

n.

aim

.vnss

brace

a.

noru,

teachers.
in the Upper Grammar
were held in tie* school room Friday
afternoon. The room was simply hut prettily decorated, with festoons of evergreens,
wreaths, potted plants, etc., arranged artistically. and with hanks of evergreens and
daisies upon the platform.
Above the
teachers’ desk was the motto: “Step by Step,
’1*0.” Following is the order of exercises ;
School
Music, “Hark, Hark, the Lark,”
"The Model Church,”
Sadie Hassell
“Gwine to Graduate,”
Charlie Hale
The
school

exercises

“Thanksgiving Day

at Aunt

division B.

j

NORTH

Misses

Sally’s,”

Clara Hamilton

Almou McMahan
Inez Carter
Music, mandolin,
“The Drummer Boy,” An incident of the
Crimean War,
Florence Dun-ton
“The Writer of Home, Sweet Home,”
Amy Stoddard
“No Act Falls Fruitless,”
Marion Weils
“Kate Shelley,”
Florence Clark
Music, clarionet,
Percy Drinkvvater
“Tiie Wreck,”
Edith Davidson
Eva Crowley
“Failed,”
“The Valedictory,”
Wilda Vose
Music “Evening Prayer,”
School
O. C. Evans
Conferring Diplomas,
SCHOOL—DIVISION A.
A. Bickford, teacher.
exercises in this division were held

LOWER

GRAMMAR

Mary

The
were attended by a
number of the parents and friends of the
pupils. The room was decorated with
flowers, ferns, etc., and presented a very
pretty appearance. In addition to regular
school recitations the following program
was given :
School
Singing,
Lesson in arithmetic
School
Singing,

Friday afternoon, and

gifts from individual pupils; Miss Wiggin a
silver napkin ring, Dresden china plate and
cut glass atomizer; Miss Carter a set of silver waist buttons, cup and saucer and a
bon-bon dish; Miss Walton a number of
gifts from individuals, ami Miss Piper a
silver thimble.
j
GRADUATION.

Mr. R. L.

I Is ley, Mr. Hugh D McLellan
(successor to Miss Jane A. McLellan) and
Miss Caroline W. Field, teachers.
The graduation of the Belfast High School
class of !,J() was successful and satisfactory
in every particular. There was a
large attendance of interested spectators and the
Belfast Opera House was tilled to its entire
seating capacity. The decorations of the
stage and surroundings were simple and effective. The entire background was of white,
arranged in graceful folds and prettily besprinkled with sprigs of green fern. Above
tlie Stage, on a white ground, was the motto
of the class: “Doe ye Nexte
Thynge,” in oid
English letters of carnation, the class color.
At each side of the stage stood a bank of

Lesson in

OTHER SCHOOL

Belfast Baud.

and

Valedictory, “Library Training
Schools,” by Jessica Josephine Haskell.
Miss Haskel.’s favorite theme, the public
library and its educational influence, was
ably bandied iu this paper. Her essay
showed that she is not only thoroughly iu
love with her subject, but has given it intelligent and earnest thought, and put her
thoughts on paper in a logical and pleasing manner.
The Class Ode, written by Miss Pendleton,
was sung by a quartette composed of Mr.
and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Miss Maud Mil liken and Mr. Emery White, with Mrs.
Willis B. Fletcher at the piano. Following is the ode:
Our school-life now is over,
And at last has come the day
Which we longed lor in our childhood,
And which seemed so far away.
The years have flown in passing,
And brought the hour at last,
And all the happy school-days
Are but memories of the'past.
Our hearts are filled with longings
For the joys that have been ours;
Though we’ve often been unfaithful
In the proving of our powers.
Yet the lessons we’ve been learning

SOUTH I3TBKMBUIA1K

SCHOOL.

Misses Julia A. Wiggiu and Ida B. Carter,
teachers.
The closing day in the two divisions of
the South Intermediate school was devoted
to a review and examination of the pupils in
their studies, without additional exercises.
A few visitors were present. The scholars
and teachers accepted an invitation to visit
the Primary school in the same building, in
the afternoon, and witness the exercises.
SOUTH

PRIMARY SCHOOL.

Misses Alberta Wadsworth ami Isadore
Piper, teachers.
The exercises in this school were specially
appropriate to the closing of a school of little folks. Following are the programs in the
two

A.

“The Buttercup,” Mabel Hanson, Katie
Lowe, Bertha Dunbar, Annie Black, Isa-

phlne Patterson, Alice Stimpsou.
Song, “I’m Called Little Buttercup,” School
“Recitations by the Buttercups.”
Recitations by the Slate Pencils, Walter
Vose, Willie Farrar, Irving Roderick,
Lewis Turner.
Daisies,” Nina Cross, Leonie Condon,

“The

Fact and Facts
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Hall's (.'atarih Cure is the
known to the medical frater-

one Hundred
they
powers,
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
Address, F. ,J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo, O.
4w2<>
(fJp’Sold by Druggists, 75c.
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The readers of this paper will he pleased to
learn that there i< at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its stages
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Cl'LiTAIN POLK
in WHITE and (JILT and all other styles.

Ida Roberts, assistant of tin- North
Primary school, opened a private school
Monday in her schoolroom, principally fur
pupils who wish to make up their studies
before the beginning of next term. The
sessions are from J to ~> p. m.
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R, H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Main Street, Bellas.

PEOPLES NATIONAL
L. A

KNOWLTON, President.

FRANK R.

WIGGIN,

Ca

The New School Superintendent.
The school committee held

meeting Monday evening,

an

with

a

Deposits Solicited

adjourned
full hoard

present. Permission was granted to Miss
Ida Roberts to use the North Primary schoolroom for a private school.
The question of
the election of a Superintendent was called
up and after some discussion on the qualifications of the candidates the committee proceeded to elect. Ten votes were cast,
Francis S. Brick of Bernardston, Mass., receiving (» and Albert L. Blanchard of Belfast 4.
On motion of Mr. Wardwell, by
whom Mr. Blanchard’s name was presented,
the election was made unanimous.
It was
voted to fix the salary of the Superintendent
at £1,000, to include everything, (which
means horse hire, etc.,) and that the term of
service of the Superintendent should begin
August 1st. The matter of alterations to
the Grammar school building was discussed,
but no action taken. The committee adjourned to next Monday evening, which

I S9I
Del. 2. 1*01.
p.
May I. I sill.
July 2 1. 1*04.
#:i r»,:f 5 3.B0
$50,1 s».2o
$11,0*0.54
*;
$74,532.52
March 5, 1*05.
Dei
May 7, 1*05.
July 11, I *05.
Sept 2*. 1*05.
$110,325.50
$S3,07*,53
$123,tiS5.5*
$140,117.1*
$1
These figures are taken from oar sworn st ttements to the Cum
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This week we are offering a ureat
bargain in Ladies’ I.ow Shoes.
Tiiese shoes were cancelled orders
left on a manufacturer's
hands, and to close them out he
sold them to us at a very low

figure.

...

....

LOT NO. I. 200 pairs Ladies’
Russet and Black, on the
needle and opera toes, all
sizes and widths, regular
price $2TO, our price onlv

—*-$1.48.
LOT NO. 2. 100 pairs Lsdies’
Patent Leather Russet and
Black Shoes, on different
style toes, in small sizes

regular price $2.00,

onL,

—^98c.
B. C. D1NSM0RE,33
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rooms:

DIVISION

We have

SCHOOL.

suggested by the natural inclinations of j Mrs. Lizzie S. Hall and Miss Ella M. Folthe pupil or by some incident of school life. som, teachers.
There were no closing exercises in the
The prophecy also disposed of the career
Mias Folsom
of Mr. Ralph Pitcher,a member of the class, Central Intermediate school.
was given leave of absence in order to visit
who, though taking the full course in the
school pursued a special iine of study and the schools in Portland, and her department
did not take the regular graduation. The was dismissed Tuesday. As the school was
thus reduced one half, Mrs. Hall decided
paper was skillfully prepared and was well
not to have a closing program. Her school
received.
was dismissed Friday noon.
“Musical Scenes from Scotland,”
Langey
Essay

a

Miss

TSOAP ♦

INTERMEDIATE

buy

-3*This is

Flora and Ray Kilgore
Florence Brown
“A little girl,”
Flossie Small
Mertie SliolPs
“Pussy Cat,”
“At night my Mother comes up Stairs,”
Verna Rich
Recitation
School
“That Egg,”
Della Knowltou
“Cold Water,”
Wavey Bunker
“Annie’s Kitty,”
Leila Howard
“That precious pair of rubber boots,”
Clyde Slmte
“The Swallows,”
Ernest Hale
Lester Hale
“Thanksgiving,”
Bessie Johnson
“Work,”
“Little Florence,”
Bertha Thurston
“A Sunny Smile,”
Mark Dollolf

(Mimia

CENTRAL

Cheapest * Place

*•

FURNITURE isat-^
R. H. COOMBS <L SON’S.

To

Courting,”

ONLY CURE
PIMPLES

j

The

teachers.
Miss Walton’s division closed Tuesday,
Miss Walton going with Miss Folsom to
Portland. The exercises in Miss Robert’s
room were as follows:
Song by school,
Ada Sholes
Curly Locks,
Warren Gentuer
My little Basket,
“When I was a little boy,”
Ray Kilgore
Little often Annie,
Ethel Grady
Eva Grady
Flowers,
School
Song,
“Five little dollies,”
Marie Logan
“When I went

MarLTem'*'

A. P. Hansfield,

PRIMARY SCHOOL.

Language Work
Questions on the dag by Austin Fernald,
Elvin Hanson, Charlie Reid, Sumner Frisbee, Andrew Wilbaud, Luther Hammons,
Carle Barker, Oscar Stevens, Percy Clifford,
Ralph Gould, Charlie Haney, Walter Whitehead, Maurice Towle, Walter Anderson.
Nature studies, illustrated by blackboard
drawings
Recitation “The Starry Flag,”
Edna Cain will he the
regular monthly meeting.
Lesson in history
Prof. Francis S. Brick, the newly-elected
Recitation, “Our Flag,”
Percy Clifford
School Superintendent, is highly recommended and
Siuging,
Essay, “Life of Whittier,”
has a good educational record. He is
Marjorie D Pilsburv
of age, married, and received his comRecitation. “Our Creed,”
Ralph Gould I years
O. C. Evans I mou school education in Lowell and LeoConferring diplomas,
LOWER GRAMMAR SCHOOL DIVISION B.
evergreens and bright blossoms, aud a row
| minster, Mass, lit* fitted for college in
ot red aud white flowers extended
along the
Miss Bertha I. Bird, teacher.
! Biddeford, Me., graduated from the Maine
front of the stage.
A few palms, potted
There were a number of visitors to this State
College in the class of ’88, and took
plants, etc., on the stage gave a very pretty division the closing afternoon. The school- the
Masters’ degree in ’Pt!. He has had Id
ellect. The pupils, teachers,
superintend- room was decorated by looped flags above years experience,
in school work, 8 of which
ent and clergy entered through an arch of
the teacher’s desk, crossed flags at the back
were as Superintendent in Berlin,
N. IT.,
evergreen at the rear of the stage. The Bel- of the
and small flags, wreaths, potted and 4 as
room,
of Powers Institute of
principal
fast. Baud was iu attendance and rendered
!
Txx
plants, etc., tastefully arranged.
proBernardston, Mass.
the selections of the program in a
highly gram was as follows :
Other schools of which Mr. Brick h as had
artistic manner. The young lady graduates
“Ail Things are Bright and Beau- ! charge, and from which
Singing,
very flattering rewere very prettily attired in white, and as
School. ports come, are at North New Portland and
tiful,”
each one closed her portion of the exercises
Frank Twombly Searsport, Maine, and Berlin, N. H. He is
Welcome,
she was presented with handsome Moral of“Vacation Time,”
Fred Hale President of the West* ru Massachusetts
ferings by friends iu the audience.
School Academic League, was President of tli e
Song, “Sing, Maiden, Sing,
The exercises were as follows:
Interval Lesson.
Franklin County Teachers’ Association one
Overture, “Taneredi,”
Rossini. Recitation in arithmetic.
year, and had charge of the New Hampshire
Belfast Band.
School State educational exhibit at the World’s
Song, Up, up, Let us Greet,”
led by Evelyn Morison Fair in Chicago.
“Grumbletown,”
Rev. J. F. Tilton.
and Annie Nickerson.
Intermezzo from Rusticaua,
Mascagni “The Land of Fuss and Fret,” Lillian Jones
Belfast Baud.
“Apple Blossoms”
Evelyn Wood
Salutatory and Essay, “The Little Manx “Song, “Daisy Time,” Helen Dilworth and
Florence Clough.
Nation,” by Le..a Peirce Ellis. This was
a scholarly production, in which the writFlower exercise, LinuieColby, Ella Twomer, after a few words of welcome to the
bly, Ada Cunningham, Lottie Wood.
fellow pupils in the school, the
“Our
Future President,”
Carl Jenkins
teachers,
school committee and friends present, History lesson.
FOR
a
sketch
of
the
curious
gave
people who j Singing, “Bluebirds on Yon Leafless Tree,”
inhabit the Isle of Maun, their political :
School
condition, moral and social customs, etc. ! “Nellie’s Prayer,
Mabel Coombs
Pastorale and Polka,
Moraud. I “The Little Brown Wren,” Helen Dilworth
School
Song, “A Prayer for the Flag,”
Belfast Band.
School
Recitation, “Union and Liberty,”
Essay, “Clara Barton,” by Della Hatch Pen- “Our
Clair
Harriman
Banner,”
dleton. In this essay Miss Pendleton paid
“A Song for the Flag,”
School
Singing,
a fitting tribute to the life work of the
Ethel Wood, Nettie Pernoble woman whose recent labors in the Flag quotations,
Wilbur
Maine
kins,
Blodgett,
Hills, HarRed Cross Society for the persecuted Arold Murphy.
menians has brought her so
favorably to “What Our Flag Means,” Fred Townsend
the notice of the American people.
School
Recitation, “Barbara Fretcliie,”
“Ma Plus Belle,”
Norman Read
Waldteufel. “The Flag Song,”
Belfast Band.
“The Star Spangled Battle-Flag,”
Lillian Smalley
History and Prophecy, by Edith Maud
Ellingwood. The history of this class is “Song of the Star Spangled Banner,
Helen
Florence
similar to all in High schools.
Clougli,
Dilworth, Alice
Starting
four years ago with twenty-live, the ranks
Nickerson, Evelyn Morison, Ella TwomIt is so because it strikes at tlie cause of
Ada Cunningham, Lillian Smalley.
have grown thinner from year to year as
bly,
j
the Clogged, Irritated, lujlamed, Sluggish, or
the members withdrew to enter upon their “The Colors of the Banner,” Bertie Knight
Orencorkt'd I’nltK.
Carl Stevens
work of life or to enter schools for an edu- “The Flower of Liberty,”
Sold throughout the world. Pottki: Dku<» and CukmHattie Coombs
cation in some special branch not, included Class prophecy,
IC'I. Coki-oh \Tion. Sole Proprietors, Boston
liUT How to Prevent Pimples," G4 pages, illus., free.
O. C. Evans
in a general High school course, until hut Awarding diplomas,
\
School
four appear iu the graduation. The
proph- | Song, "Summer Woods,”
ecy took up eacli of the graduates and
found her a few years hence in a situation

12'c. Each.

Grace E. Walton and Ida Roberts,

Ethel Strout
“Legend of the Beautiful,”
Charlie Harmon j nity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, reMusic, violin,
of
Albert Hale quires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh
“Purity
Character,”
“St. Peter at the Gate,”
Lana Pendleton Cure is taken internally, acting diieetly upon the
Clara Steward blood and mucous surfaces of the system, iknvhy
“Legend of Bregens,”
School destroying the foundation of the disease, and
Music, “Moonrise,”
“My Bread Upon the Waters,” Edith Strout giving the patient strength by building up the
Mildred Mason constitution and assisting nature in doing its
“Dory Mates,”
work. The proprietors have so much faith in its
“How He Saved St. Michaels,”
•.native
that
oPor

Miss

Another lot of these famous
Towels, size 23 by 52, at

“My little Pussy,”

on life's journey,
we are miles apart

March, “Invincible Cadets,”

Turkish Bath Towels.

School
Poem, “Our School is Almost Over,
Welcome exercise, Eva Woods, Lila O’Brien,
Louisa Nash, Beatrice Stouey, Maud Curtis, Anna Dennett, Frances Howes,
Welcome Song,
School
Song, “We’re Glad to See the Mothers,”
School
Frances Howes
Poem, “The Sweet Pea,”
"Palm-leaf Song,”
School
Poem, “Our Schoolmate’s Greeting,”
Anna Dennett
Erma Farrar
Poem,
Seven Girls
Good-bye exercise,
School
Good-bye song,

Song

weary load.

And though
The memory of these friendships
Will cheer and fill each heart.
We may be soon forgotten,
For we go in different ways;
But we hope to be as happy
As in our past school-days.

is

same

THE HIGH SCHOOL

and

headaches, indigestion

I lie examinations mall the

that the

Recitations by the Daisies.
“The School Bell,”
Charlie Decrow
“The Roses,” Etta Whitehead, Hattie Colcord, Carrie Ford, Maud Herrick, Grace
Kuowlton, Ethel Hutchins.
Song, “Roses Fair, Oh, Roses Fair.”
Recitations by the Roses.
“School Books,” Luville Nickerson, Lynwood Thompson, Stanley Chamberlain.
Song, “The Birds and Flowers Call.”

von can

step int>

POOR & SON'S DRUG
and net

a

Water-Pnd1

hand all

through the season, which we will he
pleased to show at any time.

Cool and easy

as an

old shoe.

Please call and examine before

making your selection.

VER1 LOW PRICES ON

MRS. B. F. WELLS.
Belfast, April 1('». lStm.

HORSE HAY

i<;tf

Complete with sisal

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

Fitting
the

or

FORKS!

manilu

n

J H. * J. W. JONES, 60 Man
HARDWARE.

of Glasses and Diseases cl

Eye

aod Ear

SEARSPORT,

a

Specialty.
MAINE.

13tf

WANTED.
lady of experience would like a
housekeeper. A widowers tamih
36 CONGRESS
plvat
belfast, June 25,1896.—Iw2i>*
A

*

*-

vi\\3

^

#

Ur

Hie Belfast wheelmen will make a run to
Liberty next Sunday, starting at 7o’clock a.
m. from Church street, between Grove and

BtLhAM.

_

1

|

decided to make

has

us

■

a

dancing school,
application. The

'f his

11s

•d

<>u

S. T. Edgcomb, treasurer of Waldo County Agricultural Society, is prepared to pay
premiums of 1895 at liis residence on Miller
street. There, will be no fair this year.

-i;ng.

:

I

city decreases
The largest number
l "'.1when 309 licenses
lie u the numbers have

j>

-'7

|

n

js

;

the

11»r

F,s(j.,

-.

f

the years

’94, '93

lias

Kegis-

miussion

the

at

■

Capt. Turner of sell. Maria Webster is ne
gotiating for several fishing and pleasure excursions in his vessel this summer. One is
to he to the head of the Bay of Fundy, to
be gone from borne two weeks or more.

issued to bis

The dwelling house ami stable owned and
occupied by Mrs. Charles Haley of Orland
village were burned to the ground with pracall their contents about 4 o’clock a.
id steers weighed 1,800 tically
m. July 17.
The cause of the fire is un,lo"
were
HereThey
known.
Loss $1,200; insurance $900.
vhats. F. (Jordon of SearsThe steamer Sedgwick will make an excursion from Searsport and Belfast to Bar
e* s
hi his shop in Carter
Harbor July 2d, to attend the Eden centenCapt. Sewell Patterson.
nial, leaving Searsport at 0 and Belfast at
ed his goods to oue of the
0 30 a. m.
Fare for the round trip, $1.00.
•»
Carter & Co.
lings.
Music by the Lincolnville band.
u
the
of the

|

shipped

aw

l

\
|

to

Bangor

handsome beef cattle,
.ocal market in that city.

ni

|

*

celebration on the 9th. It will be a
great day for Castine, and Belfast bids fair
to be well represented there.
centennial

McCrillis, to take the
1*50.
Fifty years later
1'iisus «d a portion of the

f

:

The U. S. cruiser Columbia is expected at
Castine July 7th or 8th, to remain over the

m'S

s

^If you wish your Linen White

f

;
r

Lever Bros.,

?

service lias been estahlosO, Rockland, by Dark
Castiue, Eggemoggin,
h Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Ha-

tl

|

1 Blueliill, to Ellsworth,
hack, six times a week,
Sept. 13, 1899, by a schedthe department, the con;*

between the

us

office

post

•tidings.
The

i>ii

summer

VMral-Railroad

went

into

at Bangor have been completed and include
the construction of two new lauding slips

last
the afternoon
»
g
Waterville, the foretrain t<> Burnham.
PasAs

■ruing.

■

time ta-

train

stated

and

stages entire, adding greatly to the appearance and convenience of the wharf. The
company's wharf at Bucksport has been reBe!f >st at 7 a. m. and
and strengthened with new piling....
trnve at 9.45 a. m. and 0.25 1 paired
Steamer Cimbria lias taken the place of the
train arrives at 9.05 a. m.
Sedgwick on the Bangor & Bar Harbor
1 I U1‘
hue, and the latter steamer will be used
i"* iLute \vi»l take
place in for excursions..
.Capt. Spellman begun the
D
Wt tl 11>• mii■i\ July 1st
repairs on the host, n & Bangor S. S. Co.'s
>-«'<• Secretary it. Walker
wharf Monday. New fender piles of oak
and

j
J

will

speak on Crop
Keediug for the Dairy, to be
carg

ussion.

In tl;e

afternoon

of the State

College will
Breeding, and
Moody. Ks.p. ;if Liberty
St

■

k

are to

there
A

replace

the

will i>-

(’ask

Larrabee

present spruce
general repairing.

a

of

Suicide

ones

nnd

Bay.
Frank
Aldus were reboat from a visit to a coal

and

in

the

Barker

turning in a row
sc,leu.uer in the 'nay last Saturday morning,
I lire on i L ane.
when they found, about, a mi le east of Northv
S u
are ag i:i
nlarg(1 round, a skiff, full of water,
oid upii"lsi.-ring cstah- port Camp
ami obtaining a suit of men’s clothes. They
-• d
y.-ars past their two
towed :t at > lice t< Holt's landing and City
eii connected by a room
Marshal Hamm*-ns was notified. The skill
'• w { -t ah- -e
tin level ..f
about lo feet long, and is branded on the
the .second story of the I
stern and seat, “E L. lledman.”
The oars
-■:g a convenient upholster- ]
have the same mark. There, were some
•las
heel! a dri\ eway
clamshells in the bottom of the boat, show'■■■'
cai, 1 tit tile demands of
ing that she had been recently used for fishthe
ti
to
nil
dose
'hiiged
ing. The clothes are of good quality, navy
another
room the size of
ng
hiue: the hat a soft felt with straight brim;
the shoes laced, No. 7s, and the shirt of out1 c; k s
John Damreu and
ing flannel. The trousers measure 30 inches
Belfast branch last week to at the waist and 30 inches on the
leg seam. In
rs to the
Citypoint ahut- the pockets were two handkerchiefs, both
'epare the abutments for the marked
“R.”, a collar, neck-tie, a picture of
across tin; Wescott stream,
an actress, some verses, and a few old coins.
oi
Pendleton received orders As the name
Kedman is quite common in
.n to Watervilie in the afterCastiue and vicinity inquiry was first made
of
time
tables. Postal
hange
there, and the foliowing facts were learned:
has not yet received orders to
The boat is owned by Capt. Ephraim L. RedThe
gRailroad Coumiisman of North Castiue, ami was lost on Frii-v the branch by their
spee- day last. Capt. Redman says that
Friday
Thursday.
morning a stranger came to his house and
The fish ear "f the V, S. asked for work. As none could be furnished
u came to Maine last week,
him he left, saying lie did not know how he
a supplies of
could live if he did not find work.
young trout and
He went
he Green Lake hatchery.
Tin- across the fields to the shore where he took
eas section arrived
Thursday the b,.;tt and pulled out into the bay towards
regular train, while the fish Sears' Island. Those who saw him warned
Aiiburn. The supplies for him not to go far, as the boat had been haulwere J.Tbo land-locked salmon
ed up some time and was leaking
H

••

■

treat
Ri
in

ver

and J.Tbo

Liberty. The

the

•<

f<a Swan

ooo

saimon

for

fi11

were

all

night of their arrival_

aught

burn
1

badly.

Lake; J

and

p

a

."

pound

salmon at Swan

.Messrs

■ii'suay

1-4

Bean and

their

tishing trip to
week, their string ineiud:-«d and white perch
.Capt.
made a trip to Moosehead
k and had good success
tishing.
iccess "ti

•st

■

the United States fish

'•ers of

t’speeted the Orland fish hatchsalmon weiring business ou the
ver

last week.

kms.
Sch. Lester A. Lewis is
granite and paving from Oak
w
York... .Sch. Volant sailed
r
Rockland with casks from
■s
Sch. Maria Webster arriv1

liaving made the round trip to
”«
days. She was hauled up at
i' sliglit repairs last week, and

n
:

«_'• at F. G. White’s for Mt. Des.lames Holmes arrived June 18tli
:i
with general cargo and was
"•

marine

railway Saturday for

“ting, etc. F. G. White is to
hay at Sandy point.... Sch.
I tli went to Winterport Friday

dh

White_
Frankfort
loading hay
L. T. Shales & Co. loaded
’loinali with hay for Boston last
Now for a race to Rio!
The new
■c.e sailed from Baltimore June
a and Rio Janeiro and the hark
i the next day.
Both vessels
Belfast by McDonald & Brown
1«S!*4) and the Josephine is on
for Boston for F. G.
is

is

.'•age.
v

at

The

Josephine passed

tin* 1 St.11 and the Doris the l'.'tli.
lag Right Arm laid at the steam-

Friday night.

She had towed

'd.-ii witl* eoal from

Bangor.

Louisburg

said to he the
"den tug now alloat.
She is
•dli wrecking gear and hails
Bedford. Sunday morning she
A from McDonald &
Brown’s sliip'ld'ee masts found unsuitable for
Josephine and carried them
Sell. Cox & Green arrivty from New York with coal
Central Railroad Co_Sch. Ra‘••ed Monday from Portland with
"Bnan & Sibley Co-Sch. John C.
11 veil
Tuesday from New York
f"i- F. G. White-Schs. Pocasset
IH
F
Raymond arrived Sunday for
Carter & Co.’s. The Raymond’s
d depend on the time she is able
1 •’
here. She is to load stone at an
A fur New York, and it is uncerher cargo will lie ready. The
s
receiving new trestle-trees and
'i'dirs about the deck, spars aud
The old sch. H armoua, intended
by the Bangor & Bar Harbor
(,o. for a coal barge, has been
t for that
purpose and will he
Bucksport for the old metal. She
ITed at Brewer.
This

is

When about half way across to the island
lie was seen to undress and stand up in the

boat, and

a

shore

could

boat.

The

short time after those on the
no trace of either man or

see

clothing

worn

by

the

man corre-

Miss Florence

McCarty

of

Boston is visit-

Our North port correspondence was retoo late for publication this week.
ceived
|
The social planne d for this week at MemoF. R. Wiggiu, agent of the Maine Beuelit
rial hall will he
Friday night. A very enSociety paid Mrs. W. M. Erskine, yesterday,
joyable party is anticipated.
her husbands life insurance of 82,000 in that
lhe Unitarian and Universalist societies company.
will unite in an excursion to
in the situation as
There is little

ing relatives in Belfast.

change

Bucksport by
steamer City of Bangor
early in July. Oa regards the
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays the tions have

steamer goes

up river in the morning and
the same afternoon,
giving about
hours in Bucksport.

returns
seven

Nichols, Monroe it Co. of Searsport have
bought the stock and business of Mr. Calvin
Hervey and will carry on the jewelry busiat his old stand. This is a
corporation
which has been doing a
manufacturing and

ness

general jewelry business in Searsport. They
hate not yet decided whether or not they

bring the manufacturing department to
Belfast, but intend to keep a first-class
jewelry and repair establishment.
will

Concert. The first opeu-air conthe season by the Belfast Band will
be given from the stand on schooiln use comBand

cert of

uion this,
Thursday, evening at 7.4b o’clock,
with the following program :
March, El Capit.au,
Sousa
Overture, Orpheus,
Offenbach
Men lels^ohn
Spring Song,
Selection, Princess Bonnie,
Kerker
Serenade, Love's Longing,
Denz

Medley, All the llage,
March, Heroic,

Beyer

Lollinsun

The Cue Shout. Tin- seventh shoot for
the Belfast (inn Club cup was held Tuesday

afternoon,

as follows:
Score. Points.
Coombs.21
4
Howes.19
2
Decrow.hi
1
Weshee. i.~
o
Pendleton.
3
20
Carter.21
4

and resulted

Mayo & White

have

Total.
22
11
is
7
13
lb

leased the store and

basement

on Plnenix Row formerly occupied by H. H. .Johnson & Co., and it is now
undergoing a thorough renovation and will
have a plate glass front. Mayo & White

found their present store too small for their
growing business and in their new location
will have handsome and convenient quar-

Every part of Johnson Block is now
occupied, and with a new jewelry firm at
the old Hervey stand Phomix Row is looking up in a business way.
ters.

“crash" was heard on the streets
Saturday, but it was only a popular insurance agent in a new summer suit... .“D-n
that door’’.... Fred Herrick of Belfast has
seven full-blooded coon kittens, all males.
Chat.

A

....Friday evening's

train

was

one

hour

late owing to a breakdown on the main
line-One of the plate-glass windows' in
the front of Swift & Paul’s store was broken

Sunday night, probably by some one leaning or falling against it-The State tax on
the Belfast Savings Bank for the half year
ending April 23, 189(1, is £3,284 71. The total
on all the savings banks is £190,054.91.... A

the Portland Argus says that arspecial
sponds with that picked up in the boat. It !
rangements are now made to complete the
is doubtless a case of suicide from despondj W. & Q. R. R. to Burnham before winter....
ency. The identity of the man is unknown.
City Marshal Hammons has appeared in a
Belfast Opera Hou*k. Miss Ethel Tucker new uniform.A U. S.
buoy tender was
and an excellent company gave the initia- in the
bay yesterday, looking after the
tory of a week's performance at the Opera buoys and beacons.
House Monday night. The bill was Demwill's
New Advertisements.
At the White
famous picture of the struggle between capStore, 81 Main street, great bargains are ofital and labor.
It undoubtedly was one of
fered in men’s, boys’and children’s suits, all
the best interpretations ever witnessed on
wool, and in crash suits, summer coats, etc.
our stage and stamps Miss Tucker and her
Only agent for the Damson & Hubbard
excellent company as artists of ability. Miss
straw hat-Annual meeting of Belfast
Tucker’s entrance was the signal for ap& Moose-head Dake R. R. Co., at the Court
plause, which was so telling as to assure her House in Belfast
July 1st, at 10 a. m_
that friends were extending the hand of
Horse hay forks, complete, with sisal or mawelcome to their favorite. Mr. Meldon was uila
rope, at very low prices, J. H. & J. W.
well received and much pleased with his
Jones, (50 Main street... .Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
reception. The parts in this play are diffi- Flye of Freedom publish a freedom notice.
cult and depend much on the capabilities of
A lady of experience would like a situathe artists, but so successfully was each part tion as
housekeeper. Apply at 3(5 Congress
rendered as to lead one to believe that each street-Mr. and Mr. F. B.
Strout publish a
and every one was selected for their respeccard of thanks-A. P. Mansfield, Masonic
tive casts. Miss Tucker, as Margaret KuowlTemple, has Turkish bath towels, 23 by 52
ton the “Pearl” at the works, held her audi- at 12 1-2
cents each-A. A. Howes & Co.
ence spell bound ami carried them with her
want a young man, 18 to 20 years of age, to
in behalf of the working men for whom she
work in their score-B. C.
33
to

....

Diusmore,
Mr. Meldeu as
generously pleaded.
Main street, is offering great bargains this
the
sucWarner,
superintendent,
week in ladies’ low shoes_See the ancessfully impersonated this trying role. The nouncement of I)r. E. W. Thomas, who will
specialties introduced were well received be at the Windsor Hotel, Belfast, June 2(>tli
and added to the already satisfactory proand 27th, and on the same dates of each
Tuesday night they repeated month hereafter until further notice. He
gramme.
their previous success in Hugh Conway’s
has made many remarkable cures in the
beautiful story of Called Back. Last night western
part of the State-See new time
they presented Buelianon’s “Alone in Lon- table of the Maine Central, and the summer
don.” To-night the play will be La Belle service of the Boston & Bangor S. S. Co_
Marie.
Friday night, Miss Tuckers great Calvin Hervey has a word to say to his
success, Queene. Saturday night, Hoop of friends and customers in relation to his reGold. Sat rday matinee, the great comedy tirement. There is no one in Belfast who
drama An Unequal Match. At Saturday’s has been so
man> years in business here

so

Reuben

|
|

shoe factory. The subscrip*
been increased somewhat from
last week, and the sub-committee of the
Board of Trade expect to meet and report
new

progress to-day.
Washington Hose Co. has accepted au invitation to attend the Fourth of July celebration at Augusta. They expect to take
“new” Hydrant N<>. 2, a tub which has rarely failed f bring home a prize when she eutered a contest.
A. E. Stevens, Frank J. Starrett and Wm.
Staples went to lslesboro Tuesday in Mr.
Stevens’ sloop yacht Celia, to join with the
Independent Order of Foresters in a day’s
outing. There were members present from
all of Northern Maine, who came by steamer

Sedgwick

from

The second

Bangor.

between the two sections
Co. Monday evening
resulted in the new division reaching the
hydrant first, but they broke their hose and
did not get water to the nozzle. The next
trial will probably be next Monday evening,
when both divisions will use one carriage
race

Washington

of

and

by

run

New

Hose

time.

Potatoes.

Capt. Charles Baker exhibited a new potato June 20th, dug from
bis garden on that day. It was not very
large but a fair looking tuber. June 22d
Jacob Cunningham of Waldo left at Swift &
Paul's a potato of cooking size, which was
thrown out that day w hen using a cultivator. This potato was a New
Queen, an early
variety brought from Aroostook and put on
the

market here this

v

season.

Palestine
Commandery
John's Day, yesterday, by

celebrated;

St
excursion to
Ryder's Cove, Islesboru. They left here at
10 JO by steamer Castilie and schooner Maria
Webster. There were 25 Sir Knights in line,
and they w*>reaccompanied by Belfast Baud.
A largo number of ladies a ml invited
gentlemen friends went on the
excursion.
At
R\tier's there was a clambake am!
dance,
ami the return was made by
moonlight.
an

Hot weather and showers prevailed the
latter part of last week, and Sunday a severe
squall, but of short duration, struck here
about. 7 p. m., followed by a
heavy fall of
rain.
had

Fortunately

most of the

sailing

craft

reached port or were in competent
hands, and no accidents resulted. Monday
afternoon there was another heavy shower
here, while only a few drops fell in Northport. Sunday’s storm was severe in other
parts of the State, as reported in our news
columns.
Some
store of

smoke in the
A. Howes & Co. last
Friday
morning, and after watching it for a tune
notified Ralph ii. Howes, who came down
ami opened the store.
A barrel in which
rubbish was deposited during the day, insome
which
cluding
had been spilled,
paint
and dry sawdust, was found to be smoldering and burst into flames when taken into
the street. It was clearly a ease of
spontaneous combustion, and but for its
timely discovery might have resulted in a serious fire.

The

Churches.

We have received a report of the W aldo
county Congl. conference iu Searsport June
l(>th and 17th, but are unable to
publish it
this week.
Rev. L. D. Evans of Camden
occupied the
pulp it of the North Church last Sunday in
ex change with Rev. Geo. S. Mills and
gave
two very

interesting discourses.

There will be

a meeting at Maple
Grove,
Searsport, July 4th. Preaching iu the
forenoon and a Christian Endeavor meeting

North

in the

All

afternoon.

invited.

are

At

ple’s meeting at 6 15
“Taking knowledge

MAKE

Three

EAST.

Cold Medals.

WEIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.

Agents in All Prominent Cities and
Towns in New

England.

$56,720
2,160
1,210
245
350
11,040
790
525

20 00

50 00
20 10
40 00
15 00
10 00
5 00
2 00
7 00

Sheep.366

Swine. 201
Total value.

"40

No.
Property.
Bonds.
Bank stock.1,445
Trust Co. Stock.
53
Other companies stock.
5
Money at interest
Stock* in trade.....
Shipping. tons.1,522
Pstate held in trust.
Bicycles—.. 77
066
Carriages
Musical instruments. 222
Furniture.
Other property..

Value
l.uiO
173.219
5,140
500
163,650
334,400
8,885
21,500
3,100
34,215
15,655

$

personal property

2

3

Value
$ 8,550
6,500
13,420
1,500
’3,200
19,200
18.000
25,uOG
23.300
21,000

17

Amount of

611,500

Decisions.

Tiieston Wadliu, Esq., received certificates of opinion from the Law Court yesterday iu the following Waldo County cases:
Hartson C. Pitcher vs. Geo. H. Kimball
and H. P. Jones. Action on account for
services, etc., as agent for defendant’s |
steamers, ami for supplies furnished. The
case was tried at the January term. 1890,
with
a
verdict for plaintiff for 827:;.
A motion for new trial was tiled, which
motion is overruled by the Law Court for
want of prosecution.
I Linton for plaintiff.
Fogler for defendant.
In the liquor cases which went up on demurrer the exceptions
are
overruled for
want of prosecution. Judgment for the
State. This leaves the cases in order for
sentence at the October term. They are as
follows: C. O. Poor, Walter Twombly, G*
0. Kilgore, (2), A. A Howes, It. H. Moody,
Melvin Grant, (2), H. A. Bolan, (2), Charles
A. Brown, S. W. Freeman, L. L. Centner,
J A. (iilnmre, (2L

pies, fruit cake
possible all the
l>-ear ’round. Always fresh, al- |
ways in season. Always good,
that’s the reason. Accept no
substitute. Sold everywhere.

be

as

MEKKELL-SOCLE CO.,
8rr«u.e,M.Y.

^

^

MORNING.

Hymn anthem, “Come, said Jesus’ sacred
voice,”
Ryder
Solo, “No night iu Heaven,”
Gilbert
Response, “Bow down thine ear,”
Mozart
merciful,” Concoue

Chorus.

Selection, “Softly fades
Duett,

solo

the

Twilight Ray,”

and quartette.

The services for the week at the North
church will he: Mid-week prayer meeting
this, Thursday, evening at 7230. Topic:
“Seeing God in Nature.” Pa. 05:8-13, Luke
12: 27-30.
Iu its majesty, order, beauty;
what Nature reveals of God; what it leaves
unrevealed. How to enter into sympathy
with its higher meanings. Sunday morning the pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, will
preach specially to the Sunday school, and
it is earnestly desired that every teacher
and scholar he present. Make it a rally-day
for the Sunday school. The usual monthly
envelope collection for home expenses will
be taken. The Christian Endeavor Society
will hold its consecration meeting at (>.15
p. m. Topic: True Manliness and VVomauliness. Ps. 37: l-ll. Lecture at 7.15 p. m.
by the jiastor.

astonishing, and^^^_

SUMMER COATS.

THE BEST SWEATERSin thi
We

are

trie

only agent

for

nu'kit-

Bathing Tights.

the_--—

LAMSON & HUBBARD STRAW HAT.
The first time these Straws have been handled in
Belfast.
ft§“Come and get your outfit at the

The White Store, 81 Main St.,
CHARLES O’CONNELL, Proprietor.

N

W GOODS.

2 CRATES DINNER
1

WARE,

CRATE WHITE WARE,
I

112 Pc. Dinner

CRATE EWERS AND BASINS.

Sets, Imported Ware, decorated
handsome, only $6.88,

and very

in two colors,

FRIIT JARS CHEAP.
ONLY ASSORTMENT SOUVENIR CHINA IN
TOWN
FLAG AND PARADE LANTERNS CIIKAP.
FANCY CHINA CHEAP.
5 AND 10 CENT GOODS A SPECIALTY.
AM> t , U' V,N* VKUV CHEAP

AT_l’Al*KI18

THIS WEEK

c-CARLE &
^21 Main

»

Belfast, Maine>

ADAMS

*

Jeweler, to
NEW

JONES’,

Street,

SAMUEL

the

9

People.

store, latches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware,

NEW GOODS,

SI'Et-TACI.K.,

Direct from the manufacturers. Lowest prices.
Repairing
Kleven Years Kxperienoe.
FORMERLY

jU

Main

Street,

OCCUPIED

BY

W.

C.

Sp ,-iaity

Ut-lliiht.
MARSHALL.

Partnership.

SPECIAL NOTICE

JT2

To Those in Need of Marble Work.
We

are

about

to

make

a

change in

business, ami before doing this

our

we

—

m ist

iiispo.su

of the

.1

large stock of finished work now on hand. We have a number of MOM :.\IEN I S,
SETS OF TABLETS AND HEADSTONES of our own manufacture, iii both ITALIAN
and

CAN ITARBLE that we shall sell at ASTONISHINGLY LOW PRICES.
MARK DOWN SALE and will continue ONLY THIRTY DAYS. Those
will do well to look at this stock and get {-rices on the same. We will
money by buying NOW.
and see this stock.

sure

At

the

It is all

expiration of 30 days we shall have
new and is going cheap.

part
al--i

oi»

AMERI(il.M fNE

This will he a
need ,f uemetun

in

(il'ARANTEE
get

re-alar

hi

v.,.rk

save

pri.

us.

p„

3u‘j".

MiYRIi WOOD cfc SOIV,
Ilills

Building, opposite

House.

Court

Belfast National Bant
Belfast,

My Mamma gives mo
RELIEF,
For C'jughs,. Colds, Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, etc.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
Jrt

paied by

Nob-

,*y

Medicine

Co.,Norway,

Mo.

Open

all my old patrons.
I have had it in my mind for some years to re.
business; but have found it hard until

tire from

conclusion.
ring
doing
only unpleasant thought is that I may

so

the

not

so

often

see old friends and customers, many of
them children and grandchildren of the custo_
mers

of my

pleasant

early years, whom it is always

so

With thanks for all past favors
in a business way 1 must say good bye.
I would request all who have watches and jew_
elry left at the store for repairs to call for them
to meet.

as soon as

I

can

awhile,

convenient.

be found more
until my matters

or

less

are

closed up.

Calvin
Belfast, June 23,18%.—20

at

From

4 P. M
SO MCI FED.

1-ltf

the store for

Hervey.

We, the undersigned, parents ami guardians of
LLDO E. FLYE, Freedom, Waldo County, hereby
give notice to all concerned that we give to said
Ledo E. Five, our son, his time during hi* minoriand pay
ty, and shall claim none of his
no debts of his
contracting after this date.
Freedom, June 2‘2, 189t>.
ELIJAH FLYE.
3w20
MUS. ELIJ A H FLYE.

earnings

lvo|>uI>li«*uii CauciiN.
The

Republicans of the 113tli Representative
District, comprising the towns of Liberty, PalerFreedom, Montville, Morrill and Waldo, are
requested to meet at the town house at Centre
Montville, on Saturday. July llth.at 3 o'clock r.
m
to nominate a candidate for
Representative t<>
the Legislature to be voted for at the September
election. Per order,
mo,

Liberty, June lo,

.1. (). JOHNSON. ( hairman.
C. N. ALLEN, Clerk.
1800.

Annual

Meeting.

The annual meeting of the BELFAST COI.ISEi M COMPANY will be held at the treasurer’s
office July Gth, at. 4 i\ >i.
N. F. HOUSTON. Secretarv.
Belfast, June 25, 18y6.—2w26

studied with

<>f the best
prepared
to Jit ylasses for att errors of refractionr A hare modern insirtts

tu

iieston

A

on

ant

ments, use mot fern nat/anfs ataf
hare a room especially fitted for
the

work.
A A AMI X A TU)X Fit A. F.

FREEDOM N3HCE.

day sold out to the NICHOLS, MONCO., manufacturing jewelers and watch
makers, my entire stock in trade, tools, materials,
ill continue the business at the
etc., and they
old stand. I most cheerfully recommend them to

In

to

DEPOSITS

I have this

to a

from 9 to 12 A. M.
1

ROE

it

Uaviny

Ocults

TO FRIENDS
AND CUSTOMERS.

now to »

Maine.

CAP

will

follows:

SUITS,

are

..

BROWN’S INSTANT

Lord most

CRASH

prices that

*

The partnership heretofore existing under the tinn name of Til A Y
KK a \ )> up
has been this day dissolved by mutual consent.
All parson* indebted to » lid firm are'
requested to make immediate payment to Samuel Ad ams, and all persons hoi,limiclaims against said firm are also requested to present the sime ro him for
settleim-ii”
WILLIAM M THAYER.
Beltast, June utli, 1800.
SAMUEL ADAMS.

Send name and address for booklet, ‘'Mrs. Pop
kins' Thanksgiving," by a noted humorous writer.

dlent satisfaction.

music

at

Dissolution of

makes mince
and pudding

evening, prayer meeting; Thursday evening, class meeting, Saturday evening, musical rehearsal in the large vestry. The new
s'nging book for song service is giving ex-

The

WOOL,

iZ~T .~i

we

25-27.

ALL

(STORE

At 12, Sunday School; 3.30, Meetiug of
Junior League, G.15, meeting of Epworth
League; 7.15, song service and prayer meeting, subject, The Power of Faith. Tuesday

Acts 24:

Men’s, Boys’, and Children’s Suits,

*

§916,90

Machinery
Light W Power Co’s plant taxed
(Personal)......
Water Co. plant taxed (personal)...

Court

HOUSE.

We have got GREAT BARGAINS in

ESTATE

Wharf property.
not taxed, School houses.
town debt..

STORE

*

54,845
76,537

No.
Property.
Railroad property.
Water companies property..
Light N’ Power Co..

Property

WHITE

*

24,250

Livestock...*..

Saw mills..
Leather-board mills

COMBINED

CLOTHING

PROPERTY.

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
Sunday morning, June 28, will be as follows :
Sermon by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow.

tinator.”

THE

§76,537
PERSONAL

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Baneor. Maine.
-ALL

535
732
1,490

vestry; subject,
have been with
Jesus.” The Children’s Sunday school concert which was to have been given last Sunday will be given next Sunday at 7.30 in the
church.

c

Incorporated* ^189*4.

Total
Value

in the

that

EVENING.

RANGES

Belfast.

Av.
Value.
§64 00
51 00
38 00

No.
Horses. 884
< 'olts, 3 to 4 years old. 42
Colts, 2 to 3 years old.. 32
Colts, under 2 years old. 12
Mules.
7
Cows..552
Oxen. 20
Three year old. 35
Two year old. 74
One year old .107

The services at the Uuiversalist church
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship, with sermon, at 10:45; subject,
“Evidences of God.” Sunday school at the
close of the morning service. Youug peo-

Anthem, “O

GLENWOOD

in

o
m

the verdict of the thousands £
o
who are usimr them ?
Z
Every One Warranted. If your dealer does (
nut nave
mem, write to the manufacturers.

Id

STOCK.

Property

next

the theme will be “Preacher and Procras-

continuously, and in his retirement after a
long and honorable career Mr. Hervey will
have the good wishes of the community....
20
and
.’50
a box of candy.
Samuel Adams, jeweler, 75 Main street,
Popular prices 10,
will prevail at evening, and 10 cts. for mati- makes an announcement to the people. He
has a new store and new goods and makes
We predict a successful
nee; no higher.
repairing a specialty_Annual meeting of
week to the favorites.
the Belfast Coliseum Co. July (i, at 4 i*. m.

LIVE

decorated, and special
music was rendered by the church choir.
The concert announced for the evening was
postponed one week.

matinee Miss

Tucker will extend an invitaher many friends and meet them
with the children, presenting each child‘with

Property

The Assessors of Belfast have completed
their summary of the value of real and
personal property and forwarded the same
to the State Assessors.
Following is the
list :

handsomely

tiou

to

Keai ana Personal

the Uuiversalist church last Sunday
children were christened. The church

was

<

EVENING.

The Free Baptist clergyman at North
Islesboro says that during the eight months
iu which he has been pastor, there hasn’t
been a marriage, birth or death in the parish. Time must seem to almost stand still at
North Islesboro. [Bangor Daily News.
nine

O

CAN YOU DOUBT

V)
ec

Praise Service.
Address:—The
School
Sunday
Teacher as a Bible Student, Rev. John S.
Penman, Bangor. Collection for State Sunday School Work.
Pastors and Superintendents are urged to
extend notice of this Convention.
Large
delegations from each Sunday School are
hoped for. All are expected to bring their
own lunch baskets well filled.
The Sunday
school of Searsport will furnish tea and
coffee. No postponement on account of
weather.

Law

CT
H

all around usefulness.

IL

tKAUON.

REAL

>
3
H

o

A.

At the Baptist church the pastor wil
preach morning and evening. The subject
for the morning sermon will be “The Kingliness of Truth.”
Jno. 18:37. In the evening

COOKING

Ul

7 15.
7.45.

Total value of

H

possibh in every way—in
material, workmanship and

X

Devotional Service.
The Duty of Church Members to the
Sunday school, Rev. G. G. Winslow, Belfast.
Discussion.
2.15
Business. Reports of Committees.
Election of Officers.
Collection to defray
expeuses of the Convention.
2 45.
The Pastor’s Class, Rev. Geo. S.
Mills, Belfast. Discussion.
3 15.
How to Interest the Children, Mr.
Alfred T. Adams, Castine.
Discussion.
3 45.
Normal Sunday School Work, Rev.
T. F. Millett, Gorham.

OTHER

to

stand for the best’ that is

Id
Q.

1 30.
1.45.

early risers noticed

••

1

S

1'icnic dinner.
Air 1

<

■■

z
Id

Searsport.

o

RANGES and STOVES.

o

The Condition of our Sunday
Schools. Two minute reports by superintendents.
11 40.
The teacher’s Responsibility and
Opportunity, Rev. O H. Feruald, D. D.,
12

s

Ill

tees
11.10.

Ltd., Hudson and Harrison Sts., New York.

Mrs. E. P. Alexander will
give an entertainment ill elocution, physical culture and
Police Court. Mrs, Benson Walker was
voice training at the Poor's Mills schoolbefore the Police Court last Thursday charg- I
house, Monday evening, June 2Htb. The
ed with an assault on a tenant in her house.
following pupils will take part: Carrie ShelJudge Rogers found her guilty of the asdon, Margie Jackson, Mary Jackson, Grace
but
on
account
of
her
and
sault,
finanage
Monroe, In. z Frost, Ethel Wilson, Percie
cial condition gave the lightest possible
Simmons, Charles Simmons.
sentence, $1 without costs, which was paid.
The pound party at the Girls' Home Tues....Leslie Robbins was before the Court
Monday for an assault on John Crosby and day afternoon was a success. A buckboard
was fined $3 ami costs, from which he
party of twelve came from Searsport. and
appealed.... A couple of cases of plain drunk mauy of the adjacent towns were representwere disposed of hv a sentence, of 30
days ed. Mrs. G. G. Winslow was present aceach: appealed.
companied by Miss McDonald of Calais.
There were contributions of
Steamer Notes. The repairs on the Bosgroceries and
ton ».v Bangor Steamship Company’s wharf provisions, and So.JO in money was received.

upper part
Patterson will occupy
fish house and living

ipt.

Devotional service.
10.45.
Words of welcome, Dea. B. O. Sargent, Searsport. Response, Mr. O. G. HusWaldo.
sey,
11.
Business. Appointment of Commit-

so.

IMPROVEMENT'

CLARION

FORENOON.

10.30.

Sunlight Soap
will make it

■

|

Snow^

as

’EVERY VALUABLE

Congregational church, Searsport, Tuesday,
June 30th. Following is the programme:

Park streets.

Odd Fellows' Hall

n

The convention of the Sunday school
workers of Waldo county will be held at the

GEO. R. POOR.
-5;JeweIer
Belfast.

and

Optician. :c-

May 2K. ls'.ir,.—tf22

J. M.

Fletcher, M. D.

PAKTICli.Ak' VVTENTION (IIVI-N TO

Fitting Glasses,

and Diseases of

the Eye and Ear.
Office

in

Belfast

National

Bank

Building.

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

he who honors not the old
and cares not to see them comA Fitting Observance by ibe Veterans, non. S.
fortable in their old age, is not a lover
L. Mllllkcn delivers an Able Address.
of his country and a good American.
Believing this it has been my purpose
The :30th Memorial Day of the National
and effort to secure to the Union veterans
Home for Disabled Veteran Soldiers was
such recognition upon the pension rolls
fittingly observed at Togas June 1 Ttli. and elsewhere as a grateful country, apThis date is selected as many of the vet- preciating the incalculable value of their
great services, should not hesitate to give
erans are absent on the regular Memorial
them.
Of course every endeavor in this
cartheir
own
to
help
places
day, May :'.0,
direction has met with some opposition.
and
out
the
The
exercises.
grounds
The most righteous cause will inevitably
ry
buildings never looked finer and the o.OOO I find some opposers.
a
mere
was
lopperneaa party in
visitors to the place were very kindly
Greece 350 years before Christ, led by
In the morning a
tieated by the officers.
Lschines, when the Greeks were fighting
procession was formed to march to the to maintain their liberties against Philip
and in Demosthenes’ charcemetery, a secluded place on the top of of Macedonia;
acterization of Eschines and his followers
the hill behind the Home, and while the
there is to be found a better description
l,2sl graves were being decorated, a dirge of the old copperheads who opposed our
was played by the band, after which the
soldiers and encouraged the rebels during
our late
than in anything that has
procession reformed and marched back to been saidwar,
It would
or written since.
Bethe Home, where it was dismissed.
make mighty wholesome reading for some
tween 4 and •') o'clock an outdoor concert of the Mugwumps who spend so much
I
by the Home band w as enjoyed by all who time in slandering and defaming the old
It was a copperhead party
soldiers now.
in the evening the exercises
remained,
led by Hanuo in Carthage which conwere held in the Opera House before a
tinually obstructed Hannibal while he
large and appreciative audience. Hon. was fighting the Homans and finally prevented
that matchless warrior from crushSetli L. Millikeu, the speaker •»!' the occaand forever his country’s great
ing
finally
from
the
welcome
sion. received a royal
enemy.
veterans, who recognized in him a warm
And it is only a reappearance of this
friend, one ready to espouse their cause deplorable and reprehensible side of
human nature, this spirit of treachery
at a'.! limes.
Following is an abstract of which still
lurks in the hearts of a small,
Mr. Millikeu*s address:
but no less repulsive and offensive, part of
J desire to express my thanks to Hen. mankind, that crops out in misrepresenta.Stevenson for this, the first opportunity
tion and abuse of those brave men whose
afforded me to address the old soldiers heroism saved the very shield of liberty
assembled at this home.
and good government which protects
1 propose to speak to you briefly and in them.
an inform.il way.
But though informal
In the recent session of Congress we
and not to be extended 1 hope my re- could not legislate for the Union vetmarks will be clearly expressive of my ap- erans as some of us wished to do.
With
preciation of the importance and deep a Republican House, a Dolly Varden Senits
as
of
and
value
the
occasion
ate
for
which nobody could be held resignificance
a
lesson both to those who engage in it sponsible, and a Democratic President, it
and those who observe and read about it. was impossible to enact laws to which
Perhaps nothing more distinctly marks any party objected.
the advancing march of civilization tliau
But we did succeed in enacting legisthe growing ami almost universal observ- lation to improve the administration of
ance of Memorial Day
throughout these the pension law as it now exists. One
Northern States.
It shows, too, how far important provision of the new law seeks
American civilization has progressed be- to facilitate the adjustment of claims, so
yond that of any of the older nations of that the old veterans may not forever and
other lands, and it furnishes the clearest a day hang suspended upon the ragged
evidence that the finer feelings of man- edge of longing and painful expectation
kind are, in this favored country at least, and die of hope’s object deferred.
Anassuming a most important role in the other provision is calculated to confirm
God grant the soldier in his pension after it has once
great drama ot human life.
that they may ere long obtain the mastery been allowed, that he may not be conin the affairs of men and nations.
tinually haunted by the apparition of the
Of course there has never been a time pension inspector, appearing to him like
since man has recorded his own transac- some malignant spirit or the ghost of
tions in what we call history when the some dead rebel, prying into his personal
nobler and better feelings of the heart and domestic affairs and trying to warp
have not asserted themselves occasionally. and twist testimony so as to deprive him
And this they have done most in nations of what he already lias and justly deserves.
which were the most enlightened and
So you can see that while vt have not
whose governments and institutions were done all that we wished, we have yet acformed and controlled by the people.
complished something of no small importWhere man is free, there he is the most ance in the right direction.
is
the
most
There
his
life
held
It is a source of great gratification to
regarded.
sacred.
There his achievements for his see so many of you comfortably situated
fellow men are most honored.
Theie the in this sheltering home.
Of course not
premature loss of his life is the most de- every thing is just as you would have it.
plored and lamented. There his memory, in no condition of life can man command
it he has deserved well of his country, is
full and entire happiness.
It is right that
mast tenderly cherished.
he should not.
For if he could he would
w
1;
as in Greece, the most intelligent of
then be contented, he would struggle no
all the ancient nations, whose civilization more, and would be of no further good to
had ea lied the highest stage among them mankind.
But the government has shown its soall; whose freedom was her continual
boast: whose men wrought the best and licitude for you, in providing the convenlines’., nn« fought the hardest to maintain iences which you have here, and all that
then liberty, their institutions and their you see around you is proof that you are
national Mipremucy that the brave and neither forgotten nor neglected by the
patiiotic wore mo.si honored in their lives nation. This cannot but be a source of
and b\ heir posterity.
It-was there that pleasure to you. as it is to all who believe
the giandest monuments were erected to in the cause for which you fought, and
umnomoi ate the great achievements and
who glory in your great victory over your
mean o able victories of the (Geeks, and
country’s enemies.
the '■lloits of her orators and poets in
You have reason to be thankful for
pro. 'aiming their virtues and singing what you and your countrymen have to
theii hemic exploits are among the most remember, and what you have to anticiph.-nd d that lia.v*- u raced and adorned pate. The importance of your great trithe anguai ■. s of mankind.
umph, its far reaching resuits, are almost
d. novel-, perhaps, miicc the oration of
beyond comprehension. You changed the
!'•
in '.•iih;/ tpoii the dead soldiers tide of honored history, when its current
"i
V
ainI in
even then, has anyw is veering in the direction of
oppression,
:. o'-.-o seen like the ceremonies and
into the channel of freedom and benedipi
-i.ngs "i 'in own Memorial Days, ct nee to the human race.
i'll'- p. "i rs.sioa of old veterans carrying
All nations have felt the thrill of your
dieir latiei'-d battle flags, mulching to victory, which appears to have breathed
the
tin- of music which cheered and into them the spirit of
liberty and humaninspired them in the clash of arms and ity, as God breathed into man a living
'leice conllict of actual war, placing the
soul. And all around the globe the down!. si dowers of summer, as the tribute of
trodden are looking up and beginning to
J
their attention, upon the graves of their get on their feet, and nations that were
dead
uurades, the presence of fathers, smouldering like smother*.d fires under
mothers, wives, sons and daughters testi- the repressing power of despotism are
fying their unwavering love for the de- breaking out and blazing up into intelliparted brave, and the patriotic interest gent action, inspired by the energy which
manifested by the community on Memor- your achievements and successful battle
ial Day. have no precedent among nations for the right have kindled in their souls.
*i ancient or modern times.
A never ending recognition of all this
by
And only in our country is anything your countrymen and mankind, down
like our Memorial Day celebration ami through the ages to come, you have to anceremonials known to-day. Here, where ticipate.
the equal rights of men were declared by
I am sure that the wealth of the world
our forefathers as the basis upon which
could not purchase from you the honors
'hey were to erect a new government: which you have won, much less the conwhere liberty was their watchword and sciousness that you
faithfully and bravely
tlieir war cry during their seven years' fought the good
fight and brought home
for
here
where from the field of war, when the great batstruggle
independence:
the principles which they enunciated tles had ended, the banners of
your counwere baptized anew in tiie blood of
your try with victory inscribed upon"them.
uniades in l>hi, and triumphed a second
can
look
back
with just
Gentlemen, you
time in your great victory over the slave- pride upon
your past glorious achieveholders’ rebellion, where the dignity and ments.
May your remaining years, even
immunities of the individual are recog- if they be not tilled with the
thrilling exnized and regarded: here where men love citement of strife and the exultant tones
their government because they make it, of victory’s shout, be sweetened with the
and make it of a character beneficent to satisfaction that you are
living on to the
all, do the people honor in the highest end in a way that is worthy of your past
the
brave
who
are
and
exachievements.
degree
living,
Let not your day, which has been beaupress their affection in the most delicate,
tender and impressive way for their fal- tiful with the
sunlight of great and honorlen countrymen whose self-sacrificing de- able deeds, close in the darkness of a disvotion and brave achievements excite the creditable ending, but as the summer
just pride of our people and command the sun, dropping behind the horizon, gilds
the clouds and the sky with a splendor ingratitude of the best of mankind.
1 am glad to observe that Memorial Day describable, so
may your parting moments
is growing more in favor as time
goes on. be brightened with the reflected lustre of
The people turn out in larger numbers your patriotic
j
exploits and sacrifices, for
every year to celebrate it.
They mean which to-day the nation honors you.
that it shall not go out of fashion.
Its
The Journal and 1 he Tiibune.
significance is more and more felt and understood.
Its great utility in awakeniug
Last year The Republican Journal Puband keeping active the patriotic feeling of I
the nation is more and more recognized, I linhing Company had a six months’ contract
and the need of keeping alive in our | with the
publishers of the New York Weekminds the most vivid realization of the
| ly Tribune by which the two papers were
efforts
and
tremendous
sacrifices
gigantic
furnished to new subscribers at 82, and to
which were made to save the nation’s inold subscribers paying in advance for 82.25.
tegrity and to preserve the great strong- |
hold of freedom upon the globe, deepens Another contract has been made on even
and strengthens in the hearts of the peo- more liberal terms, as set forth in our adple as we drift away from the epoch of vertising columns. New and old subscribers
the great conllict.
are now placed on au equal footing aud all
And this is a source of the greatest who
pay for The Journal one year in adand
So
encouragement.
gratification
vance can have
The New York Weekly
as
the
remember
and
are
long
people
Tribune without extra charge. In remitthe
of
impressed by
highest examples
patriotic devotion w hich their country, in ting it should he stated that the Tribune is
its time of greatest trial, has afforded,
wanted, as it will not he sent unless the reand are inspired by the heroic achieve- quest is made.
The New' York Weekly
ments of their ancestors, they cannot fail Tribune is
acknowledged to stand without a
to be proud of their country and turn to
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
it in every emergency.
It is a twenty-page journal and gives
There is a lesson for him who will day.
all the news of the world, while its different
it in the soldiers’
a lesson to
Memorial

Day

at

Togus.

teetors,

\ Written for The Journal ]
the Cemetery at Antietam.

so

soldiers,

<

~

■

In

One day when the clouds of sunset
Purpled the hills and the stream,
I stood by the gates of a city
As fair as au artist’* dream.

On turret, and wall, and tower,
The ivy grew green and rank,
And wandered in riotous beauty
Down over the western bank.
Where the sun kissed leaf and blossom,
And touched with its gold and red
The grasses that hid the streamlet,
That ran like a silver thread.

study
gladden

home,
the heart of every patriot. What departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
has produced it? Has it not sprung up j make a most valuable paper to all. The
out of the popular gratitude for the oid I Tribune is very
cheap at 81 00 per year,
veterans of the Union armies?
What ; which is its price. The Republican Journal
will
be
maintained
at its present standard,
else could have caused the erection of |
these havens of rest and protection for j with special attention to local and State
the nation’s defenders in their declining news. Subscriptions may begin at any time

years?

j-

Why Is It,
And the affection of the people for
if catarrh is a constitutional affection, as
those who offered their lives as a shield | those claim who have a
blood tonic to sell,
for their country in its hour of danger is a that physicians, in extreme cases,
frequentmeasure of their love for their govern- i ly advise change of air and climate to those
ment and their institutions.
Had you ! suffering from it? Catarrh is a climatic afnothing but a local remedy or a
fought for what the people disregarded fection, ofami
climate will cure it. Ely’s Cream
they would have cared nothing for you. change
in
all
cases of catarrh, is so efficienl
1 assert that the most earnest patriotism Balm,
as to do aw'ay w’itb the necessity of
leaving
expresses itself in affection and venera- home and friends, causing instant relief and
tion for the nation’s champions and pro- a pferfect cure after short continuance.

Children Cryfoi Pitcher’s Castoria.

being,

will the woman
be, and so will her children
ba also.
Lydia E. Pinkliam's

“Lincoln as a Lawyer,” an illustrated
paper made up mainly of reminiscences
and anecdotes from men who practiced
with Lincoln at the bar, will be one of
the features of McClure’s Magazine lor

July.

so

“Vegetable

1

McClure’s Magazine for July will have
illustrated paper by Cleveland Moffett,
showing the exact status, at the preseut
moment, of the horseless carriage, and
indicating the immense revolution that
impends in travel and traffic, now that the
horseless carriage has practically passed
tlie experimental stage.

/

an

1

^

To say that it contains information of

“He went away in the summer,
O’er the Held of ripening \a heat,
And we missed the merry whistle
And the tread of boyish feet.
And the days and months passed slowly
And braided into years,
But no boy cauie back from the southland
To check the gathering tears.

is the sure reliance in this
hour of trial. Thousands have found
it the never-failing power to correct
all irregularities and start the woman
on the sea of life with that
physical
health all should have.
Womb difficulties, displacements and
the horrors cannot exist in company
with Lydia lb Pink bams Vegetable

mr

And

form I

saw

friend to greet.

never a

through the glinting sunshine,
Gleaming white like the foam of the sea,
The long curving lines of granite
That marked each street’s boundary,
And the houses were just blocks of marble
But I

saw

R. H.

turned from the sweet silent city
With its thatches of dowers and sod,
Where comrades have met, never greeting,
Fast asleep in the bosom of God;
Aud 1 read in the sunset’s glory,
Flung out. iu a crimson tide,
The lessons of home and courage,
Learned by tlie heroes who died.
I

And lo! where the cloud-rock parted,
With the rifts of sunlight between,
An angel looked down on the city
From a mist of rose-lined sheen.
Like a vision of peace aud beauty
Seemed her wonderful glorified face,
And her voice like music's sweet echo,
Floated down through the infinite space.
“Oh friend, with a nameless longing,
Pause now in your sorrowful quest,
For the form which you loved iu your childhood
Lies at peace in this valley of rest.
Like the storm that rises in summer

Came the roar aud the blinding flash,
And the life of the brave young martyr
Went, out in the battle’s crash,
“But safe o’er tlie shadowy border
Of the uuseeu mystical lands.
Where flowers celestial are blooming,
Tended by angel hands,
Where the crowns of the heroes shriven,
With shining jewels are rife,
there's never a cloud of
He lives in the perfect life.”

Where

a

As I

me

Water

and

think when we meet the great Giver
Our gift will be that which we need.
And He who plants in our bosoms
This passion of loving and pain,
Will clasp still closer in heaven
The links of the unbroken cnain.
Helen N. Packard.
If you want a reliable dye that will color
brown or black and will please ami
you every time, use Buckingham’s
Dye for the Whiskers.
an even

satisfy

went

into

shop some weeks ago .to buy a pair of
gloves. The shopman stared at his juvenile
a

customer, and asked him what size lie took.
The youngster promptly informed him. “Do
you want kid gloves, my boy?” asked the
shopman. “Kid gloves,” ejaculated his customer. “I’m not a kid now. 1 want‘grownup’ ones.” [Town and Country Journal.

SOLID

Dk.

Every share of stock secured forever
by

a

certified

SECURITY REDEMPTION

—B O N D—
Isn’t this worth investigating? If you
have all, the money you want, all right.
If you want more we can show you how
to get it.
You can put in $10, $100 or
$1,000. Large profits are sure. You
will get your share in either case. Time
flies! Stock is selling rapidly! Don’t
delay. Send postal card for full information.

PETIT IANAN LAND ft INDUSTRIAL GO.
55 Church

Street, Belfast, riaine.
or Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.

m

sleep

C

G.

itoria,

Cast or: a is >« \\
adapt cd
I reo 'limn. ml it as superior tknown l- nit
•-

>

H.

C. Os*.oop.
Lowell. Mass.

I::

A.

Oxford

So.

physicians

"Our

A..:

St

the

m

cl

a

have spoken highly
in tlu ir outside practic*

nt

in-

far distant when mothers will consider the
real interest of their children, and use Castoria

cnee

and although we only h
medical supplies what is km
products, yet we are free t
merits of Castoria has won u
favor upon it

instead of the various quack nostrums which
are destroying- their loved ones, l>y forcing

»

opium, morphine, soothing syrup and other
hurtful agents down their throats, thereby
sending them to premature graves.”
Dk. J. F. Kincheloe,
Couwav, Ark.

Vessels.

>

■

*vCastoria is the best rcme-ly for children of
which. I am acquainted. 1 hope the d. v i- not

United Hospital

and

lie-

1...

Allen C. Smith, Pres.

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York C

*

MOODY, BELFAST.

Machines for Clothing and
Shoe Manufacturing.

16 D 12, Wheeler & Wilson Power Machines.
These machines have raised base, knee press foot,
lifter, and transmitter in head of machine. They
are the last pattern, with all improvements.
American Tool Co.’s benches for 18 machines.
These benches should be seen to be appreciated,
as they have all the improvements for the work.
One Wheeler & Wilson Automatic Button Hole
Machine. This machine cuts and makes button
holes automatically ami works very quick.
One Wheeler & Wilson Zig-Zag Machine, latest

Abner Coburn, J P Putnam, sailed from
New York Feb 12 for Yokahaina.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York March 28 for San Francisco:
spoken April 18, iat 8 N, Ion 29 W.
A J Fuller, T R Colcord, sailed from Iloilo
April 2 for Delaware Breakwater; passed

Anjer May 4.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Shanghae April 29 for Singapore.
Centennial, R F Colcord, sailed from New
York March 17 for San Francisco; put into j
Montevideo May 22 with cargo shifted.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, at New York

a Probate Court held at lie!
the County of W aldo, on tin
June. A. I». lSJHi.

At

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a l’robate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. L>. 181)6.

i>. caryer. tin* on!
CA KYEK. late oj Seal'
of Wald*, deceased haviiiL
non that administration of tinceased be granted to some sun
II.
Helen

ty

certain instrument, purporting to he an authenticated copy of the last will and testament of FREDERICK C. 11A BADEN, late of Boston. in the County of Suffolk and Commonwealth

A

of Massachusetts, deceased, having been presented for probate.
for Zanzibar.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inEl Capitau, A L Carver, sailed from New
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
Y’ork March 27 for Shanghae.
published three weeks successively in the RepubEmily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at New i lican Journal, printed at Belfast! that they may
York for Shanghae.
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hiogo within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock before
May 12 for New York via Hong Rung.
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at Mel- same should not he proxed,
approved and allowed.
pattern.
bourne June 7 from New York.
CEO. E. .JOHNSON, .ludge.
One Double Stitching Machine, also Improved
A true copy. Attest:
Press Machines, including Bail Road Press.
Henry P> Hyde, Pliineas Pendleton, at
Jkkk'h I). Pakkkk. Register.
New York for San Francisco.
The above machinery with the exception of
I
Double Stitch and R. R. Press are nearly new;
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at Shanghae
some of them have not been used at all.
At
a
Probate
Court
held at Belfast, within and f<>i
June 2 from New York.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
H. M. COOK. Newcastle. Me.,
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
June. A. 1 >. 181*6.
from Manila March 81 for Delaware BreakOr 16 Linden Place, Brookline, flass.
24*3mtf
BERRY, brother Of HARRISON BERwater; passed Anjer May 4.
RY, late of Palermo, in said County ,,| Waldo,
May Flint, E 1> P Nichols, at New York for deceased.
ha\ ing presented a pet it ion that admin
Notice of Foreclosure.
San Francisco.
istrat ion of the -Mate of said deceased igranted
WHEREAS. JOSEPH F. WILEY of Lincoln
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from Phil- to Isaac Berry
Poitland, in the County .>t < m
VV
ville. in the County of Waldo ami State of
berland.
adelphia April 2 for Hiogo.
-Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the fourteenth
Ordered, That tie-said petitioner g :\ e notice to
O C Young, at New York for JaReaper,
all persons interest, d by causing a ••.-py <>: ibis'
day of April, A. I>. eighteen hundred and ninety- pan.
four, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of
ocs-dveiy m
R R Thomas, CG Nichols, at New York for order to bo published three weeks
Deeds, Hook 2.'!5, Page 490, conveyed to me, t Do
the Republican Jounial. printed at Belfast, that
undersigned, a certain l<>t or parcel of land with Hong Kong.
they may appear at a Probate Court. to be hold at
Sachem, il T Lancaster, arrived at Sama- Belfast, within and for said,
the buildings thereon, situated in said Lii.eolnc..ui::y .>n the soooiid
ville, bounded and described as lollows, to wit:
rang March 81 from New York via Anjer.
Tuesday id duly next, at ten .’l the cl..ok heloro noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv
Beginning at tlie brook at tin* Morse bridge on
S L> Carleton, Amshury, sailed from New
the road from Camden to Searsmont ; thence westthe praver ol said pet if ioner should not bo rantYork April 22. for
May 2G, ed.
CEO. E. JOHNS. >\. .1 ..I_,
erly, <>ti the line of the brook to tlie northerly cor- iat 5 S, Ion 88 W. Shanghae; spoken
ner of
Colburn land; thence southwesterly, on
A true copy.
Attest
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Philsaid Colburn's line to the land of the estate of lia
.1 kkkTi 1). Paiiki it. Register.
'i
Bills; thence northwesterly, on said Ira Bills' line adelphia June from New York.
to the town road; thence\ asterly, on said town
State of Maine, J 11 Park, sailed from At a Probate Court held at
Bclta-t, \\ n inn ami l..r
road to Searsmont road; thence southerly, on said
Hiogo Fell 28 for New York; passed Anjer
the Countv <>l Waldo. >u the sco..ml fuc-dav
Searsmont road to the place of beginning, con11
June. A.D 1SIUJ.
April
about
or
acres,
more
ami
wheretaining
sixty
les>;
Tiliie E Starhuck, Ebon Curtis, sailed from
4 NNA WOODMAN, sister of MA Id 1 A WOODas the
conditions of said mortgage have been
A MAN. late .1 Sc;i:>iii"i't. in
;
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of Astoria, O, June 9 for Honolulu.
W
in
\Yaldo,
deceased. hu\ iim preselltt*d
li
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
].»•; it au,
Mucy, Amshury, sailed fr<-m Hiogo
adminisi ration oi the estate of -aid doci-a.-.-d
said mortgage.
CARRIE M. Dl'NTON.
March 29 for New York.
J une 5, 18%.—3w24
Wm 11 Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arriv- granted to her.
ic. ;..
irdered, Tliat the said pe; it ioner givo
ed at Shanghae June 1 from New York.
all persons interested by causing ,t ...a of thi- orW J
Koteh, Sewali C Lancaster, arrived der t<> be published three weeks -m -si\-d\ m
at Yiadiuostock, Siberia, May 5 from San the Repub!i( an Journal, printed at P. u i-;. t hat
Francisco.
they may a p; *-a ..: a Probate C.. rt i. In.-ld at
Belfast, witliin and for said r..!iiu
on
i1(
;
Spleudid curative agent for N'erwmis or Sick
BARKS.
Headache, Bruin Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
Tuesday of July next, at ten ot tin- clock bAdam W Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheui'>re noon, and show
iu\
ha e,
cause, if
Acid
Dysmatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders,
New York April 18 for Anjer.
why the ptaycr of said petitioner should’ i.,.> be
pepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from granted.
and other excesses. Price, 1U. 25und50 cents.
CEt >. E. JOHNS! IN. Judge
Effervescent.
Bridgewater, N S, May 2<> for Buenos Ayres.
A true copy. Attest:
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster,arrived at New
THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
Jkkk'h 1>. Pakkkk, Register.
York
12
June
from Charleston, S C.
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Bal- At a Probate Court held at Bellas;, within and lor
Sold by all dealers.
timore April 8 for Montevideo; passed Cape
the County of Waldo, on the second Tm-sd.iv >•:
June. A. I> 181MJ.
Henry April Iti.
Edward May, cleared from New York May
rCMM.Y F. MILLER, gurdian of KFFIE I. Mli.l,
DO YOU KNOW
l.i Kit < f Searsinont. m said County
o
W.ib:
29 for Honolulu.
-c
1
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from having presented a petition tor In
opt
DR. FELIX LE BRUM'S
os
advantageous oiler of three hundred
Rosario April 15 for Boston; spoken May 22, an
for certain real estate of her said ward, described
■
lat 5 S, Ion 82 W.
in said petition.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Mollendo
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
are the original and
only
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW J for Astoria. all persons interested by causing a copy «»f tins
rRENCH, safe and reliable cure
i,
Herbert
W H Blanchard, sailed order to be published three weeks "in-. --i\«
r on the market.
Black,
Price,
$].(X>; sent
x by mail.
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Gnat: the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
Genuine Bold only by
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be he o
lat
20
88
W.
Ion
spoken
18,
April
S,
K. H. MOODY, BELFAST ME.
at Belfast, within and for said «
on
tin*
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Bruns- second Tuesday of July next, at tenoumy,
ot t he < !o. k
wick, Ga, May 12 for Colon.
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
r
FOR either sex.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, arrived at New why the prayer of said petitioner slmuld* tot be
LC Dfiun O Thin remedy being inYork May 81 from Satil’a River.
granted.
CF.o. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
jected di.vetly to the
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
seat of those diseases
A true copy. Attest
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
Jere'h I>. Parker, Register,
of the Genito-t rinary
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
Organs, requires no
Hong Kong June 2 for New York.
llrAI,lK) SS. Ill Court of Probate, held at Belchange of diet. Cure
I Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
Mabel
VV fast, on the second Tuesday >1 June, l.S'.n;.
guaranteed in 1 to 3
Buenos
28 for Barbadoes.
Ayres
April
('HAS.
F. (iOHIH'N Executor mi the estate of
Small
days.
plainparkMatanzas, arrived at Philadelphia June 7 KL1ZA MERITHKW, laic «d Searsport, in said
by mail, S 1 .OO.
fV YT T1 XT*
from Havana.
md
V* U XV JU Mold only by
County, deceased, having presented his
and final account of administration of said estate
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New for
allowance.
R. H. MOODY. BELFAST.
29
York March 30 for Adelaide.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow', sailed from weeks
successively in the Republican Journal,
Hamburg May 28 for Rio Janeiro; passed printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
Deal June 7.
interested, may attend at a Probate ourr. to be
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of July
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
Santos May 27 for Barbadoes.
not he allowed.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Batavia said account shouldCEO
E. JOHNSON. Judge.
April 15.
A true copy.
Attest
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at Port Natal
JekkTi I). Parker. Register.
April 2 from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived TITALI)0 SS.—In Court oi Probate, held at BelY?
fast, outlie second Tuesday of June. ism;.
Just received, a complete assortment of arat Parrsboro, N S, May 2G from Boston.
ROSE A < TLLEY, Administratrix oil the estate
tists' materials—oil colors, water colors,
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, cleared of ELZAHA R.
SAROENT, late ot Monroe, in
from Portland April 18 for Buenos Ayres;
said County, deceased, having presented her first
French colors for china-painting, canvas on
lat 22. N, Ion •'*<> W.
and final am ount of administration of said estate
stretchers, academy hoard, palettes, porce- spoken May 14,
for allowance.
SCHOONERS.
lain plaques, easels for same, picture an-.l
Ordered, That notice there.d lie given, three
retouching varnish, sable, camel-hair and
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from weeks successively, iu the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
Portland April 2“> for Bue.nos Ayres.
bristle brushes.
may attend at a Probate Court, t- he
Jordan, Fred H Park, at Rosario interested,
George
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot July
ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.
May 10 for Boston.
next, and show cause, if any they have, why OuHattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived at tlie said account should not he allowed.
New York June 8 from Bangor.
<. E<». E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
l>. Parker. Register.
Jere'h
Port Royal June 2 from Boston.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from
IITALDOSS
In Court
f Probate, held a' I'.cl
Marbleliead May Id for Paspebiac, P (c>, and
M
last, on the second Tuesday ot June. I s'."'.
New York.
JAMES A. COLSON, ailin ini »t ra •>! with :h* u E.
John C Smith, Kueeland, arrived at New annexed, on the estate o! HIRAM JON I.S. late ot
AT A BARGAIN.
Belfast, in said County, deceased, having |>>»-s»-i11York May 28 from Port Spain.
Situated in Searsport, about 2 miles from \ illage,
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at Bel- ml his first and final account ol administra: mu .»i
said estate tor allowance.
containing 180 acres, cut-lt> tons of ha\ in 1804. fast. .June 12 from Hoboken.
50 acres pasture, watered by springs, 5u acres
Ordered. That notice thereof be given. three
Lucia Porter, Grindle, arrived at New
wood land, near saw mills. House 2 1-2 story,
weeks successively, in tin* Repub i.-an J.-crna!.
! with 1. and shed. Harn 4<»x58. with cellar, car- York May 20 from Pascagoula.
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all pel sons
riage house, 8,OOO gallon cistern and well*. Two
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at Port interested may attcml at a 1 ’i ol.a t c < mi rt. to be
orchards grafted with desirable fruits and in lull
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ni Juty
Royal June 17 from Boston.
i bearing. House modern finished, good condition.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Bal- next, ami slmw cause.il any they have, why the
Owner to reside in California. This property will
said am ount should not be allowed.
11 for Portland.
timore
June
be sold at about one-halt cost 1 buildings for
CEO. E. JoIiNS* >N Judge.
R VV Hopkins, Hiehborn, cleared from
A true copy. Attest:
cash, or one-lialf cash, balance on mortgage, inNorfolk May 14 for Cienfuegos.
terest 5 per cent. The sea view i> delightful
For
JeiieTi I». Parker, Register.
I HKD ATWOOD,
W H West, sailed from Red
Sallie
information, address
XT’A 1.1)0 SS. In Court <•!' Probate, held at IC-I j
Winterport, Maine.
Beach, Me, June 8 for Norfolk.
last, on the second Tuesday ••! June, ism;.
A
S
Tofa,
Wilson, cleared from New York ( W
HAS. F. GORDON, Administrator with the will
June 8 for Tampico.
annexed, on the estate ol ERNEST STROKE, ate
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from of Searsport, in said County, deceased, having
Brunsw’ick, Ga, June Id for Philadelphia.
presented his first and final account of adniims
tration of said estate for allowance.
AND
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
What Hard Water Does.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
The hard water necessarily in common interested may attend at a Probate Court., to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Julyuse for drinking purposes in many places
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
The largest stock anti the best variety in town
tends to cause the deposit of calcareous mat- said account should not lie allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
ter in the Kidneys and Bladder, producing
A true copy. Attest
the agonizing and dangerous diseases known
Jkre'h D. Parker, Register.
as Grav'd and Stone.
Formerly the only relief from these affections was by painful
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
surgical operations, and even they were of
and taken upon himself the trust of Executor of
reNow
the
work
of
value.
questionable
last will and testament of
moval of those foreign substances from the the
On March 1, one wagon wheel, 4 1-2 feet, 3
BENJAMIN BROWN, late of Searsmont,
delicate organs they dog, irritate and torand
no
inch tread, 2 bands on hub
tire—a new
ture, is safely, speedily and painlessly done in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
wheel. Also a lot of other mill wheels. Any perlaw directs; he therefore requests all perby Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy. as thewho
son who will inform me of their whereabouts will
are indebted to said deceased's estate to
No other medicine can be relied upon so im- sons
be suitably rewarded.
immediate payment, and those who have
make
R. A. GURNEY.
plicitly. In every case of Kidney Disease it any demands thereon to exhibit the same for setshould be resorted to at once.
Belfast, June 18, 1896.—3w25
GEORGE W. BROWN.
tlement to him.

1

Tl'RNER

>

..

Ordered. That the said petite,
all persons interested by eausm
order to be published three wee I
the Republican Journal, pritmmay appear at a Probate «
at lie!fast. within and for *:.
second Tuesday of Julx next.
before noon, and show cans*
w by the
prayer of said pet 2:

they

granted.
A

true

< E< >.
Attest

cop\.

E .loll

Jkuk'h 1». Pa

fTMl

E subscriber herebx lmx■
1 concerned, that In* lias be.-:
and taken upon himself the ti ntor of the estate of
A< USA W <i I.IDDEN, bit.

in

County o| Waldo, dee<
the law directs he t beret--o\x bo a re indebted to
to make immediate pax incut.
any demands t her- on. ?. ex hd
tlement to him.
AN>>1.)
tin-

as

sons

111 s! OS.Tiber i.i'l --b\
1
concerned. I hut he has
and taken upon hiih~c.: tintor of ! lie estate o|

t*

h.

NATHANIEL O. AVEIolEK.
ill the Cot!M!> of AX a
i!. ee.itin* law dire.-i
he tin
soils who all- ilidehlrd to said inmake immediate pa im <r
mo
! 11
any ilemands : here- *n
tlement to him.
1 l.ISli A
....

1

as

■ ■ >■

I

rPII E subsi-riber her.-; •, p..
1
in e riied
tilai i-e h.pand taken upon liiniselt tin
lie las: will ,nd testatum:
AI K1 LIA s. k Ui \
ill rile ( "ipp > Ot AA a o|.
n
p
reque*ts all persons -•.,
ceased'* estate |o m t;., miinco
hose x\ 1: bave anx -lein.iii.n
t lie same l.u- set: h-n

n!
<

SI Al l

■

i..

ho

HAKI.I

Of

MA

..

DPHII’C

j

For Summer

Sketching.^

WALDO SS.
(OUiTO
In tile I'a-i' n( Si' \ ri: IK M \
in
In- ( .a in
Islesltoi'i
1 lehtor.
rrill> i_i\r
1 the .huh;-' ,d tin
( ounty "1 W abio. tini.
..mi
ii"is ,d
i 11 htsohcnt i> j.
rh<' IT. .hate • "iirt IK -m. m I'-.
■i Wahl,., -'i. Wo,|iH--;,la\
In- 1
•"«■ '-'k in ;!.
A. D. ISO*'- ,-t t w
w ill govern vourselt a,*,•• »r,linja
i;
Diveu ninler my hand ami it
'ourt this 1 1 th dav of .1 nm\ \
Attest
.1 i:i;i: n
2\v‘2f>
Kffiistej -■!
.4

> > >

Administrator's Sale of H
1
KSl' A
1’ruhate.

Iyi
at
d

<

■

1 .cense t!,

a

t,*r t

lie County

\\

•:

public auction, "ii Satiir-ia\,
inly. A. 1*. 18'it'., at three

noon, at Searsport National It a d>
titic* and interest which I*H1NK\S
late of Searsport, in said ■•"unty
and to the tollowing dex-ni.
the western store ol the Ken,He*.
a me
street, now occupied by
the Ki e place, < outainin^; nine.o
with the barn thereon, situate
<d the road to Swanvillc. near
residence
Also five acres, tin rthe Ridley lot. lyinj; on t he soul Ii
road to Belfast, near Mia I Sai
The above named property all Ksaid Searsport. Terms cash
BKN.F A M I \ 1 1
Administrator ot the estate «>f !'

Notice of Appointment of
At Belfast, m the County <>1 M;n
Maine, the tenth day of June. \

hereby
rpiIK undersigned
1 pointnieiit as Assignee

ai\<

•-

>1 the,-Waldo, in said out.'
solvent Debtor, who has been ,le
vent upon his own petition by ticvency tor said c.,mil v of Wahl"

1)1 TT<

>N o!

To let

POOR & SON.

2 % S, !

^J%anPeurm

natural

Castoria.
“Castoria is an c\a!i* nt medicine for chi!
dreu. Mothers have repeat* d'.\ to’*.l me of its
good effect upon their children

State of riaine FARM FOR SALE
INVESTMENT

Business conducted by men whose
names are synonyms for honesty, and who
in ’i»2 paid every stockholder in a corporation they managed $1,320 for every
$100 nvested.

and

toria is the Children's Panacea—the -Mother’s I

<

But I

Over

bowels, giving healthy

tlatai

the

regulates

SHIPS.

Sewing

|

and

constipation
food,

Steels Pennyroyal Pills

Forgive,
friends, my short-comings,
My lack of prolession and creed,

Paying

cures

Castoria assimilates the

LADIES

oh my

near us

Deep

is a harmless sub-;:

prevents vomiting Sum
W ind Colic.
Castoria r,

B
C

in that magical country
When they meet iu the great review,
My lad who went forth in the summer
May stand in his suit of blue.
Will he know me, I wonder? The sister
Who cried when he marched away,
When I place my hand on his shoulder
Will he smile like that far off day ?

little fellow who lives

of

and

teething troubles,

A

Perhaps

A

Diarrhoea

<

sorrow

strange sweet peace stole o’er
thought of the vision blest.

Register

It

Castoria destroys Worms and

Castoria

...

Slow faded the sunlight golden,
Far out o’er the western lea,
And the form of the Angel vanished
Like a lily that sinks iu the sea,
And the eve-star trembled in beauty
In her place iu the amber west,
And

tn'f''

NEW
LIFE

FOR SALE.

Perchance with a name in the stone,
Or a date, or sometimes a number,
And many were marked just “unknown.”

cures

of tlie United States Geological Survey.
The chief features of the plan, which lias
been commended by many experienced
I explorers, are that the work shall be continuous, and that it shall have a base of
supplies reached every year by tlie whalers.
Mr. Stein accompanies his statement
with an interesting map of the arctic
regions, showing what has been done by
recent expeditions, and how much remains unexplored. It is proposed to initiate the new undertaking in 1SP7.

Quickness:

there,

feverishness.

J

12. E. C. TEST’S NEEVE AND EEAIN TEEATMENT
is sold under positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brair. and Nerve Power; Lost Manhood;
Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
( onfidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
6ex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Ex<3essi7e Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Consumption. Insanity
and Death. By mail, $1 a box: six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Sample package, containing live days’ treatment,
with full instructions, 25 cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.

I walked through each well kept street,

Millions of Mothers.

A new scheme for arctic exploration
will lie described in Appleton’s Popular
Science Monthly for July, by Hubert Stein

Compound,

Sol entered the voiceless city
’Neath the arch of ivy old,
And the sun in its splendor of setting
Tinged the way witli its crimson and gold.
And I noted the Howers bloomed brightly
never a

other Narcotic substance.

for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Strops, and Casta,
It is Pleasant.
Its guarantee is thirty years’ m.

live years later than can be found in any
of file leading cyclopedias, and commonly a year later than the ISlUj almanacs and
annuals.
The whole work complete to
date costs only SI, if ordered at once.
Specimen pages may be had free by addressing the publisher, John A. Allen, 10
and 12 Vandewater Street, New l'ork.

Compound"

“But oft when the day was fading,
And the dew fell thick on the grain
We listed in vain for the whistle
With a brooding nameless pain.
So I seek him now in this city
Hidden in walls of green,
With houses of marble and granite
And strange little mounds between.”

But

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription l’or Inin,,
an«l Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphia,

nearly universal interest, and that is, practically, obtainable by most readers nowhere else, is hut the truth concern ing
Aldeu’s Living Topics Cyclopedia. The
information is generally from one year to

Stood a soldier with sleeve all empty,
Pinned over his faithful breast.
And I asked of the watchful guardian,
“Can I enter the stately door?
For I seek for one long absent
Whom I loved in the days «»£ yore.

As

What is

poet’s daughter.

By the gate o’ergrown with ivy
That guarded the city blest,

■

|

on a

News and Notes.

McClure’s Magazine for July will contain a fine series of portraits of Longfellow, most of them from rare originals
furnished by Miss Alice Longfellow, the

Your daughters are the most pri"
cious legacy possible in this life.
The responsibility h r them, and
their future, is largely with y. >u.
The mysterious change that develops
the
the thoughtful
from
woman
thoughtless girl, should £nd you on
the watch day and i.iglit.
As you care for their physical well-

gentle plateau,
Sloping down to the valley dim,
Green-walled by the sleeping mountains
Like sentinels stern and grim.
It grew
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Fireworks

re-

effect,

debt—something

it

Tin: A. P. A. The hour lias come when
the Protestant pulpit should speak out in
condemnation of these individuals and societies who are misrepresenting the Roman
Catholic citizens of this republic.
These
agitators are not good citizens. They are
bigots. They would have been persecutors and inquisitors if
they liad lived dOO
\ears ago.
They are not Americans, but
l urks and Russians in spirit, and by their
deeds they are violating the spirit ol' religious liberty and easting a slur upon the
noble ideals of the nation.
[Rev. F. L.
Phelan, Unitarian, Concord, N. II.

religion,
sweet

)V€^ Congregational-

Masonic Temple, Ass’n.
Mathews Bros.
Mathews, Frank B.
Mathews, Sanford H.
Mathews, Spencer W., heirs.
Mathews, Sarah W..
McCiintock, J. V.. heirs.

McDonald,

the Dana

taxation is

nineteen

and

half

a

for

the

Fourth.

“The boys will be glad to learn that
there are several novelties in Fourth of
July goods to be sold this year," said au
extensive dealer; “one of them being a

newly patented firecracker, which, though
not much larger than the
ordinary oldfashioned Chinese cracker, has four times
much music.

There are also a number
of new things in the way of fireworks,
some of them
being far ahead of anything
to be had in past seasons.
Another thing
is the doing away with nitrate of mercury
in the manufacture of the explosive caps
used on toy pistols.
It was this poison
which made injuries from toy cap pistols
so dangerous, and which caused so
many
deaths.
“A Japanese firecracker will be put on
sale for the first time which would in time
take the place of the Chinese cracker, except that the American firecracker will
eventually succeed all others, if it can be
made cheaply enough.
The best Chinese
firecracker willl sell at retail at 4 cents,
though there will also be a3-cent per pack
grade on the market. It is oue-third
smaller in size.
The retail price for fireworks will be about the same as last year,
though the devilcliaser, which formerly
sold for I cent each, will sell this year at
two for 1 cent.
This may seem unimportant, but it will he good news for the boys,
for they will have double fun for their
money.” [Washington Star.
as

your blood with Hood's Sarsaparilla, which will give you an appetite, tone
your stomach anti strengthen your nerves.

Purify

They
intelligence office.
“Hiring a new girl?” said the first, interrogatively. “I’m not quite sure,” replied
second, doubtfully, “I had some such plan
in view before I came here, blit now-”
“Well?” “Well, now I’m not quite sure
had met

near an

whether I have been engaging a
<>r she has been engaging me.”

Post.

new

maid

[Chicago

For Over Fifty lears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr4f>
In South America—Tourist: “Why can’t
you put a stop to these continual insurrections.” Native: “We are considering a
measure now which may have a tendency
in that direction.
It is proposed to reduce
the President’s term of office to three weeks,
and to provide that he shall not be eligible
for a second term.” [Puck.
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was

was a
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gave her Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria.

When she became
When she had

we

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Children, she gave them Castoria

H. E.

Mitchell, Charles H
Mitchell, Edwin.
Mitchell, Velzora A.
Moody, Richard H.
Monroe, Wm. A.
Monroe, Elbert J.
Morisou, Christiana.
O’Connell, Charles.
Odd Fellows' Building Ass’n.
Otis, Geo. 1).
Otis, Albert B. and Martha J.

mills

against eighteen mills last year. The
called for for city,
county and

amount

State expenses is §1,578.5(5 larger than
last year, ihe city appropriations

being

increased.

The

abatements,
larger than

overlay

uncollected

to

provide for
taxes, etc., is

last year, making the total
assessment §2,338.13 larger. The number
of polls is 90 less than last year. The rate

Owen Bros..

Palmer, Dwight P.
Palmer, L. R., heirs.
Parker, Israel W.
Pattee, James.
Peirce, David, heirs.
Peirce, Carrie E.
Pendleton, Fred C.
Perry, Augustus.
Perry, Irving L
Pierce, Geo. G.
Pillsbury, Abigail N.
Pitcher, Thus. W.
Poor, Clarence O.
Pottle, James T.
Quimby, Geo. A.
Quimby., John H.
Rankin, Richard T.
Read, Charles.
Read, Geo. T.
Republican Journal Pub. Co.
Richards, Walter H.
Riggs. Asa F.
Rust, .Martha J.
Ryder, Ephraim D.
Shales, L. T. & C'o.

Sheldon. James F.
Shepheid, Freeman W.
Sherman & Co.
Sibit-y. A. Cutter.
Sibley. Edward.
Skoda Discovery Co.
Sleeper, Mrs. M. 1.
Small. Alfred A.
Small, E liner.
South worth, Dana B.
South ,\n th, Mary E., heirs.
Spencer .v Wilson.
Staples i\ Cottrell.
Starrett. Ellen.
St arret!. II. A., heirs.
S:i wart, John N.
Srii kne\ Richard P.
Stoddard. Geo. W.
Sullivan Jere.

Total..
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»

Mason,

Wm. A.

Sarsaparilla personal prop- McDonald, Lucius F.
erty, of about §44,000, and the Ralph C. McKinley, Thomas, heirs.
Wm. H.
Johnson estate of §155,000, which have McLellan,
Merchants’ Marine Railway Co.
Mil
been moved out of the city.
liken, Seth L.
The rate of
are

Love.

—

The whole of life is
'il increases as it nears
was in
the ease of
nt iife and tliis age are
nsatisfactory without
in
nlorilied state that
v. iL. Chapell, Bap*

Marsh, Warren E.
Mason, Howard F.

Yk'TOKia Ri:oEXT.
England’s Queen,
a Christian woman,
has been an exam pie to the women of her land.
The of poll tax is the same as last year. §2.50.
greatness of royalty did not exclude the Following is a table showing the valuaexalted simple duties of wife and mother. ! tion, etc., as compared with last year:
She never forgot the sweet, modest traits
1895.
1896.
of character that make the true wife and Valuation of real estate .SI.994,600.00
mother. As a Christian woman she touches
§2.016,480.00
\ alnation of personal
not only the British hearts, but the heart
estate. 1.039,880.00
916,905.00
of every lover of true womanhood. [Rev.
Total valuation.§3,034,480 00
W. B. Leach, Methodist, Chicago. LI.
§2,933,385.00
Assessed property tax,
$£4,62<>.58
*57,203.71
3,620.00
3,375.00
Thai xiNo Child ken.
It is a mistake Assessed poll tax
to cow children to obedience. The process
Total assessed tax..
§58,240.58
§00,578.71
of intimidation is sinfully wrong. Equally Number of polls.1.440
1,350
wrong is a will undisciplined. A child al- j Rate of poll tax.
§2.50
§2.50
.018
.0195
lowed to grow to manhood or womanhood j Rate of property tax..
The appropriations are as follows:
following its own inclinations is always I
1895.
1896.
prepared for almost, any kind of failure,
§45.90(1.00
§43,525.00
for almost any kind of disgrace.
“Train j Total city tax.
State tax.
7.978.37
7,181.93
a
in
child
the
up
way he should go,” not I County tax..
5.643.95
5,643.95
in the way lie would go.
[Rev. W. II.
ss
§57.147.32
§58.725
Pa.
Moore, Presbyterian, Doylestown,
< >verlay.
1.852.83
1,093 26

■

I’a,

Mansfield, Agustine
Mansfield, Newell, heirs.
Marriner, Henry W.
Marshall, Wm. C.

improvements to others. The loss in personal property is due
largely to the new
law for assessing the value of
shipping,
which materially cuts down the
valuation
of all except new vessels.
Other, losses

Pills

All human love is based upon
some excellence, either
real oi fancied,
but the divine love is based on the inlinite
goodness of (mmI.
Love that is strong as
death always lixes itself upon some obi>t. l’oledo, < >.
or
ject. person
principle for which it will
dare to die.
In its devotion the great molaw of (n»d’s govern- ;
tier power will inspire men to give all, to
■\ iil redime to
pover- risk all, and to leave all for the object of
will
in
time
.iwignmv
their love.
[Rev. Dr. Rogers, Presbyvealth.
It is not j terian.
springiield, 111.
;
o idence tliat s*
many
Webb. Methodist.
Lihektv.
The development of man
I through the training school of nations is
a part of God's plan.
In the growth and
.il ni e ah on- sim- 'extension of
ideas is found the great law
u\• : intellectual culof historical raco evolution.
Past nations
in
is mly a splendid
have attempted to build on a false view of
dt are alone makes the
rights of man-—on caste, culture, law.
mil emasculate.
By The corner-stone of this republic was laid
we
honor life
and i on a new doctrine—that of
personal liberamt broaden our whole
tv, the light «»f conscience, freedom of
••’less.
Few J. M. |
and
free
tlie
ballot of the citizen.
speech
sI.\nn, Mass.
| j Rev. A. ('. Hurst, Methodist, Chicago,
111.
|
n.K.
The ruin of
ihitj and women in
Model Men.
God put a model man on
awful to contemplate. the
earth, hut never as yet a model city.
11 r\ depends upon
The four ideals of manhood have been the
mug.
Kvery member Roman ideal, presenting a man of physiu- enlist heartily in
cal power: the <»reek ideal, the man of
le v. W. B. Partridge,
mental power and intelligence; the Hei.lt :. ( ).
brew ideal, the man of justice, and the
Christian ideal, combining the others and
meat evil.
Woe to the
adding to them—the man of physical powakrs its echoes! Woe to
er, mental development, just ideas and the
c
fts loose its dogs for
man of
Christ’s likeness.
We have in
Woe to the nation that,
Christ’s manhood the climax of the manm
cause, a solemn and
hood of the ages.
Rev. W. A. Stanton,
right, dings down its Baptist, Pittsburg, Pa.
>.

P.

Sarsaparilla property
by new residences and

Pakental Govekxment.
There is a
laxity of modern parental training. We
criticise the Puritans for the strict government of their children, but they gave to
the world a generation of great and good
men.
Wo run to the other extreme, and
our children control and direct us.
With
no recognition of family
government, they
fail to observe the rights of civil government.
Hence they indulge in vice and
crime.
[Rev. T. J. Leak, Methodist,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Gospel

is not a
message about hell,
-e
and "V and love
teaches is alike for
■: society.
Fev. B.
d

j
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decrease

in value of the Dana
is more than offset

as

best,

completed

valuation;

biliousness ami sick headache,
Positively
liver.-in<l bowel complaints. Tin y expel all impurities
from the hloo.l. Delicate wonien lin«l relief from
usinjf tlmm. Price 25 ets.; five $1.00. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston.
cure

Assessors have

increase of §21,880 in real
estate, and a decrease of §122,975 in
personal property.
The loss of the Crosby Inn and the

fiiiMaae.”

P"±5est
arsons’

eternal right looks
ot the classes.
God
of the earth more
iFew l)r. Thomas,
on 111.
<■

City

Know 1 ton, J. Watson.
Knowltou, Lewis A.
Lancaster, David.
Lancaster, Frank M-.
Lancaster, H. N., heirs.
Lane, Dauiel.
Lewis Wharf Co.
Locke, Horatio J.
Lord, Henry ..

their assessment of taxes for
the current
municipal year, but Collector Mason has
not yet taken the books.
There is a decrease of §101,095 in total

The great vital and muscle nervine. Its electric
energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation.
I have used your Anodyne I.iniment during
the pa-t lew years for removing stiffness of
the muscles after long rides and have never
found anything so effective. I have also ttsed
it very successfully for muscular rheumatism.
J. J. Fkcitt, President Roxbury Bicycle Club.
The Doctor's signature and directions on every bottle,
st'd Pumphlet free. Sold everywhere. Free, 35 cents,
Six bottles.g-Mm. L S. JOHNSON it CO., Boston, Mass.

iv
disease
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The

is

taxes are s.*>0

a

§58,240.58
§60,578.71
list of tax payers whose

or more:

Abbott, (riles G.
Abbott, Xchemiah, exrs.
Alexander, David.
Bailey, Geo. A
|I Bailey, Geo. O., heirs.
Baker, Charles.
!

..

i Baker & Shales.
i Banks, Franklin.
I Banks, Joseph W.
j Bart lett. Thomas G.
Beat;, Joseph, heirs.
Belfast Age Pub. Co.
Belfast. Coliseum Co.
Belfast. Hotel Co.
....

Be fast
Belfast.

Light A' Power Co.
Livery Co.

Belfast. Maeliine N: Foundry Co.
Belfast National Bank.
Belfast Savings Bank.
Belfast Water Co.
Bieknell, Stephen G.
j1 Bird, David X.
Black, Benj. T.
I Black, Charles X.
Black, Franklin II.
Boardmau, Isaac M.
Boulter, Geo. W.
Brackett, Geo. F.
Bradbury, Albion H.
Bradbury, S. M., heirs.
Bray, Charles II.
B run ks, J oh u G.
Burkett, Geo. W.
Burgess, Albert C.
Caldwell, John S., heirs.
Carle & Jones.
Carter, Albert M.
....

Carter, Henry A., estate.
Cates, Wm. W....
Chase, Aldan D.
Chase, Hiram.
Chase, Timothy, heirs.
Chenery, Anne M.
Clark, Harry W.
Clark, James H.
Clark, Wm. A.
Colburn, Win. T., heirs.
Conant, Benj. W., heirs.
Couant, Elisha H.
Conner, Eugene R.
Coombs, Robert H.
Coombs, Robert H. & Soil
Cooper, Marcellus R., heirs.
Cooper & Co.
Cooper, Olive H.
Cottrell, Geo, W.
Cottrell, J. V., heirs.
Cox, Abbie B.
Critehett, Oliver G.
Critchett, Sibley & Co.
Crowley, Frank E.
Cutter, Caroline M.
Cutter, Mary E., et als., trustees of
estate of Frances I *. Johnson._
Dana

Sarsaparilla Co.
Dalton Sarsaparilla Co.
Davis, Jones S.
Dickerson, J. G., heirs.
Dinsmore, Bounds C.
Dinsmore, Thomas B.
Dinsmore, B. C. & Son.
Dunbar, Henry.
Duuton, Robert F.
Durham, Frank H., heirs.
Durham, James C.

Durham & Hall.
Dutch, Alonzo.
Dyer, David W.
Ellis, Alfred G., heirs.
Emery, Robert.
Emery, Robert T.
Faunce, Asa heirs.
Faunce, Daniel, heirs.
Fernald, James F.
Ferguson, John W.
Field, B. F. heirs.
Field, Bolian P.
Flanders, David P.
Fletcher, John M.
Fletcher, Sewell B.
..

Follett,

Frank A.

Forbes, Sophia.
Foss, Nathan B.
Francis, Frederick H.
Frederick, James W.
Frost, Edwin P.

Frost, Margaret A.
Frothingliani, Ellen P.
Gammans, Albert.
Gammans, Huldah M.
Gannon, Thomas.
Gardiner, Roxauna.
Geiitner, Leonard L.
Ginn A' Field.
Giuu, Chas. F.
G ray, Mart ha G.
Gurney, Richard A.
Hail, Wm. H.
Hanson, Edgar F.

Harriman, Mary A.
Harris, Arnold.
Hassell, Rufus P heirs.
Hayford, Harrison.
Hazeltine, Charles B.
Hazeltine, Benj P.
Hazeltine, Charles P.
Hazeltine, Margaret M..
Heagan, True S.
Hervey, Calvin.
Hicks, Almira A.
Hilton, Enoch C.
Houston, Nathan F.
Houston, Pierce, Swan & Sibley_
Howard, Frank A.
Howes, A. A. & Co.
Howes, Asa A.
Howes, James H.
Howes, Ralph H.
Howes, S. A., estate.

Hoyt, Upham A.
Hurd, Augustus A.

Jackson & McIntosh.
Johnson, Alfred W., exrs.
Johnson, Edward.
Johnson, H. H. heirs.
Johnson, Ralph C., exrs.
Johnson, Samuel W.

Jones, Edward A.
Jones, J. H. & J. W.
Kalisli, Sidney.
Kelley, Benj.’..
Kilgore, Abbie O.
Kilgore, Henry L.
Kilgore & Wilson.
Knowltou, Bainbridge H.
Knowlton, Clarence M.
Knowltou, Frank B.
Knowlton, Fred A.

§i:’.o(i:;
201 07
75 12
10.5 47
si xs
211 ".s
,50 io
70 oo
.5.; ,5s
.50 ,57
Ids 4.5
*7 7.5
17.5 ,5o
117 o0

..

Swan «Sj

8-ibley Co.
Swan, Wm. B..
Swift. & Paul.
Swift. Wm. A.
Swift, Wm. A. Jr.

040 op

121 s.s
04 4,5
40.5 no
140 50
014 2.5
50 55
0*7 04.
71 14
170 4001 "o
14.;i on
SO OS
54 01*
5'.' SI
I d 07
7.* 1.5
249 84
41$ 02
281 00
85 80
52 05
82 04
147 7G
$0 12
522 94
200 45

rhombs, Joseph S.
Thompson Horatio 1’.
Thompson, Emma H.
Thompson, Jere <’.
Thompson, Selwyu.
I horndike. Timothy, heirs.
Townsend, Joseph C.
Toothaker, Daniel C., heirs.
Toothaker, Fred L.
Triggs, W111. F.

Tucker, Olive S.
Tufts, Geo. E.
Tuttle, Wm. C.

Wadlin, Tileston.
Wadsworth, Ansel.
Warren, Royal W..
Washburn, Mrs. C. M.
Wells, Benj. F.
Wells, Geo. G.
\V

9105
152 10

$1 09
01 20
98 54
122 85
05 (14
50 44
154 14

■

NON

70 75
100
148
150
242
182

Belfast N: Moosehead LakeR. R. Co.
Boston & Bangor S. S. Co...
Bradbury, Ida M..

00
77
94

45
50
5.5
55

490 00
441 50
87 7.5

Crosby, Horace.
MelInnald, Horatio II.
Bratt, Abbie V.
Rust, John D., heirs.
Towue, Harriet A.
Williamson, G. R. and W. C.

54 IS
58 50
08 80
82 45
149 44
01 00
09 78
05 81
72 41
74 14
50 57
74 08
125 29
52 05
97 22
199 80
104 80
53 09
54 27
89 70
72 39
209 05
170 49
70 75
05 08
1H) 08
72 22
58 08
243 97
07 84
94 00
11(5 94
74 70
78 00
0(5 (55
50 42
178 10
142 12
57 59
59 48
87 45
208 57
454 50
Ill 15
075(54
70 59
124 40
378 84
107 42
114.(55
200 08
58 80
117 55
53 98
97 08
101 21
109 05
94 15
259 35
381 98
107 80
70 38
40(5 25
01 40
5*9 24
09 24
14(51 34
445 7*5
79 95
1**7 25
70 07
74 (55
300 44
224 80
84 21
182 05
57 10
87 75
78 78
128 48
259 18
107 1(5

; Non-resident owners Belfast Nat.
Bank Stock.

j

A

The Maine Christian
Will

RM 45

174 53
75 08
10140
70 75
02 30
238 26
109
57
336
61
66
61

‘UliMittmi’

20
10
34

Slc>€

23
85

A temperance drink made
from the choicest roots and
herbs ; has a delicious flavor,

29
585 00
447
142
88
98

48
90
73
91
77 82
714 68
132 12
103 69
57 73

pleasing the most
palate ; quenches

fastidious
the greatest thirst.
The extract is
sold everywhere,
and is
easily and cheaply prepared
at home.

10(i83
117 (X)
178 49
55 15
87 43
108 13
117 98
62 18
52 59
62 40
79 53
429 (X)
145 28
124 64

WILLIAMS & CARLETON CO., Mfrs.
Hartford, Coun,

NERVE-LIFE
Great RESTORER

Restores perfect,
health, vigor and

1

91 65

I

93 08

!

marriage.
Restores the

y-5*'

entire
nervous
system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and

50 70
312 38
398 10
04 02
81 97
188 50
92 69
58 50 i
09 19
78 00
87 03 j
87 81
59 6s
51 80 i
17o 68 j
55 25
90 74
358 62
218 41
23!t 25
50 70
82 05
118 03
51 74
75 74 !
189 15
81 41
87 75
so 78 |
165 75
7i 78
87 88
87 38
51 25
885 61
14437
si 90
5o 55
6,8 4! 1
61 00
61
54 60
171 66
58 57
si pi)
705.8
114-1
75 22
81 12
0240
54 18
59 89
52 28
82 56
57 74
17o 35
168 54
70 73
69 40
100 00
60 45
288 18
72 91
74 86
104 68
50 76

restores

sleep.

i

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
KALAMAZOO,

j
|

7YXHEX there’s work to be
VJL/ done you send for Mr. X.
He has been employed by your
neighbor for years, and is
reliable.

When sick you grasp the first
new floating straw in view, and
forget the reliability of the
L. IV’ Atwood’s Bitters.

People’s bodies are still constructed
they were forty years ago, and the
L. TV’ cures more cases of indigestion
and constipation than ever.

TO GET
:

5564

ldi 7:5
],;5 75
1U1? sr»

E$.

is Vo

07 -,9

7215
!».S 4N
r>0 70
00

Place your advertisement in the

2V4

Mrs. Eliza A. Richardson, who died in
Stockton Springs, June 8th, was an old and
much respected resident of that place. She
leaves to mourn their loss, beside many
one- a

six grandchildren, and two greatgrand children. Her four sisters and two
brothers, who all reside away, were unable
to be present at the services, which were
held Thursday afternoon, June lltli. The
Rev. Beula A. Lucas of Sandypoint officiated, and the pall bearers were Capt. David
N. Berry, Mr. Henry Staples, Mr. Alec
Staples and Mr. Samuel A. Rendell. Mr.
Josiah Lambert conducted, and the hymn
“After” was finely rendered by the Searsport Harbor choir. Mrs. Maria Hiehborn
sang beautifully, “Think of the home over
there,” which w as one of the last requests
of the deceased. The Mowers were lovely,
one piece of roses and
carnations, tied with
white ribbon, being sent by a grand-daughter, Mrs. Venetia Reade of Somerville. Mrs.
Richardson was a great sufferer, but the end
came peacefully, and she was
willing to go.
She will long be missed and mourned.

Discovery Saved His Life.
Mr. G. Caillouette,
Druggist, Beaversville, III., says: “To Dr. King’s New' DisI
owe
Was taken with La
covery
my life.
Grippe and tried all the physicians for miles
about, but of no avail ami was given up and
told I could not live.
Having Dr. King’s
Newr Discovery in my store I sent for a bottle and began its use and from the first dose
began to get better, and after using three
bottles was up and about again. It is worth
its weight in gold.
We W'on’t keep store or
house without it.” Get a free trial at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

or

no

Nature’s
Cure
Improper digestion causes over
92% of ail suffering and diseases
of the Blood, Liver, Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Nerves, Brain or Skin.

1'uritana
the

pay

repaired.

It

is

renews

^

P ower
P roducer
of the human system, the Stomach.
It makes the health
right, been use
it makes the Stomach

right.

It brings New Blood, New Nerve
Force, New Strength, New Life.
_

muuilseaar,?
iL?"m’rPr’ Lrt "r
V tlihidtri'-coiHiUfniKfdi.-.

to

|

them until it's

too

late.

You

safely try Dr. Buker's
j* j» jt jt jt jt

,

J

Fancy Chairs

T«

,•

or

Hair

Top

Best English Pollock
SELLING

POP

3 1-2c.

caTarrh CATARRH

is a
LOCAL DISEASE
and I' the result ot colds
and sudden climatic

Per

be

cured

by

Pound.

A. A. IIOWKS .V CO’

Moving
buyers.

own

and Woo! lower than

ever

before.

®®R. WILLIS, a first-class workman,

is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a
thorough manner and

with

J. C.

despatch.

m,

Thompson
PREPARATION'S

& Son.

FuU

THE
GREAT

chunges.
can

—

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than
any time
Since we have beer? in business.

PILLS

Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.

It

..ti

price.
Top Mattresses from SI.50 upwards.

Extra Soft

^

will gladly answer
questions and give advice free.
Write us. Pills 50c. at your druggists
mailed postpaid for price,

remedy
pleasant
is

<

h'i 'V1i!e !ui
Seif,. V1;Lk

at almost your

mW. Kidney Pills and they work
like magic on the Kidneys.
Dr. Buker

,,

nii.'f i-

jndoM-d
ll!e l-u'lers‘F''' •!, JMi'.i
'vh",» you li-vard
-litaua Cun. pound Co.,
CoucorU, Is-, li.

When overworked

they can back up into your system impurities enough to wreck the strongest constitution.
Don't neglect

^can

‘Irowtotthis

((h.-

!",t
lir.rt
'1 'of
‘.'V'- I’untuua 1‘ilit-. a:nl
uot .e
of i'
Puritana TaM.-ts,
all

Extension Tables from S3.50 upwards
Chamber Sets from S10.50 upwards.

Mo.

trifle with them.

y'nr

uvt rv

Lounges from S3.50 upwards.

Perhaps you’re doctoring your stomach or liver
when the real trouble is your kidneys. It’s unsafe

and strengthens

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards,

a

which
applied directly into
the nostrils.

BATTLE

ELY’S
OF No V EMU II;

CREAM BALM

Obituary.

The

Piles,

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,

1

once

daughters,

j

TO RENT

1

Ilong Kong. Quarantine Officer Chalmers
was
getting ready to start out to meet
the vessel, when it was learned she intended to sail in.
The Coloma got through
the straits in good shape, as a stiff breeze
from the right quarter was blowing. But

two

I

IF YOU WANT—_

055 4.'» i

inside the harbor the wind fell and
she became an easy victim to the swift
Hood tide.
C’apt. Noyes upon discovering
that his vessel was drifting toward Mile
llock, dropped one of his anchors, but it
did not hold.
Seventy fathoms of cable
were unreeled in the
hope that the anchor
would catch, hut it did not.
Then the
skipper ordered another anchor dropped,
this one with 35 fathoms of line.
When
the Coloma was within 100 feet of the
rock, and live minutes’ time of plunging
upon it, the second anchor caught something solid on the bottom, held fast, and
tlie bark’s run for the rock was checked.
(Afterward towed in.)

Registered.

Because it is offered at prices that tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

81 48
15!) 48
70 20

170 7;*.

Trade Mark

Our Furniture is

IF YOU WANT—-

65 44

)■-

Puri tana

THESE ARE MOVING TIMES.

35c. a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

off the heads at daylight,
having
completed her two months’ voyage from

husband,

cures

guaranteed to give perfect, satisfaction
r
Price o-, ,.Pllls
money refunded.
|,l)X
For sale liv Kilgore A Wilson.

as

seen

friends,
willow,

Uv

11999

*•>

Endeavorers.

nkonhegnn Sept. 1-3.

Burklen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in tlie world for
Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, fleers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Soles, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chill,lams,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive-

Time proves reliability.

j
06 j
!

In

The highwayman had followed her from
town.
He had observed the
pocket-book
which she held in tier hand. It was hit, even
as a plump
partridge. She was returning
from the tsity, and lie bided his
opportunity.
It was dusk. A lonely part of the road was
reached. He sprang forward, snatched the
pocket-book from her hand, and disappeared. He wended his way hack to town.
Gleefully he sought his attic room. “I shall
dine well to-night,” lie said. And he
opened
the purse and swooned.
It was fat with
samples! [Harper's Bazar.

MICH?

,.,E Bealtb Table...

Sax Fuancisco, June 0. Had the bark
Coloma’s anchor failed to take a firm
grip
on the
muddy bottom of the bay this
morning that trim vessel would doubtless
have crashed on Mile thick.
The Coloma

a

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
development to an parts oi tne body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Ment ion this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

Narrow Escape for Bark Coloma.

was

manhood and reall obsta-

moves
cles t o

148 75
204 71
100 35
78 06
688 35
62 40
59 73
61 78
54 70

Meet

The eleventh annual meeting of the
Maine State Union of Christian Endeavor
is to hold September 1 -3 at
Skowhegan
and preparations for the convention are
well under way.
Rev. H. W. Kimball,
president of the local union, is chairman
of the committee in
charge of the arrangements, and the same energy and enthusiasm which he puts iuto ids church
work is
characterizing his connection
with the preparations for the
coming
convention.
The committee of ’00 consists of the officers and executive committee of tlie local union,
together with the
chairmen of special committee on
music,
reception, entertainment, decoration and
The
press.
committee
has
engaged
Coburn hall, the largest hall in
town, for
the evening meeting and the other services
will be held in the Methodist church.
The decoration committee has
designed
a
very neat badge—the design by one of
the local Endeavorers—and
Skowhegan
young people are at work preparing these
for the convention.
Arrangements have
been made by which views of
Skowhegan
will be sent to the national convention at
Washington, July 8-15 and exhibited at
the Maine headquarters there.
Special
attention will be paid to the musical attractions of the convention—a large chorus
will be formed and special music
prepared for the evening services. There
are
many attractions about the towD
which the delegates will be glad to visit
in their odd moments.
An excursion to
Good Will Farm is being
arranged for one
the afternoons of the convention.
Christian Endeavorers, churches and
pastors of Skowhegan are looking forward to the convention, not
only because
they will be glad to entertain the guests
with the best of
Skowhegan's well known
hospitality, but also because they feel
that the convention is
going to mean
very much to the town in the way of
spiritual uplifting and in the inspiration
it will leave for more
aggressive work.
It is hoped by the officials of tiie State
Union that this convention will be the
best ever held.
An effort is being made
to get an
unusually good list of speakers
and
helpful conferences will be a
special feature. All Maine Endeavorers
should plan to attend this annual
gathering. Watch the local press for further
announcements.

iDAiitk

RESIDENTS.

Alden, Win. 0., heirs.
Ally 11, R. R., heirs.

92
70

94 97
50 70
125
487
7$
95

escott, Clement W.

Whitmore, Francis.
White, Mrs. Geo. F.
White, Fred G.
White, Owen G.
Wight, James P.
Wight, Joseph F.
Wiley, Frank E.
Wilson, Everard A.
Wilson, Jefferson E'.
Woodcock, Hartwell L.
Woodcock, M. P.
Woods, Wm. M.
White, Wm. B., heirs.

51 74
620 39
113 27
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l’ain and Inflammation, Heals tlu* Sores, Protect
;
the Membrane from Colds. Restores the Senses of
Taste Mini Smell. The iialm is quickly absorbed
and gives relief at once. Price oO cent's at Druggists or by niaill.
KLY BROTHERS fib Warren street, New York !

IS

TO

HE

ELEC

TED, AND

Till

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
will, as always, be found in the thickest of the light., battling vigorously for SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, which will bring
PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.

The Nose and Throat,
INTo.

paper of the country, blit
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.

Newbury SSt.,

(Near Corner

BOSTON,

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not

Republican

ok

Fairfield

St.)

...

Its campaign
citizen.

MASS

Mowers,

leading

and discussions will interest every Ameri-

IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.

Grass Shears.

We furnish “The Republican Journal” and “New' York Weekly
Tribune” (both papers).

J.H.UW. JONES.
in

the

All the news of the day, Foreign Correspondence, Agricultural
Department, Market Reports, Short Stories complete in each
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descriptions, and a variety of items of household interest, makes up AN

Grass Hooks,

Kverytliins

only

PRE-EMINENTLY A

can

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only.
Oct., 1895.—lyr45*

Lawn

news

is

Hardware

ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY $2.00,

CASH IX ADVANCE.

PILES !

PILES !

PILEST

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only fur Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by diuggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S
Bellast.
Ij4G

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
Write

your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

TRIBUNE will be mailed to you.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Belmont. Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Marand family of Newton Highlands,
Mass., are visiting Mr. M’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Marriner-Mrs. Sadie Knight
of Lincolnville was in town Saturday_
Miss Arietta Swift of Belfast is visiting relatives in town-Mr. Warner Tower of Lin-

COUNTY

The Grangers’ Red Letter Day.

CORRESPONDENCE.

riner

Tin mail arrives
earlier.

now

Fred F. Black made
to

nearly
a

one

half hour

short, business trip

Boston this week.

l>r. J. S. Ferguson and family
his father, Mr. A. B. Ferguson.

are

visiting

Sunday-Melville
Foss and his mother, Mrs. Foss of Brooks,
are visiting his brother, Mr. W. S. Foss....
Calvin Grey is repairing his house-Enos

colnville

James and Alex. Nichols arrived home by
steamer Penobscot Wednesday.
The Frankie Carpenter Co. have postponed their visit here until July 9, 10, 11.
Sell. Geo. Gurney, Capt. Charles Carr,
rived Tuesday with coal for J. H. Lane.

was

in town

Pease has new silled his barn.Elisha
Swift is quite sick-E. S. Morse lias moved
his cooper-shop-Don’t forget the dance at

ar-

Mystic Grange

this, Thursday, evening,
June 25th_Geo. Jackson has moved the
stone wall and graded in front of his residence_The hay fields in this vicinity are

Mrs. Taylor, who has been visiting Mrs.
Evans, returned home by steamer Monday.

Hall

Swanville. Miss Mabel Maddocks is at
home from Lowell, Mass.Mr. Emery
Peavey of Plymouth visited friends in town
last week.. .Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson visited
Mrs. S. JL). Greeley, in Hamplast week... .Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Marden
and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Marden attended
the graduating exercises at BrunswickMrs. E. C. Marden and daughter Ruth have
gone to Centre Conway, N. H., for the summer....Mrs. Frank Cunningham and son
Ralph returned from East Lowell last week.
her

daughter,

den

Unity.

Children’s Day was observed last
Sunday at the church, which was beautifully decorated with ferns and dowers. The
morning service wras conducted by our pastor and included singing, prayer and a sermon to the children.
The concert in the
evening, gotten up by Mrs. Burrill, our pastor’s wife, was postponed on account of a

Coleord and fami.y, who have been
looking very poorly.
Belfast for the winter, have returned
I Prospect Ferry. Mrs. W. C. Harding,
home.
Mis. Abbie I. Merrill, who spent the win- daughter Faustina and sons, Pereie and Harvard, and Mrs. F. E. Harding and son Wilter il» Brooklyn, N. V., is at home for the
heavy shower, and will be held at the
! lie went to Bangor last Friday in the barge
summer.
church later-Mrs. Stevens, the aged lady
I Belle of Oregon with Capt. W. C. Harding,
who fell some time ago, is not gaining very
Ashley J. Mitchell went to Portland Mon- Tliis is the first time
i
Capt. II. has been in fast.... Etta Conner returned
June 20th
day fur treatment at the Maine General the river in his
while
anchored
barge, and
j
from Chicago, where she has been for the
Hospital.
here quite a number went aboard of ber....
T. K. liwwe has bought the B. P. Stevens j Fridav, Capt. Evauder Harriman, in sell, past two years... .The Veterans’ building
i
at the Park is about completed and a line
place uu the Belfast back u»ad and. wiL re- I Elizabeth Foster, and his sons, Capt. Wash.
it is.
The parties from Boston,
side there.
I in sell. Romeo ami Capt. Rufus in sell. Dela- building
who were expected to take the Hotel
j
W.
and
C.
ware,
son-in-law,
(’apt.
Harding,
At the <•< iimiumun service at the Harbor
did not come and it is leased to Messrs,
church last Sunday two were admitted to in barge Belle of Oregon, al! laid off here ill
and White of Dixmont.... Mr. Colof
each other.... Craig
; the river within ten rods
the church.
son
at the Station is very sick-Mr.
Archie Harding is at home from Worcester,
Next Sunday completes JUcv. II. G. Harami Mrs. Smith of liockland have been
Mass., on it short visit-Charles Coggins
butt's tenth year here as pastor of the lutiI of South Surry is visiting his son Clifton in visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clougli.... Mr. A.
Hunt of Portland is visiting in town, the
gregational church
this place-Mrs. E. W. Orindle entertainGeo. L. Merrill, wife and grandson, drove ed the Ladies’ Circle June 17th-Frankie guest of Mrs. Ellen Hunt_Mrs. Ellen
Fowler is slowly improving-Mr. Benj.
overland from Dixtieid, and will visit friends
Harding spent Sunday with his parents in Stevens is
here lor a few weeks.
very low and not expected to live
Bangor on barge Belle of Oregon-Ed.
time... .Dr. Emerson was in town MonSell. E. L. Warren arrived last week with Ellis and Frank Clark of Belfast called at any
day-Miss Gould from Old Town is the
freight from Boston for our local dealers, Capt. W. I). Harrimau’s last Saturday....
guest of Mrs. R. B. Cookson-Leta Fogler
and has loaded hay for a return trip.
A.
A.
and
wife
and
Mrs.
N.
H.
Ginn
j Capt.
returned home from Waterville June 20th.
Mrs.
attended
the
Circle
at
Charles
Quite a number of oar High school scholars lleagan
Brooks. The reception of Mr. and Mrs.
Littlefield’s, Prospect Marsh, Juno 18thwent to Belfast Friday evening to attend
William S. Jones last Friday evening at
the graduating exercises of the High school The S. B. I. Society met with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H.
Littlefield
June 18th. the residence of the bride’s father, Michael
there
Forty-seven were present. Mr. Will Sira- Chase, Esq., was a very pleasant occasion.
August Anderson secured the job for onds of Boston and Miss Mattie
May The doors of Mr. Chase’s house were literplacing the foundation under the new Cross of Morrill acted as ushers. Dr. aud
ally thrown wide open and the house was
school house to be built in the north part of
Mrs. O. S. Erskine of Frankfort joined crowded with the many friends of the hapthe town.
at tea time aud everything passed off very py
couple. The health of the bride
Arrangements have been completed ami pleasantly. The society will meet with Mrs. was drunk in delicious lemonade, while
an excursion will be run from Searsport to
Susie Perkius July 2d_A goodly number cake, fruit, nuts, confectionary, etc., etc.,
Castine on the day of the celebration there. from South Branch
Grange attended the were supplied in tempting profusion. The
Full details later.
meeting of the County Grange in Belfast many presents were appropriate and valuThe Waldo County Sunday School Asso- June 23d-Master Joe Gerrity of Bangor able and will long be preserved with care
ciation will meet with the Cong’l church and Mr. R. Kiliman are visiting at Mr.
by Mr. and Mrs. Jones as reminders of the
here next Tuesday, the two churches in the Daniel Thompson’s-I F. Gould is loading kindest wishes of their friends that their
a vessel with hay in Frankfort for F. G.
village uniting as entertainers.
voyage over the sea of life may be a happy
one.
Among the presents we noticed the
Capt. W. A. Gridin has received his stoeff White of Belfast.
of goods and opened,his store at the Harbor. |
Troy. The Ladies’ Aid Society met with following: An elegant silver ice pitcher
His post office at Bark will open at the end Mrs M. F. Leathers .Time 17th. The follow- from the local V. P. S. C. E.; a silver tea
set from Mr. and Mis. John H. Gordon; an
of the fiscal year, June 30th.
[ ing officers were chosen for the ensuing
elegant cut glass berry dish and mirror from
Among the arrivals the past week were year: President, Mrs. Addie Piper; Vice
Presidents. Mrs. Sarah Shaw, Mrs. Emma Mr. J. C. Cousens and family of Brookline,
Mrs. W. V. Nichols and family, Miss A. N.
a
chocolate pot from Miss J. A.
Carver, Rowena and Linda Colcord, Molly Pierce; Collector, Mrs. Inez M. Harding; Mass.;
of Belfast; a beautiful vase, Mrs. B.
Wiggin
and
Mrs.
M.
F.
LeathA.
Secretary
C.
Colcord
anil
Treasurer,
O.
Salvage, Capt.
Capt.
F. Wells of Belfast ; one dozen solid silver
ers. The next meeting was with Mrs. Emma
G. Eaton.
]
June 24th, with a literary entertain- tea spoon from Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin F.
Miss Emmie Whittum is doing some fine Pierce,
Robinson of Bridgeport, Mass.; four solid
work on the type-writer ior patrons here, ment in the evening-Mr. and Mrs, Marks
silver tablespoons from Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
and we most heartily recommend her. She Moody uf Caribou have beeu visiting Mrs.
Sarah A. Norton the past week_Mr. and Blackstone of Bridgewater, Mass.; one doztells us she could do
double^the amount she Mrs. Rufus Elwell of
Exeter, N. H.. were en silver knives and forks and oue-lialf dozhas.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Harding ed tea forks from Mr. and Mrs. Miles of
G. J. Shaw and son have taken another
last week.
They came from Exeter by Fitchburg, Mass.; a china teapot from Miss
shark in the weirs on the island. He measteam and were much pleased w itli the scen- Charlotte T. Sibley of Belfast; a set of fruit
ured fifteen and one half feet in length, and
knives from Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Day; a
ery eu route-Mr. Albert Mitchell of Bosten and one half girth.
When opened five
fruit dish from Mrs. Hannah Thorndike,
ton called on friends in Troy last week_
large cusk were found in him, partially di- Mrs. Emm,!
some elegant Mexican work from
Pierce and her father, Mr. J. Belfast;
gested.
Miss Lizzie Jones of Beifast; an umbrella
Fairfield, were called to Palmyra last week
from little Gladys Healey; a pitcher
C. O. Sawyer & Co. have just received anto attend the funeral of Mr. Fairfield’s sis- strap
and howl from E. G. Roberts and wife; silother lot of imported decorated crockery.
ter-George, the only sou of Mr. and Mrs.
ver desert spoons from E. N. Wiggin of WaThey have i< ur local views, one of Main M. V. B.
Mitchell, has been taken to Au-J
street
uiie e| tin- mill stream
looking north gusta for treatment at the Asylum. The ! terville; a butter knife from Mr. and Mrs.
from he bridge, and the two churches.
O. W. Lane; a lemon fork from Ernest Libhoy is deaf ami dumb and it seems a very j
by of Bridgewater, Mass.; a sardine fork
Lht L M. Hall and Donnelly's Minstrels. sad case.... Mr. Beiiniah
Harding \ isited in ! from Anna
Healey: a silver cream ladle
Brass Baud and Orchestra wili appear at Plymouth last week-Mrs. Jennie
May
l nioii Hall Tuesday evening July 7th. Not Mor.idy of Pittsfield was the guest of her I from Mr and Mrs. Andrew Pratt of Fitch- j
Mass.: a
silver gravy ladle from
since tlie days of the famous Whitmore and
grandfather, Mr. Levi Harding, recently.... burg,
Miss Loomis of
Massachusetts; an emClark Company has there been
Miss
Annie
who
was
Hollis,
attending
anything
broidered
handkerchief
from
Adelaide
booked lor Searsport that can equal this or- school in Pittsfield, is sick
with
lung
Roberts of Belfast: a pair of vases from Mr.
ganization. Mr. Hail was formerly a drum- trouble. Dr. M. T. Dodge attends her. She
and H. E. Staples; an olive spoon from Mrs.
mer boy in the old 34111 Me.
Kegt., and comes lias the sympathy of many friends in Troy.
Loomis of Northampton, Mass.; a
here out of courtesy to Dr. Hopkins, who
Mr. and Mrs. James Luce are rejoicing George
candle stick from Mr. and Mrs. Isaac S.
was surgeon of the
over
the
advent
of
another
in
sou
their
regiment.
Staples; a silver pie knife, from Mr. and
Those who attended the dramatic enter- household-Mrs. Dorcas Connor, who has
resided with her niece, Mrs. Ara Warren of Mrs. Augustus Rose of Fitchburg, Mass.; a
tainment given by tlie Farnums at Union
water set and napkin rings from Miss Mary
Bangor, during the past year, has opened
Hall Tuesday evening were highly enterRoberts; a silver iadle from Mr. and Mrs.
tained. It is seldom we. are favored \n itli her house at the Corner for the summer.
M e are all glad to see "Aiint Dorcas” at Holcomb of Connecticut; lamp mats from
such a fine, troupe. The play,
l’ygmalion
Miss Sarah C. Jones of Belfast; a set of emhome
again-Children's Day will be oband Galatea, held the closest attention of
broidered mats for dressing case from Mr.
served
next
Rev.
E. S. Burrill will
Sunday.
tht audience. Mabel Eaton Farnum, who
and Mrs. L. C. Jones; an elegant handimpersonated Cynisca, the wife of Bygtna- preach a sermon to the children in the afterpainted china tray from Mr. and Mrs.
kcii, is a finished actress, and William Far- noon ami there will he a Sunday school concert in the evening-The Troy Band is en- Charles Davis of Dorchester, Mass.; a pair of
num as Bygmalion was
very tine. The supto play in Pittsfield July 4th_Mr. solid silver desert spoons from Mr. and Mrs.
gaged
port was good, and the afterpiece, Sunset,
Robert Hawes lias gone to Massachusetts to O. J. Libby of Bridgewater, Mass.; a pair of
showed the versatility of all.
visit his four sons, who reside in different solid silver desert spoons from Master AlA very successful darn bake was
given at parts of that State... .Mrs. Caroline
Piper fred and Miss Helen Blackstone of Bridgetlie bar June 13th.
Two hundred and fifty- celebrated her
eighty-seventh
June water, Mass.; a set of tea knives from Mr.
birthday
three were present, including quite a dele18th. She is enjoying good health and can and Mrs. J. W. Jones, Belfast. Deserving of
gation from Bucksport, friends of Capt. E. turn off a
skein of yarn from her old spin- special notice was a large, beautiful, handmade bedspread from Mrs. Mary J. Lane.
B. Nichols, who had boasted to them of
the
wheel as quickly as anyone.
ning
It was with sincere regret that the people oj
Searsport clam bakes anil took this lbs first
Palermo.
Page Kane has procured a this place learned of the death of Geo. B.
opportunity of proving his assertions. The
June 17th, in Belfast and quite a
Briggs,
monument of the firm of Harrison, Wood & number of
our people were at the cemetery
following Bucksport people were present:
Co. of Belfast and placed it in the new' ceme- in Brooks where he was buried last SaturMrs. J. Snow, Mrs. Dr. Snow, Mrs. Lou
The members of Geo. G. Davis Post
near Greeley’s Corner in
day.
tery
of
his
memory
Adams, Mrs. E. D. Colcord, Mrs. E. B. Emacted as escort from the
to the grave
daughter, Bertha May Kane, who died about and furnished the bearersdepot
for the occasion.
erson, .Mrs. H. M. Spring, Mrs. E. B.
Hill, a year ago. The base is of Lincolnville For some
years Mr. Briggs was proprietor of
Mrs. Alice Tapley, Dr. and Mrs.
Mitchell, granite, the plinth of dark Quincy
granite, the hotel in this village and he had many
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Homer, Mrs. Dr.
friends here. He was very popular with
Emer- and the
of Oak Hill granite.
coping
It was the
son, E. B. Hal!, Mrs. R. H.
travelling men, who will learn of his
Emery, Mr. brought to Palermo last Friday by F. S. death
with regret-Mrs. Maria Patch of
Charles Tiilock.Mr. Ed. Tiliock, Miss
Nancy Howard, drawn by three heavy horses, and South Brooks was found dead in her bed
Nichols, Miss Minnie Thompson, Miss
set by A. S. Heald, both of Belfast_A. H. last Friday morning. She had been as well
Maude Colcord, Capt. E. B. Nichols and
as usual and the day before bad visited her
Kane was recently appointed railway postal
wife.
daughter, Mrs. Otis T. Hamlin, who lived
clerk on tlie Bangor and Boston line. He near by. It is supposed that the cause of
'^iUH SKAKSPURT ITEMS.
lier death was heart failure. She was 71
serves six days and has six
days off. Last
of age and was the widow of the late
Miss Jennie Carter is visiting relatives in
March he was chosen supervisor of schools, years
Joseph Patch and mother of Ez' a Patch of
Saleui, Mass.
and as he is at home every other week he this town-News has been received here
Albert Massure is visiting at the old home- will be able to attend to the duties of that of the sudden death of Caroline, wife of
Deacon Pattea of this town, who went to
office-Eli Carr, uow over IK) years of
stead, Mrs. Geo. A. Flowers.
age,
Massachusetts a few weeks ago for the sumcalled
on some of his old associates
last mer. She wa* taken ill last Friday night
Miss Mary A. Fernald has gone to Old
and
died in about fifteen minutes.... In the
Thursday. Friday he walked half a mile to
Orchard to spend the summer.
call on a former neighbor, w ho is visiting entertainment last week gotten up by the
ladies of the R. C. everythingjwent off O. K.
Mrs. Wellman Moulton picked strawrelatives in this place-Cora A. Goodwin A. C.
Mosman, who was the principal actor
berries June loth for a family of four.
in each of the three plays, was a host in himwas called to Montville last
Thursday by self
and he was well supported_This hot
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Dodge of Belfast visit- the sickness of
her sister, Einelie E. Hatch,
weather has made a demand for summer
ed Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Savery last week.
who is not expected to recover.. .Ed. Worthgoods. Mr. Dow sold twelve shirt waists
Granite Grange will entertain South ing has enlarged his barn by adding 20 by 40 last Saturday-Last Sunday has pass; d
Branc h Grange June JOth. Come one and feet-Wesley Marden is spending the sum- into record as a hot day and any one who
was out in the sun will believe the record to
mer with his brother Frank at the old homeall.
be true... .Calvin Rose, who had a cancer
stead
and
is making many repairs on the cut from his lip, is now able to attend to
Between JO and 4') members of Granite
house. He has cleaned house, whitewashed business-Last Sunday there was a meetGrange attended the County Grange at Belat the West Brooks school house in the
the ceilings, papered the walls, painted the ing
fast Tuesday.
morning with a baptism at noon at the Lang
rooms, hung spring-roller curtains at the stream-Rev. David Brackett had a
busy
The statement of the Patrons
Androscog- windows, put spring latches and knobs day last Sunday. In the morning he married a couple, then delivered a sermon at
gin Mutual Fire
Insurance Co. shows on the doors and set au iron
sink, and West Brooks, then
two candidates.
an average annual assessment on
SI,000 for will make other repairs.The mail In the afternoon hebaptised
preached a funeral serthe five years ending Dec.
31, 1805, of $2 70. route from Liberty to Palermo has been mon at South Brooks, and if it bail not
A. Stinson is the local agent.
showered he would have been at the meetchanged to daytime and connects with
ing of the C. E. in the evening at Union
A Sunday school was
the
noon
train-Mrs.
Nellie Harriman of church.The Farnum Bro’s. Dramatic Co.
organized at the
church at this place June 14th, with Win. J. South Liberty spent last week with her par- of Boston, Mass., are to give an entertainment
Thursday, evening, June 25th, at
Matthews, Supt.; G. C. Seavey, Vice Supt.; ents at Carr’s corner-Oliver Whitten of Unionthis,
church in this village for the benefit
Delia Lowe, Secretary and Treasurer; Mrs. Unity was in town last week on business.... of Golden Crown
Lodge, No. 108, K. of P.
G. C. Seavey, Librarian; Miss Caddie Clos- James
Soule aud Will Soule went to Togus There will doubtless be a very large attendson, organist.
June 17th-Bert Plummer of Montville ance as this place is noted for its amateur
dramatic performances_The Sir Knights
The barn of Mrs. Susan Towle is one hun- w*as in town last week
selling mowing ma- had a fine time at their banquet Tuesday
dred years old this month,
having been chines and farming tools_Joseph North- evening. The banquet room
wTas used for
erected in the year 1700 by Mr. Samuel
Matthews. It is in as a good a state of pres- rop of China was in town last week selling the first time since it was fitted lip. After
ervation as most of the barns which have mowing machines-Mrs. Eliza Nelson and some special business in the conferring of
degrees, etc., at midnight about fifty
not been built half as long.
The boards
Rodney went to Vassalboro last Wednesday Knights sat down to an appetizing lunch,
were sawed at Mason’s mill in East
Belfast, to visit her
with hot coffee, prepared under the direction
son, O. Nelson-John Black
by Richard Stinson, who built the first mill
of C. E. Lane of the commissary department;
on Goose river.
The hinges used on the has some new screen doors-Last
Sunday
and
the fifty hungry men did justice to what
tie-up door until within a few years were was observed as children’s
day at the Meth- was placed before them, you may be sure.
used on the door of the powder
magazine at odist church. Sermon
The
floral decorations were furnished by
Fort George at Castine by the English in
by the pastor, from
the Revolutionary war, and were secured by the text “A child shall lead them”_Mrs. Gordon & Jones-Mrs. T. A. Elliott is so
much improved as to be able to ride out on
Mr. Matthews when they abandoned that Netta Nelson is
improving so as to sit up.... pleasant days.. Miss Nellie, daughter of the
place. The first school taught in Searsport Eben
late James A. Varney, is visiting friends in
Pierce
of
New
visited
Bedford,
Mass.,
was kept in this bam.
It was also used as
town. She was born in
it is said_
a place of religious worship
by the Rev. Mr. at William Osgood’s last week_Elmer A nice entertainment Brooks,
is expected at the
Huston.
I Worthing has his carding mill in operation. Good Templar lodge next Saturday
evening.
F. A.
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Meeting

Obituary.

(irange and Dedication
of Seaside «range Hall.
Tuesday was a gala day for the Patrons of
Husbandry of Waldo County. The occasion was the regular meeting of Waldo Pomona
Grange with Seaside Grange of Belfast, and the dedication of Seaside Hall.
The weather was perfect, with clear skies
and a breeze which tempered the heat to
just a comfortable degree. Early in the
morning the Grangers began to assemble
from all sections of the county, and at the
time of opening the hall was crowded,
while many of the sisters and brothers
were busy in the rooms
below preparing
1 for
The hall and
the coming dinner.
of Waldo Pomona

room
were
very prettily decowith looped hunting, festoons of evergreen, ferns, flowers, etc.
The grange was opened in the lifth degree

dining
rated

by Worthy Master

A. A.

Ginn, with every

officer present. An earnest and eloquent
address of welcome was given by Win. P.
Thompson, Esq., of Seaside Grange, ami
was
heartily responded to by Tolford Durham of

Monroe.

Delaware

George B. Briggs died at his home on
Peirce street June 18th at the age of 61 years
and one month. He was born in Freedom
and went to sea when a young man,
sailing
out of New Bedford in whaling
ships for
fourteen years. His brother Edmund sailed
in the same ship with him
eight years and
was lost while
harpooning a whale. He

Snow, Norton, Port

looking

Belfast,

and

bought

A. G.

Maceio, June 1C.

as

by

toiiows:

S.

C.

?”

The grange then
they pay poll
closed without form, and opened to the public for the dedication of the hall. The regular dedicatory service of the grange ritual
was impressively performed by State Master
Wiggin, assisted by the officers of Seaside
Grange. State Master Wiggin then gave an
address, in which, after referring to the new
hail and its dedication he spoke at length
on the political duty of the Patrons of Husbandry. He did not advocate the theories
of any political party, but held that the duty
of Patrons is to attend the primaries, see
that good and true men are put in nominashall

a

tax

MAK1.MS

tion, and then work each

in the party most
accord with his views. H*e then spoke in
favor of a proposed State Grange cottage at
Good Will Farm, which he says is to be for
both sexes. After a vote of thanks to Seaside Grange the meeting closed.
The day closed with a dance which like
the previous program was a marked success.
The music was by Prof. L. H. Stevens, assisted by Messrs. Roundy and Foss. There
were bo couples on the Moor.
The sale of
ice cream and cake was large.
in

NORTHPORT

NEWS.

and Mrs. Geo. W. Burgess and Miss
Grace Burgess spent Sunday at their cottage
on Northport Camp Ground.
Mr.

The post-office at the Camp Ground was
opened Monday, June 22d, at Chapman &

Thompson’s

store.

F. E. Thompson is post-

master.

The Dougan cottages

the North Shore
are receiving a new coat of paint.
The
family are expected here soon after July
4th.
The Lombards, Howes and Burketts
have been occupying their respective cottages for some time.
on

Temple Heights Camp-Meeting.
We
have received from Geo. W. Burgess, job
printer, the program of the fourteenth annual Spiritual camp-meeting, to be held at
Temple Heights, Northport from Aug. 8th
to Aug. 17th, inclusive. The list of speakers
and mediums for this season contains some
of the ablest in the Spiritualistic field. They
consist of the following:
Mrs. Abbie Morse
of Searsmont, Me., one of the oldest mediums in our State, w ho needs no words of introduction to Maine Spiritualists, being a
tireless and devoted worker in the cause.
Mrs. Juliette Yeaw of Leominister, Mass.,
who is one of the finest and truest inspirational speakers of the day, with ever ready
hands and heart to help in whatsoever is
worthy of work. Mr. F. A. Wiggin of Salem,
Mass., who has never before visited this
Camp Ground, but who comes highly recommended as a lecturer and test medium
of unusual ability.
Mr. Oscar Edgerley of
Newburyport, Mass., who is considered by
all who have heard him, as a speaker of
sound logic and keen reasoning powers,
while as a test medium he ranks among the
hrst. The program is as follows:
Saturday, Aug. 8, a. m., Opening Meeting,
p. in., Lecture by Abbie Morse.
a. m., Lecture by Juliette
Sunday, Aug.
Yeaw. Seance, Oscar Edgerley. p. m Lect-

Wiggin. Test Seance.
Monday, Aug. 10, a. m., Social Meeting,
p. m., Lecture, Oscar Edgerley. Tests.
Tuesday, Aug. 11, a. m., Mrs. Abbie Morse,
p. m., F. A. Wiggin, Seance.
Wednesday, Aug. 12,a. m., Oscar Edgerley,
Seance, p. in., F. A. Wiggin, Tests.
Thursday, Aug. 13, a. in., Annual Meeting
8 o’clock. Lecture, Mrs. Juliette Yeaw, p.
m., F. A. Wiggin, Seance.
Friday, Aug. 14, a. m., Lecture, F. A.
Wiggin. p. m., Lecture, Oscar Edgerley.
ure, F. A.

Tests.

Saturday, Aug. 15,

a.

in., F. A.

Tests,

Wiggin.

p. m., Juliette Yeaw.
Sunday, Aug. lt>, a. m., Oscar Edgerley, p.
m., F. A. Wiggin, Seance.

Highest of all

in

’,
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Spencer’s place

|

|
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1
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1

June 17.

Sch. Maria

ter.

Webster, Turner, Glouces-

June 18. Schs. Janies Holmes, Ryan,
Boston;
Marcc 11 us, Welch, do; P. M. Bonnie. Burgess,
Yinalhaven.
June 20. Sch. Cox & Green, Thompson, New
York.
June 21. Schs. Chas. E. Raymond, Fendleton,
Salem; 1’ocasset, Herrick, Newburyport.
June 22. Sch. Radiant, Hardy. Portland
June 23. Sch. John C. Smith, Kueelaud, New
York.
SAILED.

June
June
Fannie
June

18. Sch. Volant, Pendleton. Rockland.
19. Schs. M. C. Grav, Wentworth,
Bangor;
& Edith, Ryder. Winterport.
20. Schs. Mareellus, Welch, Frankfort;
Miantonomah, Ryan, Boston.
June 23. Sch. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess,
cruising.
June 24. Sch. Radiant, Hardy, Swan's Island.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, June 17. Ar, hrig H. B.
Hussey.
Charleston ; schs. Isaiah K. Stetson, Guantanamo,
Mabel Hooper, Sagua; Tlios. W. Hyde. Darien;
cld, sch. Nimbus, Montevideo; 18.chi, ship Emilv
F. Whitney, Shanghai; sld, sch. Hattie McG.
Buck. Bangor; 19, ar, schs. Hattie, Green’s Landing; George Gurney, Edgewater for Searsport;
Maggie Mulvey, Port Liberty for Bangor; 20, cid,
ship R. R. Thomas, Hong Kong; 21, sld, sch. A.
W. Ellis, Beltast; 22, ar, sch. Wm. H.
Sumner,
Pendleton, Savannah.
Boston, June 17. Sld, sell. Susan N. Pickering.
Fernamlina; 19, cld, sch. H. J. Cottrell, Charleston ; 21, ar, sch. Etta A.
Stimpson, Coombs, Apalachicola.
Philadelphia, June 16. Cld, sch. J. Holmes
Birdsall, Bangor; 17, cld, sch. Electa Bailev,
Thurston, Boston; 22, cld, sch. Isaiah Hart,
Providence; ar, sch. Willie L. Newton, Brunswick.
Baltimore, June 17. Sld, bark Josephine, McClean, Bahia and Rio Janeiro; 18, sld, bark Doris,
Thompson, Rio Janeiro; 19, sld, sch. Eliza J. Pendleton, New York; 20, ar, sch. J. Manchester
Haynes. Matthews, Kennebec; 21, ar, sell. Arthur
V. S. Woodruff, Heagan, Governor’s Harbor.
Portland, June 17. Ar, sell. Sarah D. J. Rawson,
French, Brunswick, Ga.; 18,ar, sch. Nightengale,
Rich, Boston; cld, sch. D. 11. Rivers, Colcord,
North Boothbay and Philadelphia; 2<>, ar, schs.
David Torrey, Drinkwater, New York R. F. Pettigrew, Baltimore; 22, sld, sch Anna Pendleton,
Thomas, Norfolk; ar, sch. S. M. Bird, Bangor for
Philadelphia, (with spanker split
Bangor, June 17. Cld, sch. Abraham Richardson, Wade, New York; 18, ar, schs. Geo. B. Ferguson, Romlouv; W in. Flint, New York; Lizzie
Lane, Port Johnson; cld, schs. S. M. Bird, Philadelphia; Post Boy, New York; 20, cld, sell. Willard Saulsbury, Hardy, New York; 23, ar. s<hs.
Kir Carson, Rabboni ami Hattie McG. Buck. New
York; Annie R. Lewis, Port Johnson: Celia F.,
Hoboken: Sea Flower, Chelsea; cld, schs. Lizzie
Lane, Vineyard Haven; Melissa Trask, New York.
Bath, June 14. Ar, sell. Norombega, Philadelphia for Gardiner.
Norfolk, June 18. Sld, sch. Nahum Chapin,
Fernamlina.
Washington. D. ('..June 18. Cld, sells. Young
Biotheis and Jose Olavari, Boston; 19, ar. sell.
Daylight, Kennebec.
Portsmouth. N. H
June 19.
Ar. sell. Gov.
Ames, Philadelphia; 22. ar. bark Tlios. J. Stew-

art

Washington,

1>. e

Brunswick, June 20.

Cummings. Boston.

Ar, sch. Viola

Keppard,

Fernamlina, June 20. Sld, sell. Abbie C. Stubbs,
Whitney, New York; Jessie Lena, Devereatix.
Demerara.
Port Royal. S. C., Jutie 20. Sld, sell.
Henry
C.ausen. Jr., Boston.
Punta Gorda, Fla.. June 20. Cld, sch. Tab-fa,
Fletcher, Baltimore.
Salem, June 20. Ar, sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames,
Port Johnson.
Rockland, Me., June 20. Sld, sch. Abraham
Richardson, Wade, Bangor for New York.
Jacksonville, June 22. Ar, soli. Charlotte T.
Sibley, Bartlett, Portland.
Newburyport, June 22. Ar, sch. Jonathan Cone,
New York.

Leavening Power.— Latest

U. S. Gov’t
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BLOOD
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Summer Servk
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STEAMERS CITY Of !
PENOBSCOT in Com
Arrivals
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s

Lat*

and

Commencing Monday, June 2
will leave Belfast
For Boston, via Northport, (
land, daily except Sunday. M
m., other days at o 1*. m.
For Searsport, Thursdays a;;.;
For Bucksport, Winterport a
except .Monday, upon arriva
Boston, due Tuesdays, Thurso:,
at 7,3<> a m.. other
days at s.:c
RE rURN INC
From Boston, daily, except
From Rockland, daily, exce;
r» to u a. m.
rom Bangor, via Winter; ,•
Mondays at 12 noon, other da
at 2 i*. m.
From Searsport, Mondays and

by

Nerve Tonic

-•

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

F. JOHNSON. Acting Agent,
CALVIN Al'STIN, («en 1 S
WILLIAM H. HILL, Hen

v

Mame Centra!

REMEMBER

R,|

TIME-TAIil

DALTON’S PILLS
SUMMER ILLS!

On and a Tier June 22, IStirt.
Burnham ami Wan rwlie hi:
ami from Bangor. Watervilh
tom will run as follows

-»

They please everybody

FROM BELKA'i

Belfast, depart.
Citvpoiut.

and do

not gripe.

FOR SALE BY ALL

DEALERS.

r :

Thorndike.
Unity.

7
7

Burnham,

a:

rive

Benton..

Bangor..
A< houn. In AValdobo o.
Mr<, Cleulmn J. Ac-torn,

;

Waldo..
Brooks
Kno.v

Clinton..

BOfiJ*.

1

....

May.
Portland..
1 *'i«’11aRi'>. In Centre Montville. .Tune 21. to Mr. !
d Mrs. C. R. Richards <>t Washington, 1». ('.. a

pj

..{1

son.
(

:

May 12 to Mr. and < Waterville
a
daughter, Mari-.n j

a it

Wkkks. In Rockland. .June If*.
lias. 1-;. Weeks. a sou.

t.»

T“ BELFAs

Mr. and Mrs.
"

MARRIED.

j

■.

1

DIED.
Ayer. In Montville, dune la. Willis Ayer
Benner. In Thomaston, .May 10, Elmer W.,>on
of William H. and Dora Benner, aged 4 months
and 7 days.
Briggs. In Belfast, dune 18, George B Briggs,
aged 81 years, 1 month and f> days.
Freeman. In Belfast, dune 21, Beatrice \\
daughter of Mr. and Mr". Sherman W. Freeman,
aged 2 months and 22 days.
Stoddard
In Belfast, dune 18, Oliver Harriman, sou of Dr. George W. and Sarah H. Mod
dard, aged 2 years, 7 months and 10 days.
Ti rnkr. in North Washington, lime 4. Miss
Louise Turner, aged 21 year-.

Price

Belfast

Current.

corrected weekly for the JOCRNAL.

Produce Market.
Price Paid Producer,
Apples, p bu. 70 til 00 Hay. p ton. 5 00a 12 oo
4 a 5i Hides, p !t>,
2 1 2a,3
dried, p tt>.
1 5oa 1 75|Lamb, p it..
K»ul2
Beans, pea.
medium, 1 30a 1 50 Lambskins,
15a25
vel'xv eves 1 40al 50 Mutton, p tb,
4 a. 5
Butter, p It..
14 a 18 Oats, p bu, 32 lb. 30 a 35
5a7 Potatoes,
20,a25
Beef, p lb.
5<>a55 Round Hog,
4 1 -2a5
Barley, p bu.
Pall Straw, p ton, 6 Ooa 7 oo
Cheese, p It.,
12al4 Turkey, p lb.
Oao
Chicken, p tb,
On a 80 Talloxv,
1 l-2a3
CalfSkins,
Duck, p lt>,
C«7
(To.(> Veal, p lb,
12 Wool, unwashed, 12a 13
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p lb.
I0al2 Wood, hard, 3 5tI a5 00
OaU Wood, soft,
3 00a3 50
Geese, p lb,
Retail Market.

POal 00
Beef, corned, p ft., 7 aS Lime, p bbl,
Butter, salt. 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p It-. 3 1-2 a 4
44 Onions, p ft,.
4-a5
Corn, p bu,
( racked Corn, p bn.
44 oil.kerosene.gal. 13a 15
Corn Meal, p bu,
44 Pollock, p lt>.
4a4 1-2
7aS
12a 14 Poric, p If..
Cheese, p It..
1 12
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25'Plastei. p bbl,
<»3
Codfish, dry. p lb
oaPjRye Meal, p If.. 85a‘.tn
Cranberries, p .|t,goaim Shorts, p ewt,
5 1 2 ad
Clover Seed, p It.. 11 a 12 Sugar, p lb.
40
Flour, p bbl. 3 75 a 4 75 Salt, T I f> bn
4a5
H.G.Seed, bu. 2 15*/2 25 Sweet Potatoes,
Lard.

lo Wheat Meal.

lb

8a

Boston

Produce

Bangor

Thorndike
Kuo\.
Brooks
Wa hi.

choice.

Belfast, arri'u.

F1 ■;_i station.
Limited tickets for Bo-mu a
from Bellas; ami .ili starj. ns
Through tickets to all pom;
west via all routes, foi sale
PA'is
Vgent, Belfast.
Vice Pics, am
F. K. Boom by, Gen! as- m
P«»rt land. June 22, l^on
At

a

Prohate

Court

held

the County <d Waldo
June, A. In 18iK>.

7

at If. !
the

on

Tr A K BISON 8 IKK I 17 wi 1..
STEF IK, late of Searsp o'
Wa
for an allowanee out of the pers
decease* i.
Ordered. Tha; the said pen:
all persons interested by eausii
order t<> he published three wet
the Republican Journal, prim,
they may appear at a Probat••
at Belfast within and for sac.
second Tuesday of July next
before noon, and show cause,
why the prayer of said petiti
II
of

granted.
A true

copy.

i

\
;!
j
1

GEO. E. JO!
Attest
Jkrk’h In Pa

STATE OE M A
W ALDO 88.

COURT

li

In the case of ELI COOK >f Be
ty of Waldo and State of
Debtor.
VTOTICE is hereby given th
Debtor has tiled in th-x'
iu said County, a petition f.
all his debts provable under tinsaid State, and for a -*Tt :f
hearing upon the same is order.Probate Obit e in Hellast. in
nesday. the loth day .>t .inly,
o'clock in the afternoon, when
attend and show cause, if an.
praver of the petitioner shoni.i i.
Attest -JKKK'II
2"2C
U,-giM,

{

1

\
\

|

|

>.i

j

..

!
i

LAND OR

are to-

l-2al7.

Id

*

....

Citypomt.

WANTED

"I

cream,

.«*. :

..

Unity..

2 1-2a3

22, ISPd. The following
provisions, ere.
day's quotations

..

Benton.
CiintOn.
Burnham, depart..

Market.

Boston, dune

Butter Northern
15e.
Eastern, 14
Cheese —Northern,

1,

Waterville.

••

Retail Price.

t \V

Portland.

hi Thorndike, dune 21, by
Dykr-Doi.loi f.
Rev. 1>. Brac ket:, Edgar W illis Dyer and Mi."
Annie May DollolT, both I Thorndike.
i
I>aniKi.s-Siiermas
Iii Rockland, dune 18,
|
Clarence E Daniels and Grace II. Sherman.
Hai.I .-KlDPFR. ln Rockpurt. dune 17 George;I
Gregory Hal! of Ea-t Bost.ui and Lillian Gertrude •
Kidder of Rock port.
I
Hart-Teel. Ln Martinsville. Sr. George, dune
13. I-. .1. Hart and Ada Teel, both of si. i.
>i -e
Pa ITEKSON-Ill > 1ER. Ill Bella-t. dune 21, by
Rex. d. M. Leighton. Roland c. Potto: >11
Mr>. Ella E. Hunter, both of Belfast.
>x"«' Rice,
ln Rock and. dune 1
ar < t n
Far well Snow, r. s. N., and Miss Annie Frances,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Rice.

;|

</

Egg"

llennerv,

choice. 7 a 7 l-4e.
choice, IdalTe; Eastern

With large

new.

13

1 2 e.
Beans
Pea. -1 25a 1 35; mediums. -I ooa
1 05: vellow eves, Sl 15a 1 30; red kidnex, si 1<>

^1

20.

Potatoes

Choice Hebrons. 40c

Star, 30c.
Apples—Russets, S3 00.a4

p bush; White

ning

in

J.H.&J.W.JONES,!—
)

|

ware.

WANTED,
afraid

work.

Good references reA. A. HOWES vV CO.
quired.
Belfast, June 25,189t>.- Iw25
to

I r-mtum

,ti.

I*. O. I Sox 25)41.

00 Main Stlie!fast.

Report

.•.in

Wash ngton count'
mid
no marsh or swampy land
A
prices will be msidered
with full particulars and lowest

or

OO.

BICYCLES 10 in.

not

Card of Tlianka.

pure

11,

!

™

TO WORK IN OUR STORE,
A young man, eighteen to twenty years of
age, of good weight, good habits and one

Absolutely

life*,

APPETITE,

;

ARRIVED.

<ty...

._.,

bottle.

BELFAST

“I have used 5 *,
Swan's Nerve a
»lood
Tonic and
UPON
sider it the best
EVERY medicine in the
It proved so in 111 V
vrnrp
.ihKtts
i can heartily
|\ mend it to nil' w!
run down in heed
THE need a tonic.
A. Camfk. ..
BOOT
Bar Huri
Arxs
41,8

NtKVLS,

Indigestive poisons a re the bane of the
dyspeptic’s life. When sick, see if yo ur
sickness is caused by indigestive poisons.
If so, take Shaker
Digestive Cordial. This
is the only certain way of
being permanently cured, because it is the only way that
gets rid of the poisons. You know that fermented foods is poisonous.
You know that
poison is unhealthy. Shaker Digestive Cordial clears the stomach of fermenting
food,
and purifies the blood and system of i ndiIt.
cures
gestive poisons.
indigestion and
the diseases that come of it. Headache, dizziness, nausea, stomach-ache, weakness,
flatulence, constipation, loss of appetite, irritability, etc. These are a f< w of the symptoms, caus'd by indigestive poisons, cured
by Shaker Digestive Cordial.
At druggists, price 10 cents to 81 00
per

FORT OF

Dr. Swan’s Ncrv;
and Blood Tonic

_

repair the church.

SfcWS.

Bliiiu

lIlMJLiLA.A

Are toned up and improved

SHIP

j
N

James K. Rohm
St. Johnsbur.

Early

Mrs. Caroline Kilburn returned
Wednesday from Massachusetts,
where she has been since last fall_Mrs.
Lizzie Bean of Farmington is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Haley_Miss
Ada Littlefield graduated from the
training
school at New Britain, Conn., last week and
is at home for a vacation... Miss L. A.
Griudle and Miss E. M.Hall visited Mrs. H.
W. Norton in Bucksport last week_Rev.
J. P. Simonton exchanged with Rev. J. E.
Lombard of Orriugton last Sunday_The
Methodist Society voted at their parish
to

\

years’”

WiNTERPORT.

raise 8700

It

BLOOD like a new man
TONICS not felt so wel]

Nassau, June 20. Hark Taria Topan, Coombs,
from Rockport, Mass., for Sabine Pass, was totally wrecked June 18 on Mucaras Reef. Crew saved.
Partially insured.
Charters. Sch. Levi Hart. Brunswick to Boston. lumber, $4 62 1 2. Sell. Electa Bailey, PhilaBark Henry
delphia to Boston, pipe. $1.50
Xorwell, Brunswick to New York, lumber. $4.50,
out in ballast. Sell. Herald, Charleston to Boston,
Sell. Maggie Mullumber, $4.75. Coal freights
vey, Port Liberty to Bangor, 60 cents, sch. Kit
Carson, Wehawken to Bangor, 55 cents. Sch.
Gen. A. Ames. Perth Amboy to Salem, 55 cents.
To Carry Canadian Co'ai..
Baltimore, June
1*> The recent, placing of orders for coal
by New
England railroad companies and manufacturers
in the British Provinces will have its effect upon
the shipments from Baltimore, Newport News,
Norfolk and Philadelphia, from where heretofore
the supply was obtained. There has also been a
demand for the largest class of schooners which
have been seeking business from home ports,
many of whi h have been charteted and others
are being soiurht to
accept business from the proviucial e.oai ports.
A Lhjhtshid k<»r
auk Ha ikkas.
Baltimore,
•Emu 2o.
The 1'nited States Government has
abandoned Hie effort to place a lighthouse on Hatter.;' Shoals, and the $200,000 voted
by Congress
fpr the purpose has been returned to the authorities. Instead, a lightship, to be the largest on the
coast, with steam power if she goes adrift, will
be stationed on the shifting shoals, which extend
nearly 10 miles out to sea. A siren that can he
heard 2o miles and lights that can be seen for 15
miles are proposed. Bids will shortly he called
lor
Old charts show that a lightship was stationed on Hatteras before the present generation of
mariners. Experimental foundations for a lighthouse have been carried away by the seas.

and Mrs. Curtis wish to extend thanks to friends and
neighbors for the kindness shown them in
their trouble and especially for the
many
beautiful flowers. They also extend thanks
to the Morrill choir for their services.

to

nierits of Dr. Swan
ri/wt
BKST
Nerve and Blood
Tonic
I was completed
Op
down and tired
Now. after t,
ALL
Rinnn your medicine. |

W.

Peirce street, where he has since resided.
His wife, formerly Sarah J. Clarion of Sears-

meeting

cash

It gives me
j;
pleasure to testify!

brig Telos, Coney, New

Ship A. G. Ropes, Rivers, from New
York for San Francisco, May 5, lat. 30 S., Ion. 47

port, and one son, Willis M. Briggs of Ames,
Thompson; Morning Light, Monroe, Tolford
bury, Mass., survive him. He leaves fine
Durham; Star of Progress, Jackson, T. J.
brother, William Briggs of Brooks. DeWin.
D.
HarElliot;
Dill;Rising Sun, Knox,
ceased was held in high esteem wherever he
vest Moon, Thorndike, Rufus Gross; Silwas known. he
was a good
citizen ami
ver Harvest, Waldo, E. E. Clements; Comet,
neighbor, and a man of upright principles
Swanville, Horatio Marr; Honesty, Morrill,
and square dealings. The funeral was held
D. O. Bowen; Sebasticook, Burnham, Orrin
Saturday at 12 o’clock, Rev. G. G. Winslow
Learned; Mystic, Belmont, M. B. Hunt;
The remains were taken to
Union Harvest, Montville, M. E. Herrimau ; officiating.
Brooks, where a delegation from Geo. G.
Dirigo, Freedom, B. F. Foster; South
Davis Post, G. A. R., met and escorted them
Branch, Prospect, W. II. Ginn; Equity, Belfast, Henry Davidson ; Granite, North Sears- to.the cemetery.
port, Arthur Boyd; Seaside, Belfast, A. L.
Blanche I., wife of Wm. Sheldon of Morrill
Mudgett; Victor, Searsmont, Matthew Las- and youngest
daughter of Frank and Kate
sell; Ritchie, Waldo, J. G. Harding; Stock- Curtis,
passed away at the home of her fathBro.
Stockton
Colcord
and
ton,
Springs,
er in East
Knox, Saturday evening, June
Sis. Blanchard; South Montville, Montville,
13th, after a short but severe illness, aged 23
Ralph Morse; Hillside, Thorndike, N. A.
years and 8 months.
Mrs. Sheldon was a
Littlefield; Sunrise, Winterport, W. S. Dol- kind and affectionate
daughter, a loving
loff.
wife, and by her bright and cheerful ways
A class of 85 was instructed in the fifth
and genial disposition made friends wherdegree, and after remarks “for the good of ever she went. The
family have the symthe order” by State Master Edward Wiggin
pathy of the community in their bereaveof Presque Isle, the grange adjourned for
ment.
Mr. Sheldon and Mr.

dinner.
This part of the day's proceedings was also
a success.
The tables were filled and refilled for two hours, until all present, numbering nearly 500 persons, were fed. The
tables seated 115 persons. Seaside Grange
furnished beans, brown bread, coffee, tea,
&c., and each member or family brought a
well-filled lunch basket.
The afternoon session was opened in the
fourth degree for business. The committee
on
time, place and program reported and
the report was adopted. The next meeting
will beheld with Stockton Grange of Stockton Springs, Aug. 18th. The address of welcome will be by Lillian
Staples and the
response by J. G. Harding. The topic, to
be opened by Howard Murphy, will be,
“What is the matter with the farmer?” and
the sisters’ topic will be, “If women vote

Ar.

Spoken.

a

on

iwenty-two granges reported
Northern Light, Winterport,

If it don' t cure you,

sch. John I.

Platte.

Barbadoes, June 5. Ar, bark Mabel I. Meyers,
Buenos Ayres.
Singapore. May 12. In port, bark Adolph Obrig,
Amsbury, for New York, ldg.
Surinam, June 19. Ar, bark Megunticook, Wallace, Mobile (to proceed to Trinidad to load for
north of Hattenis).
Rosario, May 1C. In port, sch. Geo. V. Jordan,
Parke, for Boston, ldg.
Colon, June 19. Ar, bark Henry A. Litchfield,
Brunswick, Ga.

few days
ago he exclaimed, “Edmund will know me
when I meet him there.” After leaving the
sea Mr. Briggs went to California and worked in the mines, and while there enlisted in
the army. Alter the war he returned to
Maine and lived in Monroe on a farm a few
He then bought the hotel in Brooks
years.
known as the Briggs House and was its landlord twelve years. Two years
ago he sold
out on account of failing health and after a
few months’ residence in
Unity came to
at it

an

York.

Briggs’

and while

Ar, sch, A. B.

FOREIGN PORTS.

was caught in the line and hauled
overboard. George was in the same boat and
witnessed the accident. A portrait of the
lost brother hangs on the wall in Mr.

parlor,

Breakwater, June 22.

Cardenas.
I Sherman, Pillsbury,
Wilmington, N. C., June 22. Ar,

The undersigned wish to thank their friends
and neighbors for kindnesses during the sickness
and death of Miss Mary Stevenson.
MR. and MRS. F. B. STROFT.
Belfast, June 25, 1896.—Iw2t>*

HUB BICYCLE
WARRANTED IN EV E
Price
Sold for cash

or

on

instulnw

J. H. & j. w. JONES
Everything in Harduar

Belfast & Moosehead Lak ^
Clfkk
Belfast,.!
Notice is hereby given that
of tit is corporation will be
House in Belfast. Wednesday
o'clock, for the following purp
1st. To hear and act upon
Trustees and Treasurer.
2d. To elect nine Directors !•
3d. To act upon any othei u
legally come before said meeting.
Per order,
2G
FRANK R. "

I

